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1 Introduction/Preface
RESPECT1 is a research project founded by the European Union (FP7), in col-
laboration between eighteen research institutions in sixteen countries, plus parti-
cipation from Interpol. RESPECT addresses the role of surveillance systems and 
procedures in preventing and reducing crime, tracking evidence and prosecution 
of serious crime and acts of terrorism:
• Are the surveillance systems and procedures used in Europe in preventing 

crime effective?
• What are the social and economic costs involved?
• What is the legal basis for these systems and what procedures are in place? 

What best practices are available?
• What attitude do European citizens have toward surveillance systems?

The aim of RESPECT project is first and foremost to:
• Establish best-practice criteria developed on the basis of operational, econo-

mic, social and legal efficiency as well as citizen perceptions.
• Develop a toolkit of pan-European application (and beyond) that will balance 

citizens’ privacy and security concerns.

Further information about the project could be attained from http://respectpro-
ject.eu/

This report contains results from RESPECT, WP7 “RFID, Geolocalization and 
Internet of Things”. The objective of WP7 was:

“To assess the use of RFID and geo-location devices in the detection, prevention 
and/or prosecution of crimes across Europe and examine grounds for establishment, 
costs, density, on-going investment, amount of staff, crime solving rate using these 
techniques.”

The following tasks were formulated in order to attain the objectives:

7.1  Identify and classify RFID and geolocation devices already used or potentially 
deployable in crime detection, prevention and/or prosecution of crimes in 
participating member states and a number of non-member states where such 
systems are already deployed 

7.2  Review of legal and political grounds for establishment given at the time when 
the particular RFID and/or geolocation system was set up and compare this to 
grounds given for the retention (and/or extension) of these systems over the years 

1 Rules, Expectations & Security through Privacy-Enhanced Convenient Technologies.
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7.3 Identify degree of automated decisions based on data collected from RFID and 
geolocation devices 

7.4  Identify the degree of interoperability between public and private RFID and 
geolocation devices 

7.5  Impact Assessment following criteria established in WP3.

Challenges of complying with objectives and tasks regarding costs and techno-
logy are discussed in section 3.5.1 (costs) and 4.5.1 (technology).

Deliverables of WP7:
• Inventory of RFID and geolocation systems being used by the private and 

public sector in major European cities. D.7.1 
• Cost and Convenience Report D.7.2 
• Impact Assessment of the use of RFID and geolocation devices D.7.3 

The two first deliverables are reported in Part I (this part) of the report, while 
D.7.3 is reported in Part II.

Most of this report has been written by Dag Wiese Schartum, partly on ba-
sis of national reports from partners of the RESPECT project (cf. Annex 1) and 
reports from various national Interpol offices procured through INTERPOL. 
Thank you! (None mentioned, none forgotten).

Important contributions to chapter 4 have been given by Gisle Hannemyr and 
Tommy Tranvik.

Thanks to Hannemyr, Tranvik and other members of the RESECT project for 
many valuable comments to the text.



PART I

Understanding how technology is used 
to locate and track people
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2 Scientific approach of WP7

2.1 Position and Tracking technologies (PT technologies) and 
concepts to describe them

The statements of objects, tasks and deliverables are based on use of the terms 
“RFID and geo-location devices” and “systems”, i.e. with one specific indication of 
technology (RFID) and more general devices and systems for geolocation. In or-
der to establish a reasonable meaning for these expressions and thereby the mea-
ning of objectives and tasks, the initial parts of our research involved discussions 
aimed at identifying more concretely other technologies with the potential of 
performing geolocalization. Thus, the technological scope has been made wider 
by identifying other technologies with important characteristics in common with 
RFID, all regarding geo-localization. In short, we designated these technologies 
“Position and Tracking technologies”, abbreviated “PT technologies.”

Thus, in this report PT technologies are characterized by:
I. Application of infrastructure/electronic communication (e.g. GPS,2 GSM,3 

RFID,4 WLAN,5 WiFi,6 Bluetooth,7 ultrasound); 
II. with the objective to locate and trace objects (e.g. vehicles, equipment, vessels, 

containers, small items (cloths, bags, people, animals);
III. which have a unique identity (e.g. RFID-tags, SIM-cards, license plates, QR-

codes8).

This definition contains certain limitations which we will come back to in section 
3.2.6 and 3.6. Moreover, use of PT technology is widespread and heterogeneous,9 
factors which constitute a methodological challenge, see section 4.5.1.

Position and Tracking Technology is a concept introduced for the purpose 
of this research. Research is a learning process, and in section 3.6 (“Overall clas-
sification of technology related to peoples’ location”) we widen the technologi-
cal perspective and argue that more types of technology than those listed above 
(cf. I – III) should be of interest; both from the perspective of privacy protec-

2 Global Positioning System.
3 Global System for Mobile Communications.
4 Radio-frequency identification.
5 Wireless local area network.
6 Wireless exchange of data using radio waves over a computer network.
7 Wireless exchange of data over short distances using short-wavelength radio transmissions.
8 Quick Response Code, a type of matrix barcode.
9 Cf chapter 4.
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tion and police investigation. As consequence, in chapter 1 of Part II of this re-
port, we introduce “location-enabling technology” to denote this wider range of 
technologies. 

In this report, “location” and “position” will be used as synonyms, but loca-
tion will be the dominant term to indicate a certain place where a person or an 
object is.10 Data used to describe locations are termed “location data”, while data 
describing a physical persons whereabouts is denoted “personal location data”. 
In several documents, ”geolocation” is used instead of “location”. Geo as prefix 
indicates that the location is geographic, which could be understood as somet-
hing different, for example, from location within a building. We do not make a 
distinction between types of sites where people are located, and thus only make 
use of “geolocation” when we refer to documents which use this term. 

2.2 Methods, sources and implementation
2.2.1 General
The investigation we give an account of in Part I of this report is based on in-
formation related to two groups of countries. One part relates to a selection of 
twelve identified (mainly) European countries (“national studies”). The selection 
of countries participating in the national study was made as part of the approved 
research design in the application to FP7. The second part of the investigation has 
been directed towards national Interpol offices all around the globe, included of-
fices in Europe (“Interpol inquiry”). Since the research design laying the basis for 
WP7 was based on the condition that the identity of these offices should not be 
known, and that replies should only be classified as belonging to certain regions 
of the world, we have not been able to match results from the Interpol study with 
the national studies. Thus, the two parts of the investigation will be presented 
separately.

The research design of the Interpol inquiry was based on prior knowledge of 
the law enforcement sector where it was clear that law enforcement agencies are 
very reluctant to divulge information of the type required by the RESPECT pro-
ject. In order therefore to encourage a number of national police forces to provide 
some information, it was decided to offer the possibility of using RESPECT part-
ner INTERPOL as a trusted third party which would be responsible for acting as 
a filter and anonymising the data collected from any particular national police 
force. In this way it was possible to elicit a number of responses from European 
countries and beyond, though the anonymisation of the data would prevent the 

10 We assume “position” may be best suited when we do not know name of the place.
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RESPECT research team from achieving direct corroboration or any form of tri-
angulation with the national reports obtained otherwise. 

The following investigations were carried out as part of the national studies:
• Inquiry directed to the national telecommunication authorities (“telecom in-

quiry”).
• Inquiry directed to the national data protection authorities (“data protection 

inquiry”).
• Inquiry directed to Internet service providers operating in the national mar-

ket of each country (“ISP inquiry”).
• Document studies in government dossiers etc. in each country (“document 

study”).

The list of national research institutions participating in the telecom inquiry, data 
protection inquiry and ISP inquiry is included as annex 1 to this report. From 
some of the countries, it proved difficult to collect information. Thus, most of this 
report concerning the national study is based on answers from eight of the twelve 
countries originally included in the research design.11 

Nonresponse from the four countries listed in the table is due to different 
circumstances for which we have no full overview.12 The major reason is probably 
that the national research groups did not succeed in getting responses from the 
relevant authorities and ISPs.

Some of the authorities which responded to our inquiry did not answer every 
question. Such omissions will be commented upon when we present the results.

Statements in the inquiries are to a large extent worded in ways which enable 
different interpretations. Such problems occur, of course, in most research ques-
tions expressed in natural language. Our inquiries are to a large extent exposed to 
this challenge. This is first and foremost due to three characteristics. Firstly, some 
statements are formulated by means of terms from the legal domain which do not 
necessarily have equivalents in each of the national languages applied. Secondly, 
and probably most importantly, several statements are worded on an overall le-
vel taking PT technologies as example. These technologies have many and very 
different uses, and thus answers may rely on specific conditions and situations. 
Thirdly, since questions highlighted issues regarding police investigation, secrecy 
limitations were foreseen. We were aware of these problems and thus stressed in 
the introduction of all inquiries that:

11 These eight countries are Austria, Bulgaria, Germany, Italy, Norway, Romania, Slovakia and 
Slovenia. Regarding response rates etc. of the Interpol inquiry, see section 2.2.3.

12 In Malta for example the data collection period coincided with the run-up to and the aftermath 
of national elections including a change of government, a process during which it proved 
difficult for data to be gathered since many officials were reluctant to take action about requests 
for information.
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“We are fully aware that aswers to questions may be uncertain and thus based on 
approximate assessments of the respondent . Although we expect that our questions 
should be possible to answer within legal regulations of secrecy, we also respect that 
some issues may be too sensitive to answer. In these cases, please indicate that the 
information could not be given due to secrecy reasons.”

Regarding the two first problems, we seeked to counter unwanted effects by invit-
ing respondents to give comments and additional information to every question. 
Some general statements from respondents expressed problems of answering our 
questions.13 However, supplementary comments were very few. Nontheless, an-
swers to some of the questions indicate that respondents may have based their 
replies on different conditions. In the presentation of results we will highlight 
such uncertainties, see in particularly in chapter 5 and 6.

2.2.2 National studies
All four questionnaires applied as part of the national studies were brief and 
mainly based on a multiple choice technique, often related to statements where 
respondents were asked to choose one or several alternatives by ticking off a box. 
Comments were allowed on all sets of statements, and in some instances even to 
each statement.

The use of a questionnaire makes it easy to compare answers from different 
countries, but was mainly chosen in order to increase chances of a high response 
rate from relevant national authorities and ISPs. Another concern was to mini-
mize work load for the national research teams. Almost all teams were members 
of both the RESPECT and SMART project, each project with many work packa-
ges. The idea was that brief and simple questionnaires would make it simple for 
national teams to follow up and have responses from telecom authorities, data 
protection authorities and ISPs.

In order to facilitate high response rates, national questionnaires were trans-
lated into the respective official languages. Translations were organised by the 
WP leader and checked by the respective national research teams. Questionnaires 
were then communicated to national telecom authorities, data protection autho-
rities and a selection of ISPs in each country.14 We received answers from:
• Eight data protection authorities,15 of which two (from Italy and Romania) 

were only brief statements;

13 For instance, the data protection authority of Slovakia commented to question 4 of the “data 
protection inquiry” (see below) that “We believe that results from this questionnaire may be 
difficult to interpret and may even lead to the wrong conclusion ...”.

14 Our intention was to receive answers from a minimum of three ISPs from each country.
15 Authorities in Austria, Bulgaria, Germany, Italy, Norway, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia.
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• Nine telecommunication authorities in eight countries;16

• 20 ISPs, ranging from six to one ISP in each country.17

Some responses were incomplete in the sense that a few statements/questions 
were not answered, but this has no significant influence on the applicability of re-
sults. A few of the authorities made comments, but the main picture is that results 
almost only exist in the form of responses to multiple choice questions.

The scope of inquiry and the number of responses of course do not give a 
representative picture of the European situation, and percentages and average fi-
gures are thus not meaningful. It is of interest, however, to show similarities and 
differences on a country level of selected points included in the questionnaires. It 
is also of interest to see the degree of concurrence and dispersion of replies. Our 
investigation does not, however, allow us to explain similarities and differences.

2.2.3 Interpol inquiry
The Interpol inquiry was directed towards police authorities in all 190 Interpol 
offices, and carried out in collaboration with the Interpol headquarters in Lyon, 
France. Use of a questionnaire was mainly chosen in order to increase chances of 
a high response rate. This was particularly important with regard to the police in-
quiry because Interpol offices received several questionnaires in addition to those 
connected to RESPECT WP7, both other work packages in RESPECT and in the 
SMART project which was carried out according to a similar design.

A draft questionnaire was made by the WP leader, and sent to each national 
research group and the Interpol office in Lyon. Feedback from Interpol caused 
several changes of questions and design of the questionnaire. With Interpol as 
intermediary, these questionnaires were anonymised. Thus, the identity of the co-
untry of responding offices is not known to the WP leader or the research groups.

Before the questionnaire was sent to Interpol offices, it was translated into the 
four official languages of Interpol. Only information on the region of the world 
where the responding police offices are situated has been made known. The fol-
lowing regions have been used to classify results:
• Europe (12)
• Middle East and North Africa (6)
• West Africa (2)
• East Africa (6)
• North America (2)

16 Authorities in Austria, Bulgaria, Germany, Italy, Norway, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia. We 
received reply from two relevant Italian telecom authorities.

17 Austria 1 ISP, Bulgaria 6, Germany 1, Italy 3, Norway 1, Romania 1, Slovakia 1 and Slovenia 4 
ISPs.
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• Central America (4)
• South America (2)
• Asia (3)
• Oceania (0)

Figures in brackets indicate the number of replies from each region; 37 replies in 
total, constituting a response rate of approximately 20 %. The figures are of course 
much too low to give any representative picture. Moreover, the fact that country 
identity is hidden from the researchers makes it impossible to draw upon context 
and other information to do analyses of specific countries. Therefore, conclusions 
on basis of this material could only be made with great prudence and only when 
very clear patterns are identified; in particular when answers are more or less 
unanimous or when there are sharp differences. Even when general conclusions 
may be drawn, the nature of them will practically be that there are indications 
in a certain direction etc. Moreover, we are not able to explain what seem to be 
identified tendencies etc. In that sense, the results are more of a prelude to further 
research than final results.

2.2.4 General methodological considerations
Above we have emphasised some of the limitations of possibilities to draw ge-
neral conclusions on the basis of the two investigations of WP7, and of combi-
ning results from the two investigations. Notwithstanding this, and in addition 
to the concrete conclusions that may be drawn upon the existing material, the 
two inquiries have, in our view, proved fruitful to generate basic insight into the 
problem field. Examples from various countries – with known or unknown iden-
tity – have been very valuable in developing general understandings of questions 
regarding use of personal location data etc. in the fight against crime, and appur-
tenant privacy and data protection questions. Thus, one characteristic of the way 
we use results from the inquiries of WP7 is to extrapolate and suggest approac-
hes and overall models to which all or most of our examples fit, and which thus 
should be tested as general vehicles for privacy and data protection authorities 
and advocates, as well as police authorities. Regarding these parts of the results, 
we refer to the sections titled “Concluding observations”. Some elements of such 
general insights are even placed outside concluding sections of this report but 
are nonetheless a result of the project. The models in section 3.1 and section 3.3 
(below) are typical examples of such results.
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3 Positioning and tracking technology  
(PT technology)

3.1 Introduction

This chapter aims at communicating some basic knowledge and insights regarding 
technological issues particularly relevant to WP7 of the RESPECT project, i.e. po-
sitioning and tracking technologies, PT technologies. Our point of departure is a 
simple model which pictures main elements of the discussion in this report and 
places technological issues in the context of social effects and normative questions. 

ICT tools (devices and software) 

in which PT technologies are 
imbedded 

Use of ICT tools with PT functions 

by  certain actors, for certain purposes 

Produced effects of PT functions 

direct – indirect, expected – 
unexpected, social costs – benefits  

Legal norm
s /regulation

 

Social and professional norm
s

 
Ethical  norm

s
 

Social field
 

Technological field
 

Normative field 

Basic  PT technologies 

GPS, GSM, WiFi, WLAN, RFID 

Figure 1 Overall model of technological, social and normative aspects of PT 
technology

The model consists of four horizontal layers, building from basic technologies to 
produced effects of ICT tools where these basic technologies are used. We have 
no strict definition of “basic technologies” and more examples than those men-
tioned in Figure 1 could be added. The point is that these technologies are basic 
in the sense that they are/could be combined and integrated in ICT tools/devices 
and thus be part of complex technologies. The model is of general nature. Here, 
in the context of WP7, we have narrowed it by selecting special types of basic 
technologies which could be used to locate and track people and objects. The 
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smartphone is a good example of a device which combines and integrates several 
such basic technologies.

Technologists may have problems accepting our classification of some tech-
nologies as “basic”. There are, of course, technologies on which GPS, GSM etc. are 
based which are even more basic.18 However, our point is only to – quite prag-
matically – identify technological construction bricks for building advanced and 
complex ICT tools that may be applied to locate and track, not to tell the whole 
“technological truth”.

The second layer in the model should be largely self-explanatory. It repre-
sents devices/systems (hardware, software) in which basic positioning and track-
ing technologies are combined and integrated with other technological elements 
and features. An important background for this is the experiences in TRANVIK 
(2013), and research on fleet management systems in the business sector. Here, 
we have seen a development from quite simple systems based on, for example, 
GPS for the purpose of tracking vehicles, to much more advanced and complex 
systems where tracking cars etc. is one of many functions integrated with back-
office systems etc.19

We choose to denote the two first layers the technological field, among other 
reasons because we believe regulatory/normative strategies should be/must be/
are different in this field than in the social field, cf. next two layers. The layer “use 
of ICT tools” represents descriptions of actual application of the technology, an 
object of study enabled by describing functions, asking about purpose for use, 
etc. In WP7, for instance, we have mapped areas of application where location 
and tracking is a part (e.g. payment, access control, marketing etc., see sections 
4.3, 4.5, 5.6 and 5.7).

The top layer in the social field is about the effects of PT technology use. We 
may talk about social (and other) costs, but also of various types of benefits – and 
of course effects which are hard to classify as “good” or “bad” (because people 
disagree, because “time will tell” etc.). Some effects can be directly and simply 
observed, while others are indirect and are often the results of complex synergies. 
Many effects are anticipated, but because technologies will be introduced in many 
different and complex social patterns and processes, occurrences of unanticipa-
ted effects should be expected. We may also make a distinction between intentio-
nal and unintentional effects (which could be both expected and unexpected) etc. 
The point here is not to present a complete inventory of social effects of ICT tools 
with PT functions, but to emphasise that it may be useful to have some common 
subcategories to introduce as starting point of analyses.

18 For instance microchips.
19 Tranvik (2013).
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The second main element of the model is on the left hand side (vertical) and 
represents three normative aspects (“normative field”). The main point here is that 
every layer is/should be subject to some sort of norm system, be it ethical, social 
or legal norms. An important aspect is the interplay and synergies between dif-
ferent types of norm systems. Choice of regulatory strategy should be based on 
knowledge of such normative interactions. Effective regulation would probably 
require different normative strategies on different layers. The overall question is 
of course: which normative strategies work if we want to protect life, health and 
property from criminal acts and at the same time safeguard privacy and legal 
protection?

Aspects linked to the social and normative field will be discussed in Part II of 
this report. The remaining portion of this chapter will be used to provide some 
fundamental information regarding the selected basic technologies that may be 
used to position and track objects and people (PT technologies). In section 3.2 
we will first and foremost be on the first layer in the model presented above, but 
even some examples of more concrete application of these technologies will be 
mentioned (cf. second layer). Thereafter, in section 3.3, we will develop some 
general views on how PT technologies may be used to pursue the objectives of 
positioning and tracking.

3.2 Basic technologies

By and large, the very brief descriptions of basic technology in this section follow 
at least a common list of issues:
• What the technology does
• How the technology works
• Main cost elements
• Questions related to technological interoperability

The level of detail of our technological explanations below is low and adjusted to 
the purpose of our elucidation, namely to communicate the nature and potentials 
of each technology. To the extent that more in-depth information is required as 
basis of specific discussions later in this report, this will be given in that context.

3.2.1 GPS
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite-based navigation system that 
provides a receiver on the ground with location and time information. 

The current system uses a total of 24 satellites (plus three spare) and 12 ground 
stations spread around the globe. To function, the receiver requires unobstructed 
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view to at least four GPS satellites. The system does not work inside buildings or 
in tunnels. The resolution accomplished with the current system is on the order 
of 10 metres (Kaplan 2005).

The current system is operated and maintained by the United States 
government’s Department of Defence. However, GPS is freely accessible and usa-
ble by anyone around the globe with a GPS receiver. It serves both military and 
civil uses.20

To remove the dependency upon the goodwill of the USA, other governments 
are developing alternative satellite based navigation systems, including GLONASS 
(Russia), Galileo (European Union), BeiDou (China), and IRNSS (India). These 
systems are still under development.

Since the non-US systems do not yet exist, there is no way of predicting the 
extent to which these systems will be interoperable with each other. However, the 
International Committee on Global Navigation Satellite Systems has expressed a 
strong commitment to interoperability21: 

Interoperability refers to the ability of global and regional navigation satellite systems 
and augmentations and the services they provide to be used together to provide better 
capabilities at the user level than would be achieved by relying solely on the open 
signals of one system.
• Interoperability allows navigation with signals from different systems with minimal 

additional receiver cost or complexity.
• Multiple constellations broadcasting interoperable open signals will result in improved 

observed geometry, increasing end user accuracy everywhere and improving service 
availability in environments where satellite visibility is often obscured.

• Geodetic reference frames realisation and system time steerage standards should 
adhere to existing international standards to the maximum extent practical.

• Any additional solutions to improve interoperability are encouraged.

The initial civilian use of GPS was in the form of a dedicated physical device 
that received positioning data from satellites and showed the user his or her cur-
rent location on a digital map. These devices were usually mounted as an aid for 
navigation in a boat or a vehicle, but handheld dedicated GPS devices also exist. 
While there is no need to retain any data to perform this mapping function, most 
dedicated GPS devices also allow the user to automatically record the current 

20 Most of GPS commercial devices currently on the market use either the SiRF Star III chip (20 
tracking channels) or the newer MTK MT3329 (aka. MTK v2) chip (66 searching, 22 tracking 
channels). Both chips have a good reputation for accuracy, but the MTK MT3329 is supposed to 
consume less power, be more sensitive, and provide a faster fix than the older SiRF Star III.

21 Third Meeting of the International Committee on Global Navigation Satellite Systems, 8-12 Dec. 
2008, Pasadena, California, http://www.insidegnss.com/auto/ICG-3_Joint_Statement_&_PF_
Report.pdf 
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position (waypoint) to a log file a regular intervals. The purpose of the waypoint 
file is to show the user’s itinerary on a map at a later date.

The waypoint file created by a consumer GPS device is on a standard format. 
It is not hardened against manipulation by encryption or other means. In other 
words, it can be inspected and tampered with by anyone who has access to the file.

Most dedicated GPS devices have an USB port that allows them be connected 
to a computer by cable. When they are connected, the GPS-device file system ap-
pears as a removable USB disk. Waypoint files can then be transferred between 
the computer and the GPS-device by drag and drop. Most producers of GPS de-
vices provide free software to access and visualise waypoint data, but since the 
format is standard and not encrypted, third party software exists that also does 
this. Some third party programs allow extensive analysis of movement patterns 
and may also let the user edit the file.

Since dedicated GPS devices are only capable of transferring data to other 
devices by cable, physical access to the device is required to get access to the posi-
tioning data stored on these devices. For the police, this means that to gain access 
to the data recorded by a standard consumer dedicated GPS device owned by, and 
carried by, the subject, they need to have physical access to the device.

In fiction, covertly planting a tiny GPS-tracker with the capability to “phone 
home” is sometimes shown as a police method for tracking a suspect’s move-
ments. It should be noted that given current technology, the size and weight of 
the battery that will be needed to power such a device for more than a few hours 
precludes hiding the GPS-tracker in the suspect’s clothing, but it will be possible 
to hide the tracker inside a car or another large and heavy object.

In addition to dedicated GPS devices, GPS chips are now often embedded in 
cars, smartphones and digital cameras. Some of these devices also have the capa-
bility to communicate wirelessly. The pan-European eCall system for cars is dis-
cussed in a later section. As for smartphones, they have wireless communication 
capabilities and are capable of reporting GPS personal location data to a cloud 
service. Some digital cameras have similar capabilities. Some of devices are even 
shipped with the function to upload position data to a cloud service enabled. If 
the owner does not want this to happen, he or she needs to disable the function 
that uploads GPS data to the cloud. Popular cloud services for storing GPS data 
are Google+, Apple iCloud, Facebook, Instagram. Flickr, Nikon Image Space, and 
Glympse. While these cloud services provide some privacy settings that let the de-
vice owner control who gets to see the GPS data by default, all these positioning 
records can, by subpoena duces tecum,22 be handed over to the police for analysis. 
In other words, for the police to be able to access the data, physical access to the 
GPS device is only necessary if the data is not stored in the cloud.

22 I.e., subpoena for production of evidence.
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3.2.2 GSM: Digital cellular networks
Digital cellular networks provide wireless service to cellular phones. The set of 
protocols used by digital cellular networks are most often referred to as “GSM”, 
which refers to Global System for Mobile communications. This was initially a 
set of protocols for mobile telephones originally developed by the European 
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) for so-called second generation 
(2G) networks first deployed in 1991.

Since it first appeared, GSM has been extended with Universal Mobile 
Telecommunications System (UMTS) for third generation (3G), and Long Term 
Evolution Advanced (LTE 4G) for fourth generation (4G) cellular networks.

In addition to voice telephony, it offers packet data transport via General 
Packet Radio Services (GPRS) and Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution or 
EGPRS (EDGE).

A digital cellular network works by using radio to communicate between a 
portable computer, tablet or telephone (UE - user equipment) and an antenna 
radio tower (BTS - base transceiver station) nearby.

The technology of positioning is based on measuring power levels and an-
tenna patterns, taking advantage of the fact that the user equipment always com-
municates wirelessly with one of the closest base transceiver stations. This means 
that knowledge of the location of the BTS implies the UE is nearby.

More advanced tracking can be done either via triangulation of radio signals 
between (several) radio towers of the network and the UE. To locate the UE using 
triangulation of radio signals, it must emit at least the roaming signal to contact 
the next nearby antenna tower, but the process does not require an active call.

The cost of setting up and maintaining a BTS is split between the cost of buy-
ing the necessary hardware (tower and electronics), and the annual lease of the 
location where the tower is mounted.

The cost of a tower mounted Motorola HDII BTS was in 1990 USD 450 000. 
In 2010, a successor model named Motorola Horizon II cost USD 40 00023. The 
reduction in cost follows the general trend of electronics becoming smaller and 
cheaper. The cost of leasing a location to place the BTS varies with the location, 
being higher in urban areas than in rural areas.

The area covered by a BTS is known as cell size. The maximum cell size for 
GSM where the BTS is transmitting at the maximum allowed 8 watts is about 35 
km radius around the BTS, assuming an undisturbed line of sight between the 
BTS and UE. This cell size is only used in sparsely populated rural areas.

In urban areas, cell size is usually determined by landscape, architecture and 
access to suitable mounting locations, and the number users that are assumed to 
exist within the cell radius. Urban cell sizes range from about 2 km to as few as 10 

23 Md7: Cell Site Rents Must Line Up with Other Costs, http://www.md7.com/assets/001/5073.pdf 
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metres (the latter only operates indoors, for instance inside an office, and is served 
by an inconspicuous low power and low cost wall mounted radio transmitter).

Obviously, the smaller the cell size, the more accurate the GPS position 
identification.

The initial GSM networks were incompatible between continents, mostly due 
to different radio frequencies being used. This meant that a handset sold on the 
European market would not work in the USA or in Japan, and international tra-
vellers needed to carry several handsets with them to be able to use them in all 
locations. This is no longer the case, both because the industry has become more 
standardized, and because handset manufacturers make sure devices have the 
required radio frequency circuits built-in to work all over the world.

All digital cellular networks share the property of recording information that 
links the UE to the BTS it communicates with. This means that it is impossible 
for the user to avoid positioning data from being collected as a side-effect of using 
cellular technology.

The positioning data collected by the service provider is, as a rule, stored in 
database records that also contain a link to the identity of the subscriber that 
uses the service. There are no specific requirements for the service provider to 
maintain the integrity of the data (for instance by physical barriers or crypto-
graphic means), but there is obviously an implied trust that the data will not be 
manipulated in the EU and EEA data retention directive24, which requires the 
service provider to retain this data for police purposes for a specific period (from 
six months up to two years, depending upon the implementation of the directive 
by the member state). 

The police can possibly get access to this data by subpoena duces tecum. 
However, there is no standard for how this data is to be formatted, which means 
that analysis of this data must be done “by hand”, or by means of custom software.

3.2.3 WLAN and Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi is a popular technology that allows an electronic device to exchange 
data wirelessly (using radio waves) over a computer network, including high-
speed Internet connections. The Wi-Fi Alliance defines Wi-Fi as «wireless lo-
cal area network (WLAN) products that are based on the Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineers’ (IEEE) 802.11 standards». However, since most mo-
dern WLANs are based on these standards, the term «Wi-Fi» is used in general 
English as a synonym for «WLAN». Only Wi-Fi products that complete Wi-Fi 

24 Directive 2006/24/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 March 2006 on the 
retention of data generated or processed in connection with the provision of publicly available 
electronic communications services or of public communications networks and amending 
Directive 2002/58/EC.
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Alliance interoperability certification testing successfully may use the «Wi-Fi 
CERTIFIED» trademark.

A device that can use Wi-Fi (such as a personal computer, video-game con-
sole, smartphone, digital camera, tablet or digital audio player) can connect to 
a network resource such as the Internet via a wireless network access point. A 
single access point has a range of about 20 metres indoors and about 250 metres 
outdoors. The total area served by a particular WLAN is called a hot-spot. Hot-
spot coverage can comprise an area as small as a single room where walls blocks 
access to the radio waves from any outside location, to large area covering many 
square miles. The latter is achieved by using multiple overlapping access points to 
extend the hot-spot.

The cost to establish and operate a single Wi-Fi access point is low. Most 
smartphones already have a built-in Wi-Fi wireless router, and can be used as 
an access point for a few (usually two) additional devices. A standalone wireless 
router for home use supporting several devices simultaneously may cost from 
25 EURO and upwards. The equipment used by public Wi-Fi hot-spots, such as 
those found in pizza parlours and airport lounges, usually cost up to 400 EURO 
per access point. To set up multiple access points to cover a larger area, multiply 
this cost with the number of access points.

Most new devices satisfy the Wi-Fi Alliance interoperability requirements 
and will connect to any equipment that uses one of the Wi-Fi protocols defined 
by IEEE.

Wi-Fi enabled devices are discoverable without being used. The information 
that is discoverable without making use of the hot-spot provider’s service is the 
device’s identity (often referred to as a MAC-address or media access control add-
ress). This is an address unique to the network interface of the device. It is alloca-
ted when the device is manufactured and is not supposed to be changed during 
the device’s lifetime.25

Many providers of public Wi-Fi access points record and retain the MAC-
addresses of all visitors, including non-users. This is, for instance, to keep a track 
of the individuals that visit their location in order to spot repeat visitors and to 
monitor the length of individual visits.

In Denmark, there is a legal obligation for public Wi-Fi access points to log 
and retain the MAC-address of user’s that connect to their network along with 
the physical location of the access point, re. § 5 (stk. 3):

25 It should be noted that most current devices allow people with root access to the device to 
change or spoof the MAC-address. However, obtaining root access to most mobile devices is not 
trivial and also voids the device’s warranty. As a result, few people who are not privacy fanatics 
or criminals do root their devices to change its MAC-address.
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Providers of electronic communications networks or services to end users providing 
wireless access to the Internet, must also record information about the local 
network’s exact geographical or physical location and the identity of the means of 
communication employed. (our translation)26

While the above requirement is part of the Danish executive order implementing 
the EU data retention directive27, this requirement is not part of the directive and, 
as far as we know, no other EU or EEA member state has made it mandatory 
for providers of public Wi-Fi access points to register the MAC-address of user’s 
equipment.

If the user makes active use of the service, a lot more information than the 
MAC-address is discoverable by the hot-spot provider (everything, in fact, which 
is why users concerned about privacy and security should be careful when using 
public Wi-Fi access points).

The amount of user data that is actually discovered and retained is left up to 
the owner of the hot-spot, but it is not unusual to make hot-spot providers record 
the MAC-address, the IP-address, the unique username assigned for the session, 
and session time.

While the MAC-address identifies the equipment and not the person, there 
are a lot of registers that record the MAC-address along with data that is consi-
dered personal, such as an IP-address. This means that an entity with access to 
a log of MAC-addresses and another register that connects the MAC-address to 
personal data will be able to use the MAC-addresses retained by a Wi-Fi hot spot 
to track an individual.

Data retained about visitors’ proximity to, or use of, a Wi-Fi hot-spot is stored 
in a database by the provider of the Wi-Fi hot-spot. There is no standard for the 
format of this data. The integrity and security of this data is completely dependent 
upon the provider.

It appears that there has been little interest from the data inspectorates in the 
EU and EEA to monitor the extent to which providers of public Wi-Fi services 
retain personal data about users of their system.

The police can possibly get access to this data by subpoena duces tecum.

26 Original quote (Danish): «Udbydere af elektroniske kommunikationsnet eller -tjenester til slut-
brugere, der udbyder trådløs adgang til internettet, skal endvidere registrere oplysninger om 
det lokale netværks præcise geografiske eller fysiske placering samt identiteten på det benyttede 
kommunikationsudstyr.»

27 Bekendtgørelse om udbydere af elektroniske kommunikationsnets og elektroniske 
kommunikations tjenesters registrering og opbevaring af oplysninger om teletrafik 
(logningsbekendtgørelsen).
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3.2.4 RFID
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a tracking technology that is based 
upon small, inexpensive microchips (“tags”) that can be attached to consumer 
goods, pets and farm animals, vehicles and other objects – and indirectly or di-
rectly to people.28

In the initial phase of RFID adoption, there was little emphasis on intero-
perability, and names, tags and readers from different manufacturers were not 
compatible with each other. This was a major problem, since tagged goods where 
moving about, and tags created at one location could not, as rule, be considered 
meaningful or readable at another.

Around the year 2000 the Auto-ID Center at MIT initiated a research pro-
gramme directed towards the development of RFID standards in order to foster 
more widespread adoption of RFID. The project’s vision was the creation of an 
“internet of things”, i.e. a tight coupling of physical items and digital information 
flows based on inexpensive RFID tags (Brock 2001).

This work resulted in a global standard known as the Electronic Product Code 
(EPC) that classifies the name-spaces, types and protocols used by RFID tags. The 
standardization ensures that name-spaces do not interfere with each other, and 
that standard compliant tags and readers can communicate. There are five classes, 
numbered from 0 to 4. These are:
• Class 0: Read only, 64 bit, passive, programmed by factory.
• Class 1: Write once read many (WORM), ≥96 bit, passive, programmed by 

user and locked.
• Class 2: Read/write many, ≥96 bit, passive, (re-)programmed by user.
• Class 3: Read/write many, bulk memory, semi-passive, (re-)programmed by 

user.
• Class 4: Read/write many, bulk memory, active, (re-)programmed by user.

While the standard only ensures that devices belonging to one class are compati-
ble with other devices of the same class, most readers of a higher class also work 
with devices of a lower class.

A passive tag contains no radio transmitter, but reflects a small fraction of 
the power emitted by the RFID reader. Passive tags have no battery power, and 
they only work in close proximity. Typical RFID tags used for electronic tickets 
for mass transport systems and attractions need to be closer to the reader than 10 
cm to be read, while tags used for merchandise tracking need to be closer to the 

28 Direct attachment to people would imply some sort of integration with the human body, 
a measure which rarely occurs (see bulletpoints below for some examples). Thus indirect 
connection between RFID and people is the normal situation; for instance an RFID card used as 
a key to unlock doors.
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reader than 4 metres to be read. However, passive tags exist that can be read from 
as far as 10 metres.

A passive RFID tag cannot be switched off. This means that the communica-
tion between the tag and the reader cannot be controlled by the owner in ways 
other than putting it inside a container that shields it from radio frequency emis-
sions. Also, there is no visual or other indication that a passive RFID tag is com-
municating with a reader, making it ideal for covert information collection.

A semi-passive tag also contains no transmitter, and is in that way similar to a 
passive tag. However, it has an embedded power source (battery) that may extend 
their range to about 15 metres.

To poll a passive or semi-passive RFID tag, the reader transmits radio waves 
that activate an antenna in the RFID tag. The antenna then transmits information 
back to the reader via a pre-determined radio frequency. This information is cap-
tured by the reader.

Active tags have an embedded transmitter and power source. It can commu-
nicate two-way with peers and readers, using standard Wi-Fi protocols such as 
IEEE 802.11b. Since active tags emit their own radio signal, they can commu-
nicate without line of sight and they may work well at ranges up to 250 metres 
or more (outdoors). Unlike passive and semi-passive tags, active tags may have 
their range extended by peers acting as repeaters. The amount of data that can be 
retained on an active RFID tag also varies.

The cheapest class 0 passive tags may consist of a 64 bit EPC inlay (i.e. chip 
and antenna printed on a substrate). The cost for the cheapest Class 0 tags in volu-
me starts around 0.05 Euro. Such passive tags may only store a single serial num-
ber that must be programmed by the factory as part of manufacturing process.

At the time of this writing, Class 1 tags are the most widely used RFID tag; 
these cost around 0.10 Euro in volume, and user used to tag products and other 
objects for various logistics purposes.

Class 2 tags are used for the holding the biometric data embedded in a so-
called electronic passport, for contactless ticket systems for mass transport, and 
for contactless payment cards. These cost from about 0.50 Euro in volume.

Class 3 and 4 tags may have extensive read-write memory and advanced data 
recording and processing capabilities. The prices of these tags starts at around 20 
euro. Class 4 tags with protective housing, special batteries, long range and inte-
grated sensors can cost more than 100 euro.

Generally speaking, the cost of an RFID tag depends on a number of factors, 
including the order volume, the amount of memory on the tag, and the packaging 
of the tag (for instance whether it’s a proper electronic circuit encased in plastic 
and have a wire antenna, or the circuit and antenna is printed on a substrate), and 
whether it is active or passive.
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The use of semi-passive and active tags is not widespread. However Class 1 
and Class 2 RFID tags abound. More and more objects (“things”) in the physical 
world are being equipped with such tags. Their low cost makes them attractive for 
a number of uses, including what is referred to as the “Internet of Things” (IoT), 
where the core idea is to integrate the physical world with the virtual one.

We shall return to the IoT towards the end of this section, but first we shall 
mention some examples of popular uses of RFID Tags:
• Product RFID tags are for instance used for stock control in shops and ware-

houses, which means that each product being tracked has an embedded tag. 
This tag may be generic (all samples of a certain object carry the same tag) or 
unique.

• Another example is in so-called “electronic passports”, where a unique RFID 
tags will communicate the identity and miscellaneous biometric information 
about the bearer when read.

• A popular use of RFID tags is for Electronic Toll Collection (ETC) on roads 
and bridges, where a vehicle is identified by having a unique RFID tag and 
use is metered by means of a central database that keeps track of the vehicle’s 
movement. A related use of RFID is for electronic tickets for mass transport 
systems and attractions. These systems may be designed to be used anony-
mously, by having some means of collecting pre-payment that is associated 
with the unique RFID tag. However, many operators of these systems seem 
to have a strong desire to collect data about their customers, and deliberately 
design the system so that it is not possible, or very inconvenient, to make 
anonymous use of the system.

• A very radical use of RFID identity tags is offered by a company named 
Verichip. They have developed a RFID tag that is encapsulated in a glass 
capsule the size of a grain of rice and designed to be implanted inside the 
human body. So far several uses of this technology have been reported, for 
instance:
• In one project, the tag is implanted in the arms of Alzheimer patients. 

When an unresponsive patient enters a hospital equipped with a Verichip 
RFID reader, the staff can use it to scan the patient’s arm, identifying the 
patient and thereby get immediate access to the patient’s identification and 
health records Verichip’s database (RFID journal 2007).

• In a second project, the company CityWatcher have Verichip RFID tags 
implanted in the arm of their employees as a means to secure that only aut-
horized personnel have physical access to certain areas (WorldNetDaily.
com 2006).

• In a beach bar in Barcelona, RFID chips have been inserted under the skin 
of customers in order to allow payment and access to the VIP area. The 
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rationale behind this arrangement was to allow customers in bikinis and 
swimming trunks to avoid having to bring their wallets.29

• In Mexico, RFID chips inserted into the fatty tissue of the arm between 
the shoulder and elbow have been sold as a safeguard in case of kidnap-
ping. In combination with a small GPS device, the technology facilitates 
localization of kidnapped persons.30

• RFID is widely used as part of home detention curfew arrangements. In 
these cases, the RFID device is usually integrated in an ankle bracelet, but 
it could also be placed under the person’s skin.

Unlike keys and codes, RFID implants in the human body cannot be lost, com-
promised by theft or leaked.

Already, RFID is extensively deployed in the shape of electronic passports, 
electronic toll collection, and in various contactless ticket systems. The data col-
lected from all these systems are retained in databases that are maintained by 
system operators. With the exception of records of cross border travels that are 
retained for security reasons, most of these databases exist for accounting purpo-
ses and their formats are not standardized beyond what is prescribed by the EPC. 
As with the data coming from GSM and Wi-Fi systems, the integrity and security 
of the data depends on the entity that collected it.

There is no legal requirement to retain RFID data for police purposes. In the 
EU and EEA, the data inspectorates requires the data collected for accounting 
purposes to be deleted as soon as they are no longer required for that purpose.

The police can possibly get access to this data by subpoena duces tecum.

3.2.5 Internet of Things (IoT)
In addition to widespread use of RFID-tag due for purposes that are not immedi-
ately associated with the IoT (as described above), a number of IoT researchers 
have set up projects where users are asked to tag their personal belongings with 
RFID tags and also provide an infrastructure (typically in a department or build-
ing within their research institution) to track those tags.

To track objects in the IoT, the tag identifiers attached to each object is recor-
ded, along with the object’s profile in a central database. Then, by having RFID 
readers positioned at key locations (such as doorways and stairs) in the physical 

29 See The Guardian, “I’ve got you under my skin”, 10 June 2004 (http://www.theguardian.com/
technology/2004/jun/10/onlinesupplement1)

30 See The Washington Post, “Scared Mexicans try under-the-skin tracking devices”, 14 August 
2011 (http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/americas/scared-mexicans-try-under-the-skin-
tracking-devices/2011/08/14/gIQAtReNUJ_story.html?hpid=z4). 
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environment, it is possible to track both the object’s current location and its his-
tory in the database.

There are obvious privacy risks associated with the IoT. In addition to in-
formation leakage from the objects themselves (such as identifying the title and 
subject matter of a RFID-tagged book carried by a person), a very detailed record 
of a person’s physical movements can be extracted from the waypoints, resulting 
in a log of information from a particular RFID tag attached to an object belonging 
to a specific individual.

In a four-week experiment at the University of Washington, 67 participants 
carried a “personal” RFID badge and RFID-tagged in total 324 personal belon-
gings such as wallets and laptops. The participants were given full access to the 
database, including the right to delete data collected about them. The experiment 
explored several aspects of IoT, including privacy control. There was only one 
instance where a participant deleted data (and the user who did so said in the exit 
survey that he did so merely to verify that this tool worked). However, the users 
where focused upon defining access control rules to protect their data. The users 
had few privacy concerns because the data was collected as part of a controlled 
experiment. However, 76 per cent of the users said that they would be concerned 
if their employer had this data, and 84 per cent said they would be concerned if 
the government had the data. (Welbourne et al. 2009)

3.2.6 Auxiliary technologies
In addition to the core technologies discussed above, modern life involves fre-
quent encounters with a large number of electronic devices that retain a visual 
record or log interactions such as:
• Automatic number-plate readers
• POS (Point of sale) terminals
• ATM (Automated Teller Machine)

These technologies are not discussed here because they are not positioning or 
tracking technologies as this concept is understood in this project. They are tech-
nologies with a known location that record events taking place at that location. 
As such they can be used to link humans and artefacts such as cars or credit cards 
to that location at a specific time.

There are also technologies useful to the police as methods by which to iden-
tify individuals from biometric characteristics, such as:
• Facial, retinal or gait recognition (all based upon Closed Circuit Television)
• Fingerprint based entry systems
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These technologies may be useful when the police want to place (or eliminate the 
presence of) a certain individual at a certain location at a specific time as part of 
a police investigation. However, according to the design of WP7 of the RESPECT 
project and the concept established to support relevant technology, they are not 
positioning and tracking technologies, and are therefore outside the scope of the 
empirical investigations in this report.

Finally there is a broad class of positioning and tracking technologies which 
are currently useful only in environments that have been prepared for their use 
with sensors for the technology (e.g. Bluetooth, infrared or ultrasonic sensors).

These technologies may be classified as PT technologies, but are not discus-
sed in this report because the sensors necessary for this type of technologies are 
currently only deployed in limited and very specific environments (e.g. inside a 
warehouse for tracking the goods stored there). However, in the future, we may 
see that sensors for some of these technologies may be more widely deployed (for 
instance integrated is a mass transit ticketing systems). Such a development, with 
widespread adoption, may also put these technologies on the list of items that 
may be used as positioning and tracking devices for surveillance and police work.

3.3 Overall model of positioning and tracking technology 

WP7 of the RESPECT project is about technologies that may be used to track 
persons and objects moving freely around in the world. In the previous section 
we have briefly presented the basic technologies which is the emphasis of this 
research, namely
• GPS (Global Positioning System)
• GSM (Global System for Mobile communications)
• RFID (Radio Frequency Identification)
• WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network)

When these technologies are used for positioning and tracking purposes, we as-
sume that some common features may be identified as illustrated below.
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Figure 2: Basic chart of PT technology use

Figure 2 is divided into four steps in a positioning process. First, someone initia-
tes the process for a certain purpose. The actor who carries out the positioning 
could, for instance, be the police with the aim of locating, surveying or arresting 
a person. Such direct use by the police, i.e. use where the police apply their own 
technology, is indeed practical and important. Notwithstanding, we emphasise 
here the use of these technologies as part of the production of services and execu-
tion of functions in the civil society. Thus, in our context direct application of PT 
technology by persons other than the police is important, i.e. use by various actors 
in the civil society, included government agencies. Our point is that the use of 
such technology in the civil sector has a considerable potential for collecting data 
regarding positions and movements of people and objects that later could be ac-
cessed by the police. The police may, in other words, make both primary (direct) 
use of PT technology and secondary use, based on services and functions in civil 
society. The rapid growth of ICT tools and devices in the consumer market and 
other parts of civil society which integrate location and tracking functions clearly 
expands the potential use of derived data by the police.

The first step of Figure 2 presupposes the determination of one or several 
purposes of the processing of which application of PT functions is a part. If used 
by the police, the purpose will most likely be to locate and track; for instance as 
part of monitoring, investigation or arrest of a person. However, in civil society, 
although positioning and tracking is integral part of processing, the purpose will 
be of another type, for instance to carry out payment and execute access control 
to a building. This is an important point: Production of PT data may in some 
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situations be apprehended almost as a side-effect of the service or function that is 
carried out, and is not necessarily linked to the purpose of the processing.31 

Step 2 of Figure 2 illustrates that purposes/services in question require some 
sort of electronic communication. Communication could be by wire or wireless. 
All PT technologies identified and listed as basic technologies of WP7 are wi-
reless, and in this report clear emphasis will be put here. Even wired commu-
nication, however, is included in Figure 2, for at least two reasons. Firstly, both 
wired and wireless communication may be used to locate and track people. The 
total capability of the police to use sources in civil society to locate and follow 
people could therefore only be assessed if we consider both groups of technology. 
Secondly, even communication processes which are primarily wireless may be 
reliant on wired communication systems. Signals to a GPS or RFID receiver may, 
for instance, be transmitted further though a cabled network. Thus, in practical 
terms it is often impossible to strictly exclude wired communication.

A central and basic observation is that every real world object has a time and a 
position. Step 3 in Figure 2 illustrates that PT technologies perform a positioning 
process. In this step it is firstly important to clarify how we use the terms “positio-
ning” and “tracking”. By positioning we mean the process of deciding where an 
object or a person is located. We will not make the question of preciseness part 
of this notion, and positioning may thus imply everything from very exact to 
very rough pinpointing of a location. Provided we know the position of the RFID 
reader, registration of passive RFID tags implies that we know exactly where the 
tag is. Positioning by means of GSM with low coverage may, in contrast, make 
positioning very approximate and unsure. 

By tracking we mean the determination of two or more (a series of) positions 
of the same object. Thus, tracking implies the determination of movements (from 
A to B to C etc.), including assessment of the time and speed of these move-
ments. Accuracy of tracking depends of course on the accuracy of each establis-
hed position. 

GSM, GPS, Wi-Fi/WLAN and RFID are all examples of technologies with the 
potential to position objects and connected persons. How this may be done dif-
fers from technology to technology, cf. the brief explanations in section 3.2 (abo-
ve). Our second general point here is that there is a marked difference between 
the technologies we have grouped here as PT technology. For GPS and RFID, lo-
cation and tracking could be said to constitute primary and major functions. For 
GSM and Wi-Fi/ WLAN, location and tracking could hardly be seen as primary 
functionality. Instead it is more a result of the basic qualities these technologies 
have in order to fill their primary function; namely to communicate various types 

31 The main purpose of an RFID-based payment system is payment, and registration of where 
payments are made is not a prior goal for the use of this technology.
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of data. These differences illustrates that “PT technologies” constitute a heteroge-
neous group which is defined in the context of this report for purely pragmatic 
reasons.

Regarding step 3 of Figure 2 it should be remembered that the types of PT 
technologies listed is far from a complete inventory of relevant technologies. 
Bluetooth, ultrasound and automatic number plate readers are examples that co-
uld perform wireless communication and thus be parts of services and functions 
which imply location and tracking of people and objects. Given the currently ra-
pid technological development, it could therefore be claimed that our indications 
of PT technologies are first and foremost important as examples of such techno-
logies, and that other future technologies may be just as important to the basic 
questions regarding positioning and tracking as part of police work. The fact that 
each type of technologies may comprise a range of capabilities helps to unders-
core the point that general technology designations (RFID, GPS, GSM, etc.) are 
not necessarily the most important. For instance, RFID comprises everything 
within the range of passive tags with very limited range to the most powerful 
wide-ranging active RFID tags (cf. section 3.2 above).

Step 4 of Figure 2 illustrates that objects and people are located and tracked by 
means of GSM, GPS, Wi-Fi, WLAN, RFID etc. Our first point is that the techno-
logies we deal with here are device based. This means that in technical terms, the 
target of positioning and tracking is always an object and never a person.

What is targeted and located are different kinds of devices. Some of them are 
multifunctional and advanced, for instance vehicles (cars, boats etc.), portable 
PCs, smart phones etc. Others are unifunctional and relatively simple, such as 
RFID tags and GPS receivers.32 The point here is that what we here denote as PT 
technology never reads the person itself; even if RFID tags are placed under the 
skin of a person – what is targeted, in a technological sense, is the device, not the 
person carrying it. The technology we deal with in this report is based on non-
biometric techniques.

Various types of sensor and imaging technologies may be used to identify per-
sons directly instead of identifying devices. Facial features, fingerprints and gait 
recognition are some examples of technologies which may be used to locate and 
track people. These technologies are not made part of this study, but must be 
taken into consideration if the whole discussion of positioning and tracking is to 
be addressed.

Some technologies could in other words be said to function through a biome-
tric interface, while in the case of PT technology the interface is “techno metric”. 
Technically assessed, there are probably sufficient reasons to make a clear distinc-

32 Such unifunctional units may of course be integrated parts of multifunctional devices, for 
instance in cars.
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tion between technologies that may be used to position and track people directly 
by means of biometrical techniques, and technologies which may be used to po-
sition and track people by technometrical means, directed to objects.

From a normative, social and political viewpoint, the distinction between bio-
metric and technometric techniques of positioning and tracking is probably also 
clearly relevant: Because biometric techniques read the body directly, it could be 
maintained that biometric techniques imply an annulment of the persons’ right 
of self-determination. In our view, differences regarding effects for individuals 
and social effects make it important to maintain a distinction between biome-
tric and technometric techniques, and in the following discussions we will not 
go further into questions particularly relating to biometrics. It is important, ho-
wever, to bear in mind that there could be “innocent” applications of biometrics 
and “bad” applications of technometrics, indicating that differences between the 
two groups need not be very marked.33 An RFID tag placed under the skin or a 
GPS bracelet locked around the ankle have strong negative effects for autonomy 
as do, similarly, biometric and unavoidable biometric sensors, but as opposed to 
the use of biometric techniques, the person in question will always be aware of 
the intervention. 

Regarding PT technology (and technometric techniques), only objects with 
a unique identifier are relevant: A car has a registration number, and phones, 
PCs and similar devices have a SIM card, i.e. a subscriber identity module in the 
shape of an integrated circuit where the international mobile subscriber identity 
(IMSI) and the related key used to identify and authenticate subscribers are sto-
red. Similarly, RFID tags have integrated circuits with identification information.

These uniquely identified objects are more or less connected to a person.34 
Connections could be rather loose; a car, for instance, is often linked to the ow-
ner of the car being driven, but other family members, friends etc. might also be 
driving it; and in the case of company cars, a number of people may be driving. 
Unless additional information is available regarding who is actually driving the 
car or is a passenger, the identity of the persons that you locate and track when 
you follow the vehicle is in doubt. Smartphones are an example of a much more 
personal type of device where it is very probable (but not certain) that the regis-
tered owner actually is carrying the phone. Moreover, in contrast to cars, pho-
nes are seldom left far from their owners, and it is thus likely that the owner is 
located close to where the phone is. A third group of devices is strictly linked to 
a specific person’s body. For instance persons under home detention wear ankle 
bracelet locked to their body; hospitalized people may wear a wrist bracelet with 

33 Placing RFID tags under the skin of people is for instance an example of a very problematic 
use, while use of “anonymous biometrics” (which for instance only recognises individuals as 
customers or members) is example of a use which probably is quite acceptable to most people.

34 Or to an animal, but here this use will not be elaborated on.
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ultrasound sender; and RFID tags may in extreme cases be inserted under the 
skin of a person (similar to what is done with farm animals and pets). In such 
cases it is very likely that the person is where the identified object is, but one can 
never be 100 per cent certain (in the absence of additional information).

The next point is that the persons to whom identified objects could be linked 
must be identifiable. One thing is, in other words, to establish links between the 
object and a person, another thing is to establish the formal identity of the person 
having the object under his or her disposal; for instance bring to light the person’s 
national identity number, name and address etc. of the person in question. This 
is in contrast to situations where you only have an image of “someone”. Police 
work could of course benefit from both levels of connection between the object 
and persons, but ultimately the goal will usually be both to identify the object and 
the person.

In some cases, objects do not have a special link to any particular person or 
all such links are loose and unreliable. For instance, containers may be identi-
fied with RFID tags which make it possible to locate and track them and their 
contents (goods, postal items etc.). In these situations object does not supply the 
police (or others) with a direct link to a physical person. However, also in such 
circumstances identified objects that may be followed could be of great value to 
police work. It may be of interest to follow specific persons’ movements in relation 
to the movements of such an object (cf. smuggling), and the knowledge that a 
container has arrived at a postal office or customs office may make it possible for 
the police to manually survey people coming to collect postal items, goods etc. 
Here, we will not elaborate further on such possibilities, but remind the reader 
that this use is relevant and closely related to location and tracking of persons by 
means of objects.

3.4 Interoperability

There are two different types of interoperability issues with respect to the PT 
technologies discussed in this report:
• Device interoperability.
• Data interoperability.

Device interoperability is a measure of the how well the devices implementing a 
certain technology are interoperable with each other. As learnt from the early at-
tempts to deploy RFID, the lack of standards for interoperability was a huge bar-
rier for the deployment of a universal RFID infrastructure. Only after standards 
were implemented to ensure the integrity of identifier namespace, and robust 
protocols for communication between readers and tags from different manufac-
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turers was it possible to make use of RFID on a scale that made it an “interesting” 
technology for tracking purposes (as well as a number of other uses).

Regarding the four basic technologies (GPS, GSM, Wi-Fi/WLAN, and RFID) 
that are the focus of this report, we assess the present degree of device interope-
rability to be high. This is probably not a coincidence, but a major reason behind 
the fact that all four technologies are widely deployed, are used for a rich set of 
services, and are backed by robust infrastructures.

While device interoperability is important to ensure adoption of PT techno-
logy, it is not important in terms of suitability of this technology for police work. 
For the police, data interoperability is important, i.e. that the data that is disco-
vered, collected and retained by the entities (both devices and service providers) is 
available on standardized, tamper-resistant and well-documented formats. Data 
interoperability helps reduce costs associated with procurement, extraction and 
analysis of the data. Moreover, it facilitates to some extent use of already tested 
standard software for processing of data instead of making necessary expensive 
and error-prone custom software development. It will also help with upholding 
high standards for data integrity and data quality.

For two of the basic position and tracking technologies (GPS and RFID), 
standards exist for data interoperability. For waypoint data, there is GPS eXchange 
Format, and for locations embedded in images, there is EXIF Geolocation format. 
The latter is not a real standard, but supported by enough devices and software to 
be treated as a de-facto one. For RFID, there is EPC, as already discussed.

It should be emphasised that the data interoperability discussed above is not a 
complete solution to meet all police requirements. In the case of GPS and RFID, 
only a subset of the data that the police will need to procure, extract and analyse 
will be covered by the standards. The police will typically be interested in linking 
the location data to things and to persons, and this will require combining the 
structured standard data with other data that have less structure and probably 
much less documentation (cf. next section).

In the cases of GSM and Wi-Fi, as well as the data the police may want to 
utilise in conjunction with GPS and RFID (beyond the standards already mentio-
ned), required data are collected by the operators typically as part of their internal 
accounting procedures. In those cases, there is no public documentation available 
about the data formats used. It is likely that each individual service provider uses 
a proprietary format that may or may not be properly documented. While the 
Data Retention Directive obliges the service providers to retain (some of) this 
data for police purposes and to make it available to the police pursuant to court 
order, the directive does not oblige the service provider to ensure data integrity 
or quality, nor does it oblige the service provider to document the data formats 
used so that the retained data can be used by the police without expending huge 
resources to transform the data into something that is usable for police purposes.
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3.5 Costs
3.5.1 General perspectives
Costs of positioning and tracking technologies are difficult to assess for many 
reasons. The following discussion is based on the fundamental recognition that 
every person and object in the world has a place and time. Nothing and no one is 
“nowhere”, and where they are at what time will often be of interest to someone 
and could be registered provided that something or someone makes the necessary 
arrangements. One such arrangement is to introduce and apply technology with 
features that make it possible to log or in other ways register location. Various 
types of technology have such features, and in this report we have particularly 
highlighted possibilities linked to GSM, GPS, Wi-Fi/WLAN and RFID.

It is an important fact that positioning and tracking in itself could have an 
economical value. Thus, these technologies are not first and foremost a matter 
of costs. Positioning and tracking services could have an economical value; for 
instance because it is part of a service in the consumer market which people are 
willing to pay for (e.g. use of GPS to embed personal location data in images 
uploaded to social media or to keep track of route, distance, time etc. as part 
of a training device). Also, the economical value of PT services could be more 
indirect: A service provider may both have profit by selling the service and at 
the same time utilise data from the service to develop, market and sell new or 
existing services and products. Last, but not least, PT technology which is im-
bedded and integrated in devices which have other purposes than positioning 
and tracking, will obviously be one of many bricks among many which is basis 
of profitable economic activities of various types: Use of RFID in locks in hotel 
doors is obviously a small element in the activity of running a hotel business, and 
payment by means of the same technology could of course be integral part of 
various businesses.

Seen from a police viewpoint, PT technology may easily be seen as cost. Use 
of PT technology by the police will incur expenses connected with acquisition 
of devices, collection of positioning and tracking data from civil society etc. The 
degree of interoperability will also influence the level of costs, cf. section 3.4 (abo-
ve). In these situations, the technology is not used as part of an economical acti-
vity which generates income. On the other hand, to the extent that PT technology 
is effective as part of police work, it may of course reduce other costs.35

In the discussion of costs, it is important to make a distinction between costs 
for police and for the various services and functions in civil society that may be 
sources of personal location data for the police. An important point is that there 

35 Cf. section 5.3 and results regarding inquiry of usefulness and cost-efficiency of these 
technologies, assessed by police respondents.
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is a big and growing sector outside the police domain where PT technology is in 
use and which may serve as a reservoir of data in case of legitimate police needs. 
Thus, unless the police make requests for collection of such personal location 
data, the coming into existence of this data is without cost to the police. However, 
collection and further processing by the police will of course create costs for law 
enforcement.

It is hardly meaningful to try to assess the costs connected to all the many and 
increasing number of services and functions in the civil society which generate 
data revealing location and whereabouts of people and objects. Here, we only 
refer to the small selection of examples and descriptions in section 4.3 (below). 
Our first point is that the current number of different devices and services are too 
many to make reasonable assessments of costs across Europe and other parts of 
the world. In other words, we refrain from trying to assess costs of purchase and 
use of smart phones, various GPS-based and RFID services etc. The answer is that 
“it depends” on an over-complex range of circumstances. The main point in our 
context is that devices and services generally have costs which make them avai-
lable to a large portion of the population, and they are accessible at costs ranging 
from free to expensive. Our second point is that no assessment of costs would be 
valid for more than a very limited time period and is thus of little value for discus-
sions of police use of this personal location data in the future.

Extra costs to civil society may of course occur if the legislator or another legi-
timate authority has the power of imposing special requirements on the technical 
features of devices and services which are bought and used by citizens. Some ser-
vices and functions are under special technical requirements because, for exam-
ple, they are part of payment systems, other systems with special security requi-
rements (access to buildings and documents), or because data from the technical 
system are intended to be used as basis of prosecution and conviction (e.g. speed 
control). Several technological and other requirements could be topical, but re-
quirements regarding secure data storage and communication are probably the 
most important source of costs. Mere storage costs are generally low and have 
thus probably relatively little significance, both regarding volume and duration of 
data storage. Of much greater influence is probably costs related to secure storage 
and communication of data.

Data security costs will normally either rely on a concrete or a “standard” 
risk analysis and are thus basically results of discretionary considerations. The 
outcome of such analyses may thus be difficult to predict. The result could be 
to introduce measures of technological, economical, organisational, pedagogical 
and juridical nature. The concrete costs that will be generated for each type of 
services and functions producing personal location data depend on individual 
circumstances, and this falls outside the possible scope of this study. The Data 
Retention Directive implies storage of data on a location for a period of at least 
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six months and therefore represents a relevant problem area for secure storage of 
personal location data from other sources.

3.5.2 Cost – benefit
Basically, all parties using PT technologies may be regarded as taking on costs in 
order to gain some benefits. The benefits from the technology may, for instance, 
be the ability to document that a certain payment has been made (at a certain 
place); it may be for the pleasure of individuals to know and document that they 
have run their personal training trail in a certain time, etc. There is obviously no 
need to try and exemplify all the possible economic and non-economic types of 
benefits that can be associated with the application of a variety of devices, services 
and functions that are based on PT technology in civil society.

Cost-benefit considerations of the police are probably more homogenous 
compared to civil society. The aim would often be to prevent, stop and investi-
gate crimes at the lowest financial cost, within an acceptable time frame and risk 
level. It would not be acceptable to seek prevention of a serious crime by means 
of a cheap measure if it implied high risk. In calm situations where most things 
are under control, assessment of risks and cost effectiveness could of course be 
carried out in highly rational ways. Given the great variety of situations which 
may occur in operational police work, it will however not be feasible to give a full 
rational analysis of alternative courses of action, and it must thus be assumed that 
some measures will be used (partly) because they are easily accessible.

The use of data from PT technology will often not be easily accessible to the 
police because legislation established to safeguard legal protection and privacy 
implies that the police will need a court decision or decision from a superior 
police body in order to legally collect such data. Thus, there will often be initial 
costs and need to invest resources in order to attain permission. In a first phase, 
collection of data from such technologies in ways which are directed towards 
individuals should in other words expectedly be rather expensive for the police 
(and the judiciary), because such measures will either need prior permission or 
succeeding approval. 

Once permission from the court or from superior body of the police36 is attai-
ned, concrete use of such methods (collection and analyses of personal location 
data) could, on the other hand, be quite cheap for the police.37 In some cases, it 
is quite obvious that collection of personal location data is much cheaper than 
deploying other means of investigation: Having a detective inspector to tail a sus-

36 Typically in cases where it is critical to swiftly collect information in order to stop an evolving 
serious crime.

37 Dependent on interoperability, the model for division of expenditure between the police and the 
private party from whom the data is collected etc. 
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pect for many hours or for days will in most cases probably be much more expen-
sive than collecting personal location data from the person’s telephone company 
or ISP, alternatively to tag the person with a GPS device. On the other hand, a 
detective inspector may observe people and actions which will be missed out if 
personal location data alone are used, and thus it is not always obvious which 
police method would be the most effective (alone or in combination with other 
methods).

Here, we will not go into speculations about the police methods that are ty-
pically most cost-effective on various crime scenes. It may be that it is possible 
to work out standard cost models related to choice of police method, including 
collection of personal location data from various sources – but we doubt this will 
be a fruitful approach. In our view, it is however important to be aware of, and 
make visible, cost aspects related to collection and analyses of personal location 
data as measures of police work. 

In section 5.3 and 5.4 (below) we refer to replies from Interpol offices in 
Europe and other parts of the world regarding the cost-effectiveness and useful-
ness of PT technology for police work. The investigation shows an almost una-
nimous view from the seven European respondents confirming that PT techno-
logy is a cost effective and an important means of investigation in their country. 
Figures for other parts of the world were somewhat lower, indicating that these 
answers are not given on “autopilot” but on the basis of differences in the relevant 
societies. Lower distribution of GSM, less use of GPS devices and RFID systems 
could for instance explain differences. Moreover, this part of our inquiry shows 
differences regarding assumed usefulness of the four groups of PT technologies 
we asked about (GSM, GPS, Wi-Fi/WLAN and RFID). An obvious implication is 
that this demonstrates different cost-benefit expectations to these technologies.

3.6 Overall classification of technology related to peoples’ location

The analyses of this chapter have elucidated the fact that the technology compri-
sed by RESPECT WP7, which we here have designated PT technologies, repre-
sents in fact one of several categories of technologies related to data on peoples’ 
whereabouts. There are in particular two types of technological properties that 
should be highlighted: i) if the technology is wired (fixed) or wireless (mobile), 
and ii) if the technology is directed towards things or people:
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Directed towards
Things /artefacts People

Wireless/mobile techno metric
GSM, Wi-Fi/WLAN, GPS, 
RFID etc.

biometric
Fingerprint, facial, retinal and 
gait recognition etc.

Wired/fixed techno metric
Point of sale terminals, Auto-
mated Teller Machines etc.

biometric
Fingerprint, facial, retinal and 
gait recognition etc.

Automatic number-plate readers are technometric and could either be wireless 
or wired. According to this classification, the technology especially highlighted 
in the project design of RESPECT WP7 is only one of four main categories of 
technologies which are directly relevant to questions of localization and tracking 
of people and related questions of efficiency of police work on the one hand and 
privacy and data protection on the other. In chapters 4 – 6 (below) we will main-
tain the initial defined boundaries of the project. In Part II of this report, contai-
ning privacy impact assessment and other legal political assessments; however, 
the main point will be personal location data and not the type of technology 
applied to capture such data.
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4 Use of PT technology in civil society

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Approach
Task 7.1 of WP7 is to “Identify and classify RFID and geolocation devices already 
used or potentially deployable in crime detection, prevention and/or prosecution 
of crimes in participating member states and a number of non-member states 
where such systems are already deployed”. Above, in chapter 3 we have exami-
ned the basic technologies which could be applied to locate and track individuals 
via objects they carry or in other ways are connected to. In this chapter, we will 
map and discuss the use of these technologies. Mapping implies a great challenge 
because the technology to be identified is not necessarily exposed and easy to 
detect.38 More important is the fact that PT technology is “everywhere” and inte-
grates parts of various services and devices. Thus, it is not fruitful to try to map 
these technologies completely. Furthermore, our subject of investigation is a mo-
ving target in the sense that technological development and development of use 
of existing technology is fast. The usefulness of snap-shooting current technology 
is thus limited. On this basis we have adjusted the mapping to what we believe is 
well-founded use of project resources.

Since every action and state of affairs has a place and a time, every use of 
electronic devices and electronically based services linked to actions and states 
creates a possibility to log and store location and time data. Because this type of 
information is very basic and of interest to both the providers and user of services 
it will, if available, be registered and stored for shorter or longer time. Storage of 
data showing place and time are increasingly possible, because PT technology is 
relatively cheap and easy to integrate in various devices. Thus, in the near future 
the relevant question will probably go beyond the referred research question in 
RESPECT WP7: To what extent will there be devices without geolocation func-
tions? We believe the answer will be “hardly any”, and find it to be a secure predic-
tion to state that the great majority of devices and services will have the capability 
to generate data on time and place of actions etc. where an electronic device is in 
use. On this basis, we find it sufficient to make this statement probable by demon-
strating how PT technologies are used within various and very different fields of 
society and for various purposes.

38 This does of course not imply that people are not aware of the technology that tools and services 
are based on.
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Our assumption is, in other words, that we will be confronted with an ever 
increasing number of devices and services with PT technology as integral ele-
ments. A legal political discussion of if and how police should make use of such 
data should be supported and limited will probably not be very fruitful if every 
type of PT application is put into the same bag. Thus, the main challenges as we 
see it is the task of classifying this technology and their use, cf. the second element 
of the task description in WP7 (“map and classify”). In chapter 3 we have started 
this classification from a technological perspective, and in this chapter this classi-
fication will be developed further on basis of actual use and possible social effects 
(see in particular section 4.6).

4.1.2 Methodological considerations
Our mapping of PT technology is based on a combination of three methods. 
Firstly we have mapped knowledge in relevant national authorities.39 In our in-
quiry, national telecommunication authorities were asked about their knowledge 
of relevant service providers. Moreover, these authorities and the national data 
protection authorities were asked about their knowledge regarding specific types 
of application of PT technologies. We knew beforehand that this will not give ex-
haustive answers, but we assumed it could be valuable in combination with other 
sources. Moreover, it is in itself interesting to have a picture of which types of PT 
technology applications these authorities know about.

The second method has been to detect use of PT technology through search 
in government documents and court decisions.40 Results from documents studies 
have been available from six European countries.41 However, the results of docu-
ment studies have been very sparse; something which mirrors the fact that PT 
technology has not been a major issue in government and court cases.42 Thirdly, a 
limited literature study has supplemented the first two methods.

It is important to emphasise that the technology we have tried to map is not 
limited to those developed and used for the purpose of locating and tracking 
people and objects. As indicated in chapter 3, location and tracking is not neces-
sarily what the controllers and users of these technologies try to achieve. Often 
location and/or tracking are required in order to attain another (final) purpose. 
The only basic PT technology which has positioning as its main purpose is GPS, 
while GSM, Wi-Fi and WLAN first and foremost have various communication 
purposes (SMS, email, web services, social media etc.). RFID implies identifica-
tion of objects, and may support a great number of purposes, including purposes 

39 See section 4.2. 
40 See section 4.3. 
41 Austria, Bulgaria, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway and Slovenia.
42 Results have mainly been used as background information and will not be directly referred to.
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connected to movements of these things. In addition to the direct purpose of 
locating and tracking, final purposes could be payment, providing insurance ser-
vices, supporting effective control of employees etc.

In this chapter, it is obvious that the results we present give a limited pic-
ture of actual use of PT technology. Thus it should be stressed that data are mere 
examples which in our view are helpful as basis of legal political reasoning; it does 
however not tell the “full truth” about how PT technology is used in civil society.

Uncertainties exist of course even within the framework of questions posed 
in our inquiries. Use of vague wording, lack of context etc. may of course create 
the risk of respondents misunderstanding our questions. On points where we 
suspect misunderstandings appear in replies from respondents, we call attention 
to this fact.

Regarding sources and methodological questions of general nature (respon-
dents, response rate etc.), we refer to section 2.2. 

4.2 What is known by relevant authorities regarding providers 
of services based on PT technologies?

One of our initial assumptions was that use of PT technologies in the civil society 
by the police could make it desirable to have some sort of overview of services 
based on these technologies, i.e. who are the service providers? Due to telecom 
regulations we are aware of the fact that providers of services based on GSM are 
well identified, and we wanted to check to what extent similar knowledge existed 
regarding the three other types of PT technologies. Thus, one of the questions 
posed to the national telecom authorities was “To what extent does the national 
telecommunication authority know which companies established in the country 
that provides services based on the following technologies?” (PT technologies 
were indicated). Reply alternatives were “No knowledge”, “Only uncertain esti-
mates”, “Rather certain estimates” and “Complete knowledge”.43

Answers show that all eight telecom authorities claimed to have complete 
knowledge of providers of services based on GSM, three of nine authorities clai-
med to have full knowledge regarding Wi-Fi/WLAN, but only one regarding GPS 
and no one regarding RFID. Five of eight telecom authorities had no knowledge 
regarding RFID and three claimed to have only uncertain estimates. Five of the 
asked telecommunication authorities had no knowledge of RFID suppliers; four 
did not have knowledge of suppliers of GPS services, and two authorities had 
no knowledge of Wi-Fi/WLAN suppliers. The following ranking is according to 

43 See telecom inquiry, question 1. 
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a simple assignment of values for each reply alternative, indicating the level of 
knowledge:44

Technology Rank Sum, value
GSM 1 34
Wi-Fi/WLAN 2 24
GPS 3 14
RFID 4 11

The table demonstrates a marked difference between knowledge regarding provi-
ders of services based on GSM and Wi-Fi/WLAN on the one hand and GPS and 
RFID on the other. This is hardly surprising, since telecom authorities tasks often 
do not cover GPS and RFID. On the other hand, telecom authorities are probably 
those in the best position to know anything about this issue. None of the national 
authorities refrained from answering this question.45 The lack of overview regar-
ding RFID and GPS is inter alia interesting because, according to other replies in 
this study, these technologies are used in a high number of services which involve 
location and tracking.

4.3 What are the purposes of services based on PT technology?

Both the data protection authorities and the telecom authorities were asked about 
their knowledge regarding type of service/purpose46 based on the four basic PT 
technologies47 in their country: Are you aware of services in your country whe-
re the following types of technology are embedded? Ten areas of application/
purposes were listed with invitation to indicate services based on the four basic 
PT technologies. In order to capture additional types of services, respondents 
were also invited to add “others/comment”, but in the replies no additional ser-
vices were suggested. If we sum up all purposes in all countries for each type of 
PT technology,48 use for marketing purposes is regarded as most common, while 
use on public events within sports, music etc. was least common. However most 

44 With value 1 is assigned for “No knowledge” etc and value 4 for Complete knowledge.
45 The Norwegian authority stated that their knowledge relied to a large extent on whether or not 

a service is under the Norwegian Telecommunication Act, and that GPS and RFID normally 
would be outside the scope of this legislation. The Slovenian authority did not give reply 
regarding GPS and RFID.

46 Note, when we in this context use “purpose” as supplement to “service”, the purpose does not 
necessarily corresponds to purpose pursuant to data protection legislation.

47 GSM, Wi-Fi/WLAN, GPS and RFID.
48 Information regarding the same purpose/technology from both the TCA and DPA of a country 

was only counted once.
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purposes were familiar, i.e. they were known by at least one of the authorities that 
LP technology was in use in their country.49

The list presented to the respondents was limited, and more types of services/
purposes could have been added. The fact that no respondent added other types 
of services based on PT technology, should not lead to the conclusion that the 
list gives a correct picture of the situation in the various countries. Even though 
a specific service/purpose is not known to one of the authorities asked, the use 
of PT technology to support a particular type of purpose could obviously still 
exist. Moreover, our results do not say anything about how frequent, neither how 
common use of PT technology for the listed purposes is within the area of each 
purpose. For instance, indication by a respondent of GSM use to locate/track 
children could refer to one or many examples in that country.

Purpose Score
Marketing 15
Access control to rooms, buildings etc. 15
Tracking/localization of employees 14
Tracking/localization of children 14
Insurance services (of cars, vessels etc.) 14
Access control to information 10
Public transportation payment 10
Toll-road payment 08
Tracking/localization of students 07
Public events (music, sports, etc.) 06

Score marks the number of replies from the data protection and telecommuni-
cation authorities confirming that one of the four PT technologies is applied for 
each purpose.50 It is worth noticing that several purposes where location and 
tracking is integrated and necessary to support the purpose, received high score 
(e.g. regarding employees and children). Tracking of employees is elaborated in 
section 4.5.2. Regarding several of the other purposes, location/tracking is more 
of a side effect (e.g. payment and access control to information).

For each of the purposes listed, the results from this question allows us also to 
say something about which PT technology is perceived as most and least impor-
tant and to how many respondents.

49 In Italy and Germany, only telecom authorities responded to this question. 
50 We have only counted one answer for each country; i.e. when both authorities of a country have 

confirmed use of e.g. RFID for marketing, this has been counted as one.
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Purpose PT most PT least
Marketing GSM (5) GPS (2)
Tracking/localization of employees GPS (5) Wi-Fi (1)
Tracking/localization of children GSM (5) Wi-Fi (1)
Insurance services (of cars, vessels etc.) GPS (5) RFID (1)
Access control to rooms, buildings etc. RFID (7) Wi-Fi, GPS (1)
Access control to information RFID (5) GPS, GSM (1)
Public transportation payment GSM (5) Wi-Fi, GPS (0)
Toll-road payment RFID (3) Wi-Fi (0)
Public events (music, sports, etc.) RFID (5) GPS, GSM (0)

“PT most” indicates the PT technology which was indicated by most of the re-
spondents. For instance “Marketing ... GSM (5)” indicates that GSM is in more 
frequent use than other PT technologies, and that five countries (of eight) apply 
this technology for that purpose. “GPS (2)” indicated that GPS is the least used 
PT technology for this purpose, and that respondents in only two countries con-
firmed use of GPS for marketing purposes. 

The results indicate that for the listed purposes GPS and RFID seem to be 
the most important technologies. In other words, RFID of which five of eight 
telecom authorities had no knowledge and the remaining three only uncertain 
estimates is considered to be most important. Moreover, Wi-Fi seem to be least 
used. According to these results, highest use of Wi-Fi is within marketing and 
access to information.

Results regarding purposes related to marketing, toll-road payment and track-
ing/location of students are special in the sense that all/most types of PT techno-
logy seem to be in use and no technology seems to totally dominate. RFID seems 
to dominate regarding access control to rooms/buildings and is a strong number 
two regarding public transport payment. Where GPS or GSM is indicated as most 
used (“PT most”), the other of these two technologies seem to be a good number 
two. Thus, GPS and GSM dominate in the realisation of purposes regarding loca-
tion/tracking of employees, children and cars, vessels etc. (cf. insurance services).

4.4 Dispersion of PT technology

The results to the question presented in section 4.3 were used to indicate somet-
hing about possible differences in the distribution of such technologies in the co-
untries represented in the inquiry and to indicate which PT technology is used in 
the highest number of services (cf. previous section). On this point, we have only 
incomplete results from four of the relevant authorities, and we have no basis for 
clear conclusions. However, if we count the number of different services based on 
PT technologies, it seems that the level of technology distribution in the countries 
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are on about the same level. The only country with a marked lower score than the 
others is Bulgaria.51

We have also used the replies to indicate something about which PT techno-
logy seems to be used in the highest number of different types of services. 

Technology Rank Sum, value
RFID 1 30
GSM 2 28
GPS 3 22
Wi-Fi/WLAN 4 13

The answers indicate, based on the knowledge of the telecom and data protection 
authorities, that RFID is used in the highest number of different services, while 
Wi-Fi/WLAN seems to be far less applicable. It is also worth noticing that the ap-
plicability of three of four PT technologies is generally high.

4.5 Two examples of areas where PT technologies are applied
4.5.1 eCall
The pan-European initiative eCall is intended to bring rapid assistance to moto-
rists involved in a collision anywhere in the EU and EEA territory. The illustra-
tion below is taken from the European Commission’s 52 description of eCall and 
shows the intended use of the system.

The system uses a combination of two of the positioning technologies discus-
sed in this report (GPS and GSM) to obtain personal location data, and GSM to 
communicate data to a central location.

51 Regarding Romania, we have no basis to conclude.
52 http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/ecall-time-saved-lives-saved 
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The eCall initiative mandates that all new vehicles are fitted with a tracking and 
communication device that will automatically dial the pan-European standard 
emergency number (112) in the event of a serious road accident or manual ac-
tivation. When activated, the system will wirelessly transmit a “Minimum Set of 
Data” (MSD), which consists of:
1. Vehicle identification;
2. time of incident;
3. precise location including direction of driving, based upon both satellite posi-

tioning (GPS) and mobile telephony caller location (GSM);
4. eCall qualifier giving the severity of the incident (as a minimum, an indication 

if eCall has been manually or automatically triggered, but this qualifier may 
also contain details about airbag deployment and data from impact sensors);

5. information about a possible service provider.

The estimated cost per car for the device is about EURO 100. 
As described by the European Commission (ibid.), the mandatory eCall sys-

tem will be inactive when not explicitly activated (by a crash or manually), and 
that the system is “not traceable and when there is no emergency (its normal ope-
rational status) it is not subject to any constant tracking.” However, the commis-
sion also expects that the eCall technology platform capabilities (i.e., positioning, 
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processing and wireless communication) to be used for other purposes, including 
“advanced insurances schemes, stolen vehicles tracking, eTolling”. Most of these 
additional purposes will involve some form of continuous tracking of the vehicle.

As long as the sole application of eCall is to report automobile crashes and 
summon help, the technology is probably of little use for tracking purposes or 
for police work.

However, we have noticed that the tracking capabilities that exist as a side-
effect of adoption of GSM (in all of the EU/EEA) and of Wi-Fi (in Denmark only) 
have led to the Data Retention Directive that requires the positioning data pro-
duced by these technologies to be retained for police purposes. This means that 
one cannot rule out a similar function creep in the case of eCall, where adoption 
of the system may lead to a legal requirement to collect and retain vehicle position 
data records in a register for police purposes.

4.5.2 Field technology

4.5.2.1 Introduction
One of the purposes of our inquiry referred to in section 4.3 (above) is “Tracking/
localization of employees”. Field technology is one very important group of tech-
nology for this purpose. Field technology may, for instance, make use of GPS-
tracking, location-based applications, advanced geographical information sys-
tems and handheld devices (PDAs, smartphones, barcode- or RFID-scanners 
etc.). This technology is increasingly used by companies and organizations in the 
private and public sector. Field technologies, applications and devices facilitate 
real-time and remote monitoring or surveillance of the mobile work force, for 
instance truck, bus or taxi drivers, home care workers, electricians, salespeople, 
carpenters, plumbers, emergency or security personnel, etc. Managers can access 
data captured by the use of field technology over the Internet (these are hosted or 
cloud services – the data and software is stored on computers owned and opera-
ted by the product supplier or by sub-contractors around the world). 

In addition, field technology products may communicate data stored in back-
end systems to the mobile workers (for instance information about customers, 
service-level agreements or other contractual information, past service history or 
patient records). Also, the mobile worker may remotely enter crucial information 
into the back-end systems (like working hours, expenses, order parts required 
for service, etc.). By doing so, the suppliers of field technology products promise 
seamless integration between mobile systems or devices in the field and the infor-
mational resources held by back-end systems. 

The main promise of field technology, however, is to make each member 
of the mobile work force visible from one central location (usually the head or 
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regional offices), so that their work-performance can be managed – evaluated, 
controlled and directed – remotely and in real-time. Surveillance and centrali-
zation, therefore, go hand-in-hand, and this is supposed to benefit the company 
or the organization, including the mobile workers themselves, in a number of 
ways: increased work-performance, higher profit margins, greater service quality 
and customer satisfaction, optimising travel routes, quicker response to service 
requests, enhance personnel security, reduce CO2-emissions, reduce the paper 
burden, and much more.

4.5.2.2 A Norwegian experience
Below we will briefly discuss the most significant experiences harvested by labour 
union representatives in 50 Norwegian private companies and public organiza-
tions concerning the use of field technologies.53 These experiences show how field 
technologies, which should be regarded as subgroup of PT technologies, influ-
ence employees’ autonomy and integrity.

A large variety of field technology applications and devices were in use by the 
50 companies or organizations. Many of these applications and devices had only 
been used for three-four years or less (sometimes only for a couple of months). 
The two most commonly used field technology products were fleet management 
systems (location-control and GPS-tracking) and various handheld devices 
(PDAs, smartphones, etc.), often integrated with back-end systems (CRM, order 
management, accounting, parts management, etc.). Barcode- and RFID-scanners 
were also being used.

Field technology is largely introduced to promote efficient conduct of busi-
ness. Control of employees could be one of several purposes, but control was not 
necessarily a predominant aim. Because control could be seen as an integrated 
element in many managerial tasks, it is on the other hand difficult to make a 
clear distinction between control and other effects and purposes. The more loca-
lization and tracking functions were integrated with back-end systems, the more 
difficult to regard the system as such a “surveillance system”. When a manager for 
instance maps which company cars is closest to a location for a new assignment, 
he will obviously also inevitably notice if the car/employee is in a place where he 
should not be (in a car park, at the employees home address, etc.). Even if the 
intention is not control, it is therefore difficult to avoid that control could be an 
effect of such systems. To the extent that control was identified as purpose, a fre-
quent argument was control needs of government agencies. An argument could 
be readiness in case of government control; fleet management systems could for 

53 The discussions in this section are based on qualitative interviews with union representatives 
reported in Tranvik 2013. The interviews were conducted in 2011 and 2012.
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instance produce evidence that company cars have not been used privately to a 
larger extent than what has been reported to tax authorities. 

One important reason why fleet management systems (and similar location-
control and GPS-tracking products) were viewed as particularly intrusive and 
problematic was that the systems were interpreted as “tools for managers”, i.e. 
instruments for controlling workers by putting them on screens. This new way of 
managing the mobile work force often clashed with occupational cultures where 
values like individual autonomy and independence were held in high regard. 
Handheld devices, on the other hand, seemed, to a much greater extent than fleet 
management systems, to be viewed as “tools for workers” – hardware and softwa-
re that assisted mobile workers in doing their jobs, but without real-time mana-
gement intrusion that potentially threatened their autonomy and independence.

Another important reason why fleet management systems were seen as more 
intrusive than handheld devices, was frequent reports of what the union repre-
sentatives described as “misuse of personal data”. By misuse the union represen-
tatives meant function creep; the systems were used in new and not-agreed-upon 
ways. For instance, employers and employees had usually agreed (sometimes in 
writing) that data on work performance, for instance, routes travelled, engine 
not switched off during stops or locations visited during the day (including time 
of arrival and departure), could not be used by managers to discipline or punish 
the behaviour of mobile workers. Nevertheless, a majority of union representa-
tives pointed to one or more instances where this had happened during the last 
12-18 months. Employees had been called into meetings to account for their be-
haviour, particularly employees that were regarded as trouble-makers or did not 
enjoy the confidence of managers for other reasons. Some union representatives 
presented fleet management systems as union-busting devices – tools designed 
to scare union members into submission by collecting as much personal data 
on them as possible – but this was a view held by a minority of those intervi-
ewed. Similar examples of what was viewed as misuse of personal data were far 
fewer and further between when the conversation turned to handheld devices. 
Moreover, third parties, for instance important customers, were sometimes invi-
ted to log on to the fleet management systems. By doing so, they could keep track 
of trucks or lorries carrying the customers’ goods. Generally, field technologies, 
also handheld devices, seemed to have facilitated greater third-party monitoring 
(and sometimes control) of the execution of mobile jobs.

In Norway the introduction and use of field technology in the work place is 
regulated by two pieces of legislation: The Working Environment Act and the 
Data Protection Act. The former regulates the process of implementation (provi-
ded that the field technology in question is regarded as control measures), while 
the latter regulates the subsequent processing of personal data. The union re-
presentatives seemed far more familiar with the relevant provisions of Working 
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Environment Act than with the provisions of the Data Protection Act. However, 
this does not imply that the 50 companies and organizations complied with the 
provisions of the Working Environment Act: most of them did not, or did so only 
to a limited extent. For instance, even if the Working Environment Act stipulates 
that the employer must discuss and plan the use of field technology (or control 
measures) with union representatives before implementation take place, this did 
not usually happen. More often than not the employees were told, often only a 
few days in advance, that the technology had been purchased. Then, they were in-
structed to use it as planned by the managers. Moreover, the subsequent proces-
sing of personal data was usually not regulated at all, at least not in accordance 
with the provisions of the Data Protection Act. A few companies and organiza-
tions had written agreements specifying a few rules concerning the processing 
of personal data. However, the agreements fell short of complying with the Data 
Protection Act, and the employees (and union representatives) could usually not 
monitor whether or not the managers honoured the rules of the agreements.

The majority of union representatives reported that privacy and data protec-
tion were the main concerns regarding the introduction and use of field techno-
logy: the feeling of being closely watched by managers. According to these repre-
sentatives, diminished work-place privacy and data protection had other negative 
effects, for instance a transfer of power and influence from the mobile workers to 
the upper echelons of the company hierarchy. A number of union representatives 
also claimed that the introduction and use of field technology may have had other 
adverse effects, particularly on the working environment: greater levels of distrust 
between employers and employees; loss of autonomy and independence; more 
insecurity (fear of making mistakes) and more pressure to execute jobs or close 
service tickets quickly. However, it should be noted that some union representati-
ves expressed little concern about these issues. Neither privacy or data protection 
nor the working environment had been adversely affected by the introduction of 
field technology, according to these voices. The representatives who expressed 
these views were mainly (but not only) found in occupations where handheld 
devices were the field technology of choice.

4.5.2.3 Reflections on basis of experiences with field technology
Privacy and data protection of employees is not a particular topic in RESPECT 
WP7, but the exemplification of how PT technology may be applied reminds us of 
some more general points regarding collection and use of personal location data 
by the police. Firstly, it is important to remember that vast differences may exist 
between free and mandatory use of PT technology. Use of field technology in work 
places is example of an application where the level of conflict regarding data and 
privacy protection may be high, regardless of police access and access by others 
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than the employer. Easy access to such data for the police may obviously increase 
the level of conflict, and the easier and more integrated links to the police are the 
higher probability of increased conflict level. Furthermore, such conflicts are to 
a large extent “locked” because employees’ only way of escaping what they may 
see as privacy infringement is to quit the job. With high unemployment rates and 
many business areas moving towards the same technology, not much real choice 
is offered those employees wanting to avoid having their whereabouts mapped.

Access to personal location data by the police is obviously much more than a 
theoretical possibility: In cases of serious crimes (murder, rape etc.), police will 
routinely access recordings from CCTV systems and logs from mobile networks. 
In some cases they will even encourage people of affected areas to give DNA 
samples to the police in order to exclude them from the case. In other words, 
the need and hunger for information in cases of serious crimes is so big that it 
is probable that data from field technology will be accessed (for instance to map 
whereabouts of taxies, delivery trucks and others who may be involved or witness 
to the crime). In such situations, it is hardly true that those who have nothing to 
hide have nothing to fear: Even though you do not have something to hide, you 
may have something to explain; simply because you drove within the sphere of 
the scene of the crime. Altogether, access to personal location data by the em-
ployer and possibly by the police, may sum up to become a high level of conflict.

Use of many PT applications is highly optional and first and foremost con-
nected to leisure and areas of life where most people probably will say they are 
in a rather free position. Use of GPS coordinates to upload images on social me-
dia, find a friend or as part of a training device are examples of applications to 
which there usually are not connected severe consequences for peoples welfare 
if they choose to stop using it in order to protect their privacy. In contrast, use 
of field technology directed towards employees may hardly be seen optional and 
for many people refusal of accepting these technologies may imply unemploy-
ment and loss of welfare. Most applications, however, are somewhere in-between 
these extremities: Most people are able to avoid certain payment methods, access 
control methods and marketing methods which involves generation of personal 
location data; however, only with a certain social and practical expense.

As technology where positioning functions are imbedded becomes more and 
more widespread in society, mentioned social expenses will increase and, at the 
end of the day, will make PT technology practically impossible to avoid. All in 
all, it may thus be claimed that regarding future widespread PT technology pe-
netrating many actions in our daily lives, there will in many situations hardly be 
any real choice regarding use. It should at least be discussed if it is reasonable to 
establish legislation regarding access by the police of personal location data from 
civil society on the premise that people are able to avoid police access by refrai-
ning from using PT technologies. To the extent that no real liberty exists, this is 
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probably an argument for explicit legal regulation in order to clearly define access 
rights for the police, required routines etc. Probably, predictability should be re-
garded next best if real personal freedom is lacking.

4.6 Concluding observations and possible classification of 
technology

4.6.1 General
Our inquiries indicate that the four main categories of PT technology have been 
introduced in all countries and deployed for similar purposes in these countries. 
Bulgaria is the only country which seems to apply PT technology less than other 
countries.54 A lot of services and purposes are based on RFID and GPS, techno-
logies where national telecommunication authorities have no or only little know-
ledge of service providers. It may be that other authorities update lists of such 
service providers, but we cannot see that other civil authorities are in the position 
to carry out such mapping. Thus, we hold it as probable that it may be difficult for 
police authorities to know where PT technology is used in the civil sector, and for 
which purposes.

If this assumption is correct, RFID and GPS are in a very different situation 
than e.g. GSM, camera surveillance and toll road plants. For GSM, camera sur-
veillance etc., requirements of permissions or notification lead to a large degree of 
overview in terms of where such technologies are installed and who is operating 
them. Certainly, when crimes are investigated on a specific crime scene, it will 
not be difficult for the police to do a concrete mapping of many RFID and GPS 
based systems adjacent to the places in question. However, if there is no concrete 
scene of crime, relevant uses of these technologies are probably relatively hard to 
identify.

4.6.2 Possible regulatory considerations
Our survey in combination with the referred recent research on field technology 
with location and tracking functions, may give basis for some regulatory conside-
rations, first and foremost regarding possible fruitful classification of PT techno-
logies in addition to the classifications made in chapter 2. Key words for the sets 
of classes we suggest to introduce are:
• Voluntariness and competence

54 At least compared to Slovenia, Slovakia and Norway from which we have replies from both 
authorities; but probably also compared to Germany and Italy for which we have replies from 
one of the authorities.
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• Number and types of involved parties
• Purpose, potential and effect
• Type of power
• Transparency and accessibility

Voluntariness and competence
If we regard the extent of voluntariness and autonomy, the first and rather unpro-
blematic category is that of individuals who are competent and actually free as to 
whether or not to use PT technology. Use of various GPS based apps on smart-
phones for purposes of entertainment is one example.

However, the investigation reminds us that PT-technology is not only used 
voluntary as a result of making use of various services. Employees in many bran-
ches are examples of groups where PT technology is mandatory; if not formally 
at least in a practical sense, because in the labour market of many economies, re-
fusing such surveillance would imply that you would be excluded from jobs. This 
situation forms the background for the assumption that employees will often not 
be in the position to freely give their consent to process personal data about them. 
Working life is one of the areas of society where mandatory use of PT technology 
is most widespread and common. Other particularly exposed groups are chil-
dren/youth and senile, i.e. people with limited rights of self-determination and 
often with a dependency to other people which reduce the value of any formal 
right to autonomy that they may have. We do not know how far the development 
has come regarding these other groups, if the potentials may be similar to what 
has been revealed in working life, and how fast such a development eventually 
will be. There are, however, particular reasons to follow the development for the-
se groups because i) they lack self-determination and ii) location and tracking 
(thus) is formally or in practical terms mandatory.

By voluntariness we mean here that the use of PT technology is voluntary or 
not for the person (data subject) who has his location and movements registe-
red. The first, simple and ideal category consists of people having competence to 
exercise autonomy and who are in a free situation to make independent choices.

As can be seen from the list of purposes/services in section 4.3 several of them 
are not mandatory in a formal sense, for instance you are not obliged to travel on 
a road with payment based on RFID, and you are not forced to travel abroad and 
thereby to use passport with RFID. However, the social effects of not travelling 
on that road or going to another country may easily make you experience that 
these actions are unavoidable. Similar situations occur for chauffeurs who are 
faced with the choice of accepting tracking of movements or not having a job and 
income. These people are formally competent to exercise autonomy, but social 
structures create social and economic costs that make choices very costly. We 
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may think of people in this second category as competent to exercise autonomy 
but not free to use it. 

The third situation is where people are formally competent to exercise au-
tonomy however not in a situation to exercise it, even though they are free to 
decide. This is the case for senile people who have not been placed under legal 
guardianship, plus certain other groups of hospitalized people who temporary are 
incapable of exercising their autonomy.

A fourth group does not have competence to exercise autonomy (and the-
refore no freedom to decide in this respect). They must, in other words, accept 
choices made by others regarding the use of PT technology. People under legal 
guardianship is one example, another is people in custody; for instance RFID 
used as part of home detention curfew arrangements.55 Children under the age of 
18 partly belong to this fourth group, dependent on age and maturity.

Competent and
actually free

Competent but
not actually free

Formally but not  
actually competent 

Not competent and 
not free

Distinctions between the categories may of course create doubts, and “actually 
free” may in particular be source of discussion. From the viewpoint of privacy, the 
first category is rather unproblematic, while the other three categories comprise 
special and vulnerable groups which require special considerations.

Number and types of involved parties
It is quite possible that information on localization and tracking is result of per-
sonal actions where no one but the person in question is involved. This is for in-
stance the case when a person uses GPS services, for instance by using devices in 
a car or handheld units in order to find the way, measure geographical distances 
etc. This is the simplest way of organising processing of data resulting in localiza-
tion, and the user is in full control.

A more usual constellation of involved parties with PT technologies consists 
of two parties; the user (data subject) whose personal location data will be estab-
lished and stored, and one service provider (controller). If so, we have a simple 
and classical relationship between one data subject and one or more controllers, 
as established in the Data Protection Directive. Use of RFID to get access to a 
hotel room could be example.

Several actors are quite often needed to produce a service where personal lo-
cation data is involved. Several service providers are for instance needed, because 

55 See for instance government information about the UK Home Detention Curfew (HDC) 
scheme (http://www.justice.gov.uk/offenders/before-after-release/home-detention-curfew). 
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the service is composed by resources from several data sources and because te-
lecom services are needed to transmit signals between the user and the service 
providers. My GPS coordinates are for example transmitted to a data base with 
relevant geographical information, and this service collects more data from other 
providers (of pictures, weather forecast etc). The GPS position of the user will 
then be available to several service providers, and the number and business mo-
del could make such constellations quite complex. In terms of data protection le-
gislation, there will in these cases be several controllers of personal location data.

On the supply side of the relationship between user and service provider(s), 
there will often also be engaged parties (data processor) who perform tasks pur-
suant to contract with controllers. This side of the relationship could in other 
words both have many controllers and these controllers may make use of data 
processors.

If we try to classify PT technology as a constellation of involved parties, one 
possibility is the following:

Data subject (user) 
alone

Data subject related to 
one controller (service 
provider)

Data subject related 
to one controller and 
subcontractors (data 
processors)

Data subject related to 
several controllers and 
subcontractors

This classification could of course have been made more detailed, but the nu-
merous possibilities of combining these three main actors imply that clear sim-
plification is in any case needed. One main point in the suggested classification 
is that, irrespective of these parties fit into definitions of controller or processor, 
multi-party constellations easily become complex for data subjects to deal with. 
Thus, various complex PT services offered today should probably be placed in the 
fourth category (to the right).

Purpose, potential and effect
Of course, sometimes PT technology is applied to locate and track peoples whe-
reabouts; for instance to keep control over children and senile. However, as il-
lustrated in section 4.3, such technology are probably even more important to 
produce various services to which localization is relevant but not always very 
important. RFID as part of payment and access control systems will for instance 
generate data about location, but the purpose is to receive payment, stop unaut-
horized people from entering into rooms and buildings etc. Thus, in our view, 
it is not sufficient to claim that the purposes of such use are positioning, but we 
suggest that potentials of location and actual effects are considered in addition.

Purpose refers to a declaration of what the controller would like to attain by 
processing a certain set of personal data. If the data set is comprehensive and/or 
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not particularly related to special aspects, it may thus not be expected that pur-
pose specification will contain anything which clearly relates to localization and 
tracking of people. A payment system based on RFID will for instance have the 
purpose of carrying out payment for service x and collection of amount outstan-
ding. The fact that information of location is important as part of documentation 
of payments made will in such cases hardly be visible to the data subject.

It could of course be possible to require that localization, under certain con-
ditions, shows in the formulation of purpose, but this is probably not very prac-
tical and efficient. It is on the other hand easy to assess and state whether or not 
processing of data has the potential of establishing location and movements of 
people. Such a potential only describes a technological possibility, it does not say 
anything about the controller’s purpose or the actual effect of the processing. On 
basis of the list of applications in section 4.3, we can conclude that only a few of 
them will have localization of people or objects as purpose,56 but all applications 
have establishment of location and movements as potential. 

Here, we anticipate that purposes and potentials are assessed prior to proces-
sing, and they should thus be seen as predictions rather than established facts. 
Purposes, and especially potentials, are not necessarily attained. Even if the con-
troller state that he will pursue the purpose of tracking employees, it is not certain 
that this actually will happen, and technological potentials will obviously not be 
exploited. Thus in addition to prior establishment of purpose and potentials, a 
retrospective perspective is important. Effect could indicate actual consequences 
regarding localization etc. Here, effect would describe whether or not localiza-
tion and tracking in fact has been carried out, i.e. described independently from 
declared purposes and potentials. Again, we suggest the following categorisation 
regarding this aspect of the processing:

Localization is a not a 
purpose or an effect

Localization is a pur-
pose

Localization is a po-
tential

Localization is an ef-
fect

In the table, we have also introduced a category where localization is a not a pur-
pose or an effect. This indicates that there are no intentions or practises which 
show that the potentials of PT technology are used.57 In a regulatory perspective 
it should be discussed whether or not the purpose specification principle is ade-
quate in relation to PT technology, and if potentials and actual effects should be 
supplementing criteria.

56 Or, more precisely, it should be expected that these types of systems will be notified as having a 
purpose related to the whereabouts of people and objects.

57 Regarding PT technologies, potentials to locate may of course never be excluded.
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Accessibility and transparency 
Transparency is important to every aspect of privacy and legal protection, and 
evidently also regarding assessment of PT technologies. Many aspects could be 
addressed, for instance regarding contents and language. Here, we have chosen 
to highlight questions of accessibility, namely the extent to which users/data sub-
jects need to invest time and background knowledge in order to attain the infor-
mation about localization (and questions of if, why, how, when, consequences 
etc.). We presuppose that controllers are dispatchers of the information and that 
there are no economic costs for users.

We take it that best accessibility is achieved if information is given directly to 
users, for instance by means of SMS and email with link to a “My page” service, 
social media etc. Second best accessibility to information is probably created if 
made accessible on general web-pages, “My page” or social media (but without 
any notification for each change of information contents). Third best would be 
that users have a right to ask controllers to access the information, and the worst 
alternative will obviously be that access rights are disputed or non-existing.

Direct and active 
information to the user

Information is made 
available without requ-
est to the user 

The user has a right to 
claim access right

Access rights are dis-
puted or non-existent

***

The explained regulatory considerations in this section will be applied and further 
developed in Part II; in particularly in chapter 3 as part of a proposal for an indi-
vidual rights impact assessment model.
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5 Police use of PT technology

5.1 Introduction

Police may first and foremost use PT technology and personal data from the use 
of such technology within two spheres. Firstly, they may collect data from PT 
technology in the civil sector and secondly the police may collect personal loca-
tion data directly by using their own PT technology. Below, we will highlight the 
first mentioned sphere.

This chapter contains first and foremost results from the three questionnaires 
performed by the national research teams, cf. the explanation and discussion of 
methods in section 2.2.2. Results are presented so that answers to related ques-
tions are referred in context, regardless of which part of questionnaires mentio-
ned that was used as source.58

Others of the results presented below have the Interpol inquiry as source 
(cf. section 2.2.3). This part consists of 12 European countries and 25 countries 
from other parts of the world. We do not know which police office and country 
respondents represent.59 The only thing we know is the region of the globe of 
each respondent.60 Anonymity in the Interpol part of our inquiry represents a 
strong limitation and makes it impossible to match these results with the national 
European studies. Replies from European police offices, however, will be given 
special attention. 

5.2 Legal regulation of deployment of PT technologies by the 
police

We have not mapped relevant substantive law of the 37 countries taking part in 
our inquiry. The aim was instead, on an overall level, to collect information of the 
methods of legal regulation and to obtain assessments of current legislation and 
opinions of needs for amendment.

58 The sequence of reported results may differ from the sequence in which questions were presented 
to the respondents in questionnaires.

59 See section 2.3.3.
60 We received answers from twelve Interpol offices in European countries and 25 offices from 

other regions of the world. Four replies came from Interpol offices in Central America and 
Caribbean, 2 from South America, 2 from North America, 3 from Asia, 2 from West Africa, 6 
from East Africa and 6 from the Middle East and North Africa.
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Firstly, we asked national Interpol offices “What is the main Act or instru-
ment on which the deployment and use of the following PT technologies is 
based?”61 Our reply alternatives were general law, specific regulation for a certain 
type of PT technology, guidelines, standard operating routines and “other” which 
we asked respondents to specify. No “other” way of regulation was suggested.

One of the twelve responses from European countries did not answer this 
question. Corresponding figure for counties outside Europe reply was eight.62 The 
majority of these answers came from countries in Central America (3 of 3) and 
Middle East and North Africa (4 of 6). We cannot conclude that missing reply to 
this question implies that there is no relevant regulation in these countries, but 
because these technologies represent a rather new phenomenon, this is a proba-
ble assumption to make, cf. below.

In most European countries general law is main type of regulation of PT tech-
nologies. Deployment and use of GSM and GPS has general law as main type of 
regulation in 9 of 12 countries. In countries outside Europe, this figure is lower 
and only constitutes less than half.63 WI-FI/WLAN has general law as main re-
gulation in half of the European countries (6/12) and 8 of 25 countries outside 
Europe. Similarly, replies indicate that RFID has general law as main regulation 
in half of the European countries, while in other parts of the world RFID is only 
covered by general law in 4 of 25 countries. 

Only a small minority of investigated European countries have specific regula-
tion of PT technology as main type of regulation. Four European countries have 
specific regulation regarding GSM as main type of regulation, and correspon-
ding figures for other technologies are similarly low. Figures for countries outside 
Europe are also on a very low level. 

In our question we asked about the main Act or instrument on which use 
of PT technologies are based. In other words, we only asked for one alternative. 
Several countries indicated different types of regulation, something which creates 
problems for our interpretation of the answers.64 These supplementary answers 
show however that several countries both regulate PT technologies in general law 
and specific regulations. Some even regulate on more than two levels.65 However, 
we are unable to quantify this any further.

61 The PT technologies stated were GPS, GSM, RFID and WI-FI/WLAN.
62 Questionnaires from three of these countries were so incompletely filled in that it is uncertain if 

lack of information on this point could be understood as absence of regulation.
63 Respectively 13 (GSM) and 10 (GPS) of 25 countries.
64 Both general law and specific regulation may be regarded as “main” type of regulation. General 

law will often be lex superior and specific regulation may be lex specialis or at least contain so 
many specific rules that it is regarded as “main”.

65 For instance, one European country regulate GSM and GPS on all four levels (general law, 
specific regulation, guidelines and standard operating procedures).
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One European country answered that guidelines was main type of regulation 
for GPS. For other types of PT technologies, only general law and specific regula-
tion was main type of regulation.

Answers regarding countries outside Europe show that, in a small number 
of countries, guidelines and standard operating procedures are main type of 
regulation.66 

The overall picture is that deployment and use of GSM and GPS is better co-
vered by legal instruments than WI-FI/WLAN and RFID. 

Answers to this question only give a rough impression of state of affairs and 
we should therefore be careful regarding conclusions. Notwithstanding, the re-
sults indicate that general law is main type of regulation in a marked majority of 
countries. Probably, this implies that there is a lack of specific and concrete rules 
for police, courts and citizens to observe and follow. Thus, an important discussi-
on is whether, and to what extent, it is necessary to pass specific regulations and/
or guidelines in order to have a sufficiently clear legal basis for police deployment 
of PT technology. This is however not to say that more specific regulation should 
be directed towards the technology itself; cf. the discussion in Part II. 

Four of twelve European respondents were positive to the statement
• PT technologies are not regulated in my country, but there is a need for a clear 

legal basis for the use of PT technologies.

The condition in the question that such technologies were not regulated seems to 
be ignored by some respondents, as three of them also answer that PT technology 
is either under general law or subject to regulation in guidelines and standards 
operating procedures. It is reasonable to interpret this collocation of replies as in-
dication that regulations on lower levels than general law and specific regulation 
may be regarded insufficient.

Interpol offices in the same countries that answered positive to the previous 
statement gave negative responses to the statement that:
• From an operational point of view, legislation provides a clear framework for 

the use of PT technologies.

In three of twelve European countries, dissatisfaction of the current regulatory 
situation is in other words expressed, both with regard to need for clear legal basis 
and operational considerations. A fourth country with no relevant legal regula-
tion may be added to this group.

We also wanted to highlight needs of amending existing legislation in order to 
make police work more effective:

66 GSM: 1/25, GPS: 3/25, WI-FI/WLAN: 1/25 and RFID: 3/25.
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• There is a need to amend legislation in my country in order to ensure an ef-
fective use of the potentials of PT technologies.

Seven of twelve respondents were positive to this statement, of these two partly 
positive. This group consisted of those Interpol offices which generally indicated 
needs for amendment and the office indicating lack of legal regulation, imply-
ing that three additional Interpol offices gave positive feedback to this statement 
about needs for amendment.

We also asked Interpol offices to respond to a statement regarding need for 
clearer limits for use of PT technologies:
• Need exist to amend legislation in order to define clearer limits for the use of 

PT technologies by the police.

Four of twelve offices replied positively to this statement.67 All of these were also 
positive to amendments to make technology use more effective. We understand 
this as an expression of a group of European Interpol offices with generally posi-
tive view on regulation of PT technology by means of legislation. This group only 
constitutes one third of the offices in our query.

Instructions and guidelines may give opportunities to adjust to operational 
needs of the police, and may thus be expected to be regarded by the police as the 
“right level” of regulation. We stated:
• There is a need to establish instructions/guidelines for the police in my coun-

try regarding PT technologies.

The number of positive responses to this statement were on the same level as the 
previous (five of twelve), and those positive to this statements were the same of-
fices that were positive to the previous statements regarding amendment.

On an overall level more than half of our European police respondents were 
satisfied with the current legal regulation of PT technologies. Results indicate that 
among the twelve European Interpol offices in the query, there is a rather small 
group of “reform-friendly” offices. Willingness to amend current regulations in-
creases if more efficient use of PT technologies by the police is the aim of reform.

As for other countries, the picture is different from European replies.68 Twelve 
of 19 replies indicated that legislation in their country provides a clear framework 
for the use of PT technologies. However, a majority was positive to amend legis-
lation to make more effective use of PT technology (12 positive, 7 negative69), and 
the same number of offices supported the statement of needs to amend legisla-
tion in order to define clearer limits for the use of PT technologies by the police. 

67 One of these, partly positive.
68 The number of respondents who gave answers to relevant questions varied between 18 and 22. 
69 Two had no experience regarding this question.
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Interpol offices in countries outside Europe gave in other words much stronger 
support to statements regarding needs for regulatory reform than the European 
offices. Eleven of twelve offices outside Europe which supported amendments 
both supported legislation to make effective use of technology and to define clea-
rer limits.

It is noteworthy that two of the countries reporting that they have compre-
hensive regulation of these technologies, gave replies indicating clear need of re-
gulatory reform. The most likely explanation is that regulations exists but are seen 
as inadequate.

To sum up, within our selection of Interpol offices support for regulatory re-
form seems to be much stronger among offices in countries outside Europe com-
pared to European offices. We do not have basis to explain this difference. One 
possibility is better developed legislation in European countries; another possibi-
lity is lesser support to the use of legislation in Europe than in other parts of the 
world. Offices in both geographical groups which support amendments seem to 
be in favour of legislation which prepares the ground for use of PT technology 
and to define limits to this technology, in an approximately equal degree.

5.3 Usefulness and cost-effectiveness of PT technologies

Five statements in our Interpol inquiry concerned use of PT technology by the 
police.70 All European respondents replied that this technology is an important 
means of investigation in their country.71 Responses from countries outside 
Europe were less unanimous; ten gave positive and six partly positive responses, 
while one was partly negative and three had no relevant experience.

Almost all European respondents agreed to the statement that PT technology 
is an effective tool for investigations of serious crime with unknown perpetra-
tor (10/12), and for fighting terror and safeguarding national security (11/12). 
Corresponding figures for the group of other countries were 17/21 (regarding 
both statements).72 

European respondents were in total agreement (12/12) of the cost-effective-
ness of PT technology:
• PT technology is a cost-effective means of investigation.

70 Question 3, statements 1 - 5
71 Ten of eleven were positive to the statement “In my country PT technology is an important 

means of investigation”, one was partly positive.
72 Two gave partly negative response to the statement regarding unknown perpetrators, and 

respectively one and two did not have experience regarding the issue in the two statements.
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Respondents from non-European countries were also positive (11/21) or partly 
positive (4/21) to the statement expressing cost-effectiveness of PT technology. 
However, in this group answers deviated from the European countries in that 2 
of 21 stated that they had no experience regarding the issue, 1 of 21 was negative 
and 2 of 21 were partly negative to the statement.73 One probable explanation of 
these differences is lower dispersion of required infrastructures and use of PT 
technologies in some countries outside Europe. 

Two of the statements in our police inquiry dealt with PT technology as evi-
dence. We wanted to know how data from GSM, GPS, WI-FI/WLAN and RFID 
are used by the police, and asked respondents to consider the statements:
• Data from PT-technology is often submitted as evidence in criminal cases and
• Data from PT technology is often used as part of criminal investigations wit-

hout being submitted as evidence.

The premise behind these referred statements is that data from PT technology 
could both be useful as part of circumstantiation directly before the court and as 
fact-finder used to collect other types of evidence which could be used in court. 
Replies seem to confirm this picture.

Only four of twelve replies concerning European countries expressed full 
agreement with the first referred statement (direct use of data as evidence), six re-
plies were partly positive, while two replies were negative. Replies from countries 
in other parts of the world were similar, although slightly more towards the “fully 
positive” side (partly positive: 7/20, positive 8/20).74 We interpret these answers 
as a confirmation that data from PT technology is not only valuable to the police 
because it may be used as evidence in criminal cases directly before the court, 
and that it is not unusual that such traces are treated as investigation materials 
only, without being subject to circumstantiation. Again, this may indicate that the 
question of openness should be addressed. Collection and processing of personal 
location data by the police which do not result in submission as evidence, easily 
implies that such data processing remains unknown to data subjects. 

The above referred result corresponds with replies to the referred second sta-
tement (data used as part of criminal investigations without being submitted as 
evidence). Approximately half of the European respondents were positive to this 
statement and the other half partly positive. Only one answered negatively.75 In 
the group of non-European respondents the answers to this statement were more 

73 Four respondents did not consider this question.
74 Two of the replies in this group were negative, one was partly negative and three had no 

experience.
75 This probably should mean that this respondent only used such evidence directly before the 

court.
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varied. Four had no relevant experience, six were more or less negative,76 six were 
partly positive and only three were (fully) positive.

All together, on the basis of our data, it may seem that it is less usual in coun-
tries outside Europe to use data from PT technology without using it as evidence 
directly before the courts.

5.4 Police’s assessment of the importance of different PT 
technologies

We asked the Interpol offices to assess the usefulness of PT technology at present 
and in the future. Responses were given in relation to each group of technology 
(GPS, GSM, RFID and WI-FI/WLAN).

In one question we asked which technology they would assess as having the 
most significance in the context of police investigation today? Answers were gi-
ven by assigning values from 1 to 10 for each technology with 1 as best value.77 
The results clearly show a marked difference in the assessment by European re-
spondents of GSM and GPS in contrast to RFID and WI-FI/WLAN. GPS was 
ranked almost as high as GSM by the European respondents. Respondents were 
in agreement regarding the importance of GSM,78 while differences were more 
marked regarding GPS.79

Countries outside Europe assessed the technology in a similar way, with GSM 
receiving the best ranking and with GPS and WI-FI/WLAN ranked on approxi-
mately on the same level but lower than GSM. 

Replies show rather marked differences between the four technologies which 
were highlighted in our inquiry – both with regard to current state of affairs and 
assumptions about the future (see below). 

European responses indicate that police finds RFID and WI-FI/WLAN 
much less useful than GSM and GPS. Answers here were both marked by ran-
king of RFID and WI-FI/WLAN on approximately half the level of GSM and 
GPS. Moreover, there was a larger degree of variation in the assessment of Wi-Fi/
WLAN and RFID compared to GSM and GPS. For instance, two respondent s 
gave RFID good/average ranking,80 while three other gave very low ranking.81 

76 Negative (3/21) and partly negative (3/21).
77 Some replies were given in ways which made them hard to interpret. Some did not reply to all 

alternatives, one marked “x” instead of indicating a value, and one seem to have misunderstood 
allowed values e.g. by indicating “0” (outside the valid scale). However, even with these irregular 
responses answers to the questions formed a quite clear general picture.

78 Receiving total score of 12, including six ranks = 1 (best).
79 Receiving total score of 18, including three ranks = 1 (best).
80 Value 3 and 5.
81 Values 8 and 9 (10 indicates lowest significance).
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WI-FI/WLAN received marked lower ranking than GSM and GPS, but somew-
hat better than RFID. Assessed significance for police investigation of WI-FI/
WLAN differed less than what was the case for RFID.

For illustration, the ranked list could be illustrated as follows:

European responses Other responses
1 GSM 1 GSM
2 GPS

2 GPS, 
3 WI-FI/WLAN 2 WI-FI/WLAN

4 RFID 4 RFID

In the table, marked difference of assessed significance for police investigation 
is illustrated by blank cells between the ranked technologies. It seems in other 
words that assessment of GSM and RFID in the two geographical groups of re-
spondents are in line with each other, while GPS is assessed differently by the two 
groups of countries.

All respondents from Europe82 and almost all of the respondents from other 
countries83 fully agreed to the general statement that:
• There are reasons to believe that PT technology will be a more important 

means of police investigation in the next five years.

We also asked a more detailed question about the significance of PT technology 
for police investigation in future, and which of the four technologies the respon-
dents would assess as having the most significance in the next five years. Answers 
to this question about future significance yield a similar picture to the present 
situation. In the table below, arrow up indicates increased expectations, arrow 
down indicates reduced expectations, while a dash indicates unchanged assess-
ment. European respondents expressed even stronger belief in GSM and GPS, 
while respondents from other countries assess an almost unchanged significance 
for these technologies. A slight improved expectation to RFID could be registe-
red in both geographical groups. WI-FI/WLAN was expected to have unchanged 
significance by European respondents. Countries outside Europe assess an im-
proved significance for WI-FI/WLAN.

82 Except one that did not answer.
83 Except one which gave negative response and one which did not have relevant experience.
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European responses Other responses
1 GSM ↑ 1 GSM −
2 GPS ↑

2 GPS − 
3 WI-FI/WLAN − 2 WI-FI/WLAN ↑

4 RFID ↑ 4 RFID ↑

Firstly, it should be noted that differences between the two groups of national 
Interpol offices regarding assessment of GPS seem to increase, with increasing 
European expectations and unchanged expectations in other countries.

It is also worth noticing that European replies regarding RFID may indicate 
a higher degree of uncertainty than for other technologies. The degree of disa-
greement between the respondents is somewhat higher than regarding other 
technologies. Moreover, compared to other technologies more respondents have 
refrained from answering questions concerning RFID.84 It might be that police 
have less experience and less knowledge of RFID than other technologies like e.g. 
GSM and GPS.

The most surprising result is probably the comparably low future expectations 
to RFID technology regarding positioning and tracking of objects and (thereby) 
people. We would have expected that RFID and the related internet of things 
would be seen as something having great significance for police investigation – at 
least in the future.

5.5 ISPs experiences with police use of personal location data

Internet service providers (ISPs) are important potential sources of personal lo-
cation data for the police. In order to get an impression about the relationship 
between these businesses and the police, we have carried out a simple inquiry 
among eighteen ISPs in the eight countries participating in the European part of 
RESPECT WP7 which was conducted by the national research teams.85 Our aim 
has been both to capture national characteristics and differences as well as possi-
ble differences within countries represented with more than one ISP. Thus several 

84 Three of twelve respondents, compared to one of twelve respondents regarding the other 
technologies.

85 ISPs in Austria, Bulgaria, Germany, Italy, Norway, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia.
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countries in our selection are represented by more than one ISP.86 The inquiry was 
based on statements with reply alternatives yes, no and don’t know. 

First we wanted to have a picture of changes regarding police use of personal 
location data stored by ISPs:
• The police often ask for access to traffic data which may reveal individual’s 

location.

The majority of ISPs answered yes to this statement (11/18), six replied no and 
one did not know. One interesting result was that ISPs from the same country re-
sponded differently to this statement. One of two Austrian, two of six Bulgarian, 
two of three Italian and three of four Slovenian ISPs answered yes. It is hard to 
explain these internal differences. One possibility is however that ISPs which an-
swered no have a smaller volume of data and thus have a lower probability to be 
contacted by the police. Romania was the only country with no yes result.87

The next statement concerned movements (and not location as in the previ-
ous statement):
• The police often ask for access to traffic data which may reveal individuals’ 

movements.

Eight ISPs gave affirmative answer to this statement and a majority of ten re-
spondents replied no. Even here, answers from ISPs of the same country differed 
similar to answers regarding location. Romania was the only country with no yes 
result.88 Answers regarding location and movements gave in other words more or 
less the same results.

We also wanted to have a picture of possible development regarding police 
access to personal location data:
• It happens more frequent today than two years ago that the police request ac-

cess to traffic data which may reveal locations and movements of objects (and 
thus individuals).

Twelve of eighteen of the ISPs gave positive reply to this statement, while six an-
swered no. Again, there were differences between ISPs of the same country, but 
every country had at least one ISP giving affirmative reply to this statement.

We wanted to know whether or not ISPs made independent judgements of 
police requests for access to traffic data:

86 Replies have been received from two ISPs in Austria, six in Bulgaria, three in Italy and three in 
Slovenia. We have tried to have answers from more than one ISP in all seven countries, but did 
not always succeed. 

87 Romania was only represented by one ISP.
88 Romania was only represented by one ISP.
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• Our company does not always act in accordance with police requests for ac-
cess to traffic data that may reveal the location and movements of objects (and 
thus individuals).

Five of eighteen ISPs representing three of seven countries responded affirma-
tively to this statement, ten ISPs disagreed and three did not know. Here, the 
threshold for a positive reply was set very low (“not always”). Thus, it is natural to 
assume that negative replies either mean that no one of the requests from the po-
lice have contained legal flaws or serious uncertainties, or that the legal validity of 
such requests are not checked by the ISPs before they comply with police orders. 
We read this result as an indication of lack of independent judgement by the ISPs 
of police requests for traffic data.

We assume that a competent and well manned police force will do analyses 
of collected traffic data themselves. Nonetheless, considerations of time and costs 
may make it practical for the police to ask the ISP to carry out analyses. We asked 
the ISPs to consider the statement:
• Our employees often perform analyses of traffic data on behalf of the police.

Three ISPs (two Bulgarian and one Austrian) gave affirmative responses to this 
statement. Eleven gave negative responses, two did not know and two did not 
respond on this statement. We do not know the concrete background for the po-
sitive replies, but one general issue of discussion is of course the degree of inde-
pendence or integration between police and ISPs. Seen on the background of the 
previous referred statement regarding compliance with police request, it may be 
claimed to be problematic if ISPs always act in accordance with police requests 
and often perform analyses on behalf of the police. Two of the Bulgarian ISPs 
seem to come in this category.

Discussions of the Data Retention Directive illustrate how traffic data are re-
garded highly sensitive by many people. Thus confidentiality obligations of the 
ISPs (pursuant to law or contract) should be seen as a possible problem for the 
ISPs when police request traffic data in order to locate and trace objects and peo-
ple. With this general background in mind, it is hardly surprising that no one of 
the responding ISPs disagreed to the statement:
• It rarely creates problems with our confidentiality obligation if the police re-

quests access to traffic data from our company.

Fourteen ISPs gave affirmative responses, three did not know and one did not 
give a response to this statement. We should, for the sake of good order, emphasi-
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se that there is no basis for interpreting don’t-know answers as a sort of disguised 
confession that such problems occur.89 

To sum up this brief ISP inquiry, it is important to remember that results 
first and foremost say something about the situation in each country (Bulgaria, 
Germany, Italy, Norway, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia), and that generaliza-
tions on this basis may create uncertain results. This being said, we believe that 
some general conclusions may cautiously be made as starting point for further 
examination and discussions:
• Police use of traffic data which may reveal peoples’ location and movements 

stored by ISPs is probably increasing, and probably creates increased pressure 
on the ISPs as source for the police.

• There are reasons to further address the relationship between ISPs and police 
in order to map and discuss their relationship and independence.

Our inquiry comprised only internet service providers. Various other businesses 
provide services based on PT technology. It is probable that questions of pressure 
from the police and the issue of independence could be more challenging in these 
other businesses than for the ISPs.90

5.6 Telecommunication authorities’ and data protection 
authorities’ assumptions regarding police deployment of PT 
technologies

All national telecommunication authorities and data protection authorities in the 
selected European countries91 were asked about their knowledge regarding police 
use of PT technology. Our aim was not primarily to say something about actual 
use of these technologies by the police, but to check the basis for possible invol-
vement by these authorities. Most significant is probably the knowledge of data 
protection authorities, because most of these authorities control police use of PT 
technology. We asked:
• Are you aware if the police in your country apply means of investigation whe-

re the following technologies are included as an important element?92

89 The most probable cause for don’t-know answers here (and to other statements), is that the 
persons giving response to our questionnaire did not have responsibilities which comprised the 
problem area in question.

90 We will return to this question in Deliverable 3.
91 Authorities in Austria, Bulgaria, Germany, Italy, Norway, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia. 
92 Reply alternatives were: no knowledge, assume it is in use, and know that the technology is in 

use. We listed the technologies: GSM, GPS, Wi-Fi/WLAN and RFID.
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The inquiry gives clear indications that data protection authorities typically have 
more and more secure knowledge than the telecommunication authorities. The 
majority of answers from telecommunication authorities were either “No know-
ledge” or “Assume it is in use”. The exception is knowledge about GSM where 
three knew it was in use and three assumed it was in use.

Generally, the knowledge of the data protection authorities was highest regar-
ding GSM. Six of seven knew that this technology was in use.93 Regarding GPS, 
four of seven knew that this technology was in use. Data protection authorities in 
the remaining countries assumed these technologies were in use.94

Two of six data protection authorities replied that they knew Wi-Fi/WLAN 
was in use by the police, while four assumed it was in use. Only one of six data 
protection authorities that answered this question knew that RFID was used by 
the police; 95 three assumed it was in use, while two had no knowledge.

Unless data protection authorities have concrete knowledge of police deploy-
ment of PT technologies, it is not probable that they carry out control or enter 
into constructive dialogue with the police regarding such use. This may indicate 
that for the great majority of data protection authorities of these countries, police 
deployment of RFID and Wi-Fi/WLAN has not been an independent issue of 
discussion. At least, compared to GSM and GPS the knowledge basis of the data 
protection authorities seems to be relatively weaker regarding Wi-Fi/WLAN and 
RFID compared to the two other technologies.

5.7 Use of PT technologies by criminals

Our questionnaire in the Interpol inquiry contained statements regarding pos-
sible use of PT technologies by criminals. The rationale for including this issue is 
the fact that GPS, GSM, Wi-Fi/WLAN and RFID is available to everyone and the-
refore constitutes a possible tool for everyone, including people with intentions 
of committing serious crime and avoiding criminal prosecution. As with many 
other open technologies, it may be that it both improves police’s ability to inves-
tigate crimes and the criminals’ ability to carry out crimes. One obvious criminal 
use may be to track people to reassure that they are away from scenes of a planned 
crimes, for instance in the case of burglaries. Tracking of police vehicles by means 
of GPS is another possible use by criminals, for instance as part of monitoring 
and counteracting police investigation.

93 The Bulgarian authority assumed GPS was in use.
94 No answer was received from the Romanian data protection authorities.
95 The Norwegian authority had such knowledge. The only telecommunication authority which 

answered that they had such knowledge was the Italian.
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In the questionnaire we did not exemplify possible use of PT technologies by 
criminals but asked Interpol offices to respond to two general statements:

We have experienced that LT-technologies are used by criminals.

Nine of twelve European respondents gave either positive (3) or partly positive 
(6) responses to this statement. Three respondents had no experience regarding 
this issue and one gave negative response. The responses from non European co-
untries gave a similar picture.96 Although answers to this sole question do not tell 
us anything about extent and methods of criminal use, they probably form suf-
ficient basis to conclude that technologies which position and track people and 
objects are used by criminals.

Our second statement regarding criminal use of PT technology was:
We have experienced that criminals use PT technologies against the police.

Five of twelve European respondents gave partly positive reply to this question,97 
one replied partly negative, but the majority either gave negative response (4) 
or had no experience regarding this issue (2). Answers from the non European 
group of respondents indicate that use of PT technology against the police may 
be a greater problem in other parts of the world: Eight of twenty-one respondents 
gave positive responses to the statement, partly positive: 2/21, negative: 6/21, 
partly negative: 1/21 and no experience: 4/21.

We read answers to this question as a confirmation that potentials of this tech-
nology have been directed against the police force itself both in Europe and in 
other regions of the world, and that this problem may be greater in countries 
outside Europe. Frequency and extent is however not indicated in our inquiry. 

To what extent may use of PT technology by criminals be relevant to po-
lice use of this technology? It is possible that the referred answers only tell us 
the rather obvious: namely, that PT technology has potentials for everybody that 
uses it and that it is likely that both police and criminals have protecting need to 
protect themselves from use by the other. In this lies an elementary but rather 
important insight. Many PT technologies with basic ability to track and position 
people and objects are relatively cheap and available to everybody.

However, full benefit of these technologies requires access to service providers 
and stored traffic data etc. Provided the police is the only actor with access to data 
bases at network operators, service providers etc, their deployment of technology 
will be much more powerful than what most criminals may attain. Protection 
from access by criminals of stored traffic data of various service providers is thus 
probably a crucial requirement if PT technologies first and foremost shall facili-

96 Nine of twenty-one gave positive reply, partly positive: 5/21, negative: 2/21, partly negative: 2/21 
and no experience: 3/21.

97 No one gave a (fully) positive reply. 
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tate work at law enforcement (and not criminal actors). Included in the discus-
sion of future legal regulation, protection of localization data thus seems to be an 
important issue.

5.8 Concluding observations and regulatory considerations

Our inquiries regarding police use of PT technology do not give “hard data” on 
which we may draw firm and general conclusions. Answers first and foremost 
supplement, confirm or weaken our premises which were background of state-
ments in the inquiry. Five topics seem to be of special relevance: 
• Way of and degree of regulation
• Usefulness and cost-efficiency
• Independence of actors
• Vulnerability towards criminals
• Extent and type of police power

In conclusion of this chapter we will make some provisional reflections based on 
the responses to questions/statements referred above.

Way of and degree of regulation
The first question is of course whether or not the use of technology to localize and 
track people and objects should be regulated at all. Given the infringing potential 
of such methods, it could be assumed that at least some uses should be regulated 
by law, cf. ECHR art. 8 second paragraph. To the extent that we give affirmative 
answer to this first question, the next question is which type of legal regulation 
should be preferred.

Results of our inquiry show that general law constitutes the main regulatory 
approach to PT technology. We have not collected detailed information regarding 
regulatory design in each of the 37 countries and thus answers to general ques-
tions may hide important differences. Notwithstanding, we feel certain that in 
most countries general law is referring to technology neutral wording. Thus GSM, 
GPS, Wi-Fi/WLAN and RFID are probably not regulated directly. However, this 
does not exclude rather direct regulation of location and tracking, regardless of 
manual or technological method and – if technology is applied – regardless of 
specific technology. Thus, incidents of general law may include general regulation 
of tracking as well as other more general descriptions of police methods, actions 
of functions (e.g. police investigation).

Given a large degree of consensus regarding technology neutral legislation, 
it is hardly controversial to conclude that regulations should be about functions 
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rather than technology itself. If so, it is important to find the right level and 
technique to describe such functions.

The first question is on what level descriptions of functions should be. There 
are of course many possible ways of categorization, for instance: 

Function on overall 
level

Locate Locate, general me-
thod

Locate, specified me-
thod

The first alternative (far left) is to let localization be comprised by general phra-
sing such as “investigation” and “monitoring”. Our initial assumption, however, 
is that this alone would not be sufficient related to ECHR art. 8 (2). A more con-
crete approach is to state the function of locating or tracking directly but without 
describing method (manual/technological based, “techno metric”/biometric98). 
Lastly, localization and tracking methods could be stated in concrete ways, for 
instance by indicating how close to the body a tracking remedy may be placed 
(on the person, in objects etc.), for how long, within which types of environments 
(e.g. in order to protect client relationships with physicians, lawyers, clergymen, 
family members etc.). The more specific, the better predictability for citizens. 
Thus data and privacy protection as well as legal protection in general will be 
argument to choose categorises on the right hand side of the table above. Interests 
in effective investigation may on the other hand represent a counter argument be-
cause specification of method may imply restriction of allowed method and thus 
a definition of “protected areas” for criminals. Thus the alternative far right may 
be particularly problematic from the viewpoint of the police.

Refusal of technology-specific legislation does not necessarily mean avo-
idance of technological specific guidelines and operating procedures. To make 
effective use of technological remedies and do the job on the ground, it is obvi-
ously necessary to “translate” what general wording of legislation actually may 
or should imply for concrete police work. Thus, a dualistic approach with rela-
tively stable legislation based on statements of functions and relatively dynamic 
guidelines and operational procedures where technological issues are concretely 
described, may be a fruitful approach.

Extent and type of police power
Personal data on peoples’ whereabouts are at least two-layered: Firstly, it is a ques-
tion of privacy in relation to the primary controller of the data, e.g. the providers 
of services which generate such data. Secondly, privacy is a question related to 
secondary use by the police and other security agencies. It may in our view be 

98 See section 3.6 (above).
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reasonable to identify subgroups of people according to the degree and type of 
exposure to police interest and power. 

The largest subgroup obviously comprises those people to which police have 
access to personal location data, but without any effect other than disclosure; i.e. 
the data is accessible but not used. A second subgroup could be said to consist 
of people who are subject to police surveillance and control, i.e. people whose 
personal location data are under police scrutiny, but without further exercise of 
police powers. The third subgroup we suggest consists of people who are subject 
to execution of direct police power, for instances because they are denied access 
to certain areas on basis of personal location data, are arrested on basis of such 
location data, are subject to home detention arrangements etc. A possible fourth 
subgroup is of another but related type, namely people who receives protection 
from police on basis of location data about themselves. This could for instance 
be children as well as senile and other mentally handicapped people. Even people 
working in dangerous professions which may create emergency situations when 
the police are needed on their location as soon as possible belongs to this sub-
group. Needs of protection are arguments for access by the police to their perso-
nal location data. This is not to say that these groups should be under surveillance 
on a regular basis (by parents, relatives, hospital management etc.). Easy access 
to such location data for the police may on contrary be a measure to avoid sur-
veillance on regular basis and only be accepted in exceptional situations. 

In the table below, the four proposed categories are put in sequence with the 
less privacy intrusive group to the left.

Police protection and 
safeguard on basis of 
personal location data

Police access to data, 
without use

Police surveillance and 
control on basis of per-
sonal location data

Execution of direct po-
lice power on basis of 
personal location data

The large bulk of people will not be part of this classification, because in most 
cases police will only have access to data from a certain time period, geographical 
area, service provider etc. It is natural to assume that special guarantees should be 
offered to people in every of these four categories, and strongest measures could 
be substantiated for the two subgroups on the right hand side of the table.

Usefulness and cost-efficiency
Our inquiry shows the almost unanimous view among selected European 
Interpol offices that PT technology is a cost-effective means of investigation. We 
have not examined concrete costs and tried to do an independent assessment 
of costs. On the other hand, there are no reasons to doubt that in many cases 
and under certain circumstances, GSM, GPS, Wi-Fi/WLAN and RFID will be 
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a reasonable and cost-effective measure to use in smaller or larger part of police 
work, alone or in combination with other methods. Such technology both gives 
grounds for technology investments by the police and use of investments in the 
civil society by the police.

Promises of cost-effectiveness are not the least connected to the use of exis-
ting technology and data outside the police. This may give argument for impro-
ved access by the police, and for better survey of existing services which genera-
tes personal location data, and better technological interoperability and access to 
these data.

We assume that personal location data from sources outside the police will 
be still more important; both because such sources are many and comprehensive 
and because it may be relatively cheap to access and use by the police. This may 
create a development/pressure towards streamlining police access to such data. 
Questions of technological interoperability are probably not a major challenge 
if one wishes to go in this direction (cf. section 3.4 (above)). More important 
is probably mapping of various services and connected information which may 
secure as swift and easy access to these data as possible. To the extent that such 
a development is realised it may accentuate questions of the interdependence of 
such sources of data, see below.

Independence of actors
Replies from some of the ISPs indicate that i) some companies automatically 
comply with police requests to give access to traffic data including personal loca-
tion data and ii) that some ISP carry out analyses for the police. This only repre-
sents a small minority of the ISPs in our inquiry and we have no basis to criticise 
these concrete practises. However, the results make topical a general discussion 
of independence and interdependencies between the police and actors in the civil 
society with whom they interact.

Here, we will not go into possible grounds for close and closer collaboration 
between the police and private parties, but issues regarding efficiency are cer-
tainly among the important incentives. Arguments against close collaboration 
are first and foremost of a legal nature and linked to legal protection of citizens. 
Here, we mention only two basic considerations with special relevance for data 
from PT technology.

The first consideration is linked to the fact that police, when the conditions 
in law are met, has the monopoly of exercising lawful violence against citizens, 
including infringement of citizens’ privacy. In such a situation, it could be clai-
med to be urgently important that there are strict boundaries between the police 
as “infringer” and other parties with whom the police choose to interact. If these 
lines of demarcation are blurred, it may be a danger that an infringement by proxy 
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will develop, i.e. that power to lawfully infringe peoples’ privacy may seep into the 
business of private collaborators. Without very clear boundaries it may even be 
problematic to clearly establish responsibility in case powers are exceeded. Thus, 
in this perspective it is important that the police and the ISPs and others who are 
sources of information for the police have a strictly formal and defined relations-
hip, and interact rather than collaborate. 

This first consideration could be seen as “passive” in the sense that legal pro-
tection of citizens are safeguarded by restraint from mixing exercise of public 
authority with private business. The second consideration is more of an active 
nature. Clear distinctions between the police and involved private parties; make 
it possible that private parties make their own independent assessment of the 
legality of police requests for personal location data etc. Our inquiry was directed 
towards ISPs which often are quite big businesses with rather easy access to neces-
sary legal expertise. PT technologies involve many service providers which sit on 
data bases with personal location data that may be of great interest to the police. 
On a general level in European countries, citizens may as a rule expect that the 
police acts within their legitimate powers and for instance refrain from unlawful 
collection of personal location data. On the other hand, there are several possible 
situations where this presumption may fail (lack of competence in the police, 
overly enthusiastic police detectives etc.), and where legal protection of citizens 
also should rest on the attentive attitudes of interacting businesses. Because PT 
technologies make personal location data available for the police from many ser-
vice providers which could not be expected to have knowledge of the legal rules 
determining lawful police access to these data, it should be asked whether or 
not measures should be made to increase service providers competences on this 
point. A possible objective could be that as many service providers as possible are 
capable of demonstrating an equal degree of independence as the great majority 
of ISPs in our inquiry showed.99

Vulnerability to criminals
Our inquiry indicates that a part of the problem with PT technologies is that it is 
deployed by criminals and even directed towards the police. This situation may 
call for measures that may reduce this threat. Certainly, there are very limited 
possibilities to reduce general access to technology that generates personal lo-
cation data etc. GPS devices will for instance always be available even for people 
with dishonest intentions. However, these limitations should not hinder us from 
considering if stored personal location data could be protected in a better way 
in order to prevent unlawful access and consequent legal actions. Personal loca-

99 Other questions of independence and competence are discussed in Deliverable 3.
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tion data are elements of what should be retained pursuant to the Data Retention 
Directive, cf. Art. 5, 1.(f)(2). The technological development and widespread use 
of PT technologies remind us that this data are increasingly stored in data bases 
connected to a large number of service providers. On this background it should 
be discussed if information security requirements and actual compliance with 
these requirements are satisfactory.
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6 Data protection authorities’ views on PT 
technology

6.1 Introduction

Two questions in the data protection authority inquiry contained rather com-
prehensive sets of statements concerning the authorities’ evaluation of data pro-
tection effects of PT technology. 100 One set of statements concerned police use 
of PT technology and effects for data protection.101 The other set of statements 
concerned evaluation of data protection effects in general. 102

The first question contained eight statements with reply alternatives yes, 
no and don’t know. The German DPA only responded to half of the statements 
and the authorities of Austria, Bulgaria, Norway, Slovakia and Slovenia gave full 
response. 

6.2 Police use of PT technology and effects for data protection

Questions regarding effects of police use of PT technology for privacy and data 
protection were part of Q4 of our inquiry. Even Q1 contained three statements 
regarding this issue. All relevant statements will be referred in this section.

Five data protection authorities gave their view on the legal basis for proces-
sing personal data related to PT technology:
• PT-technology challenges the requirement of clear legal basis for processing 

of personal data.

Legal basis refers to consent and necessary grounds as stated in DPD art. 7. In 
addition, a clear statutory basis could make the processing lawful. Here, replies 
demonstrate a marked difference between the countries. Two countries (Bulgaria 
and Slovenia) totally disagreed to the statement, while the three other authorities 
(Austria, Norway and Slovakia) totally agreed. Since rules regarding consent and 

100 Six of eight authorities responded to the questionnaire, while two authorities (the Italian and 
the Romanian) only gave brief overall statements. Two of the questions in the questionnaire 
concerned knowledge of services based on PT technology as well as their knowledge of police 
deployment of such technology. Results from these two questions are already referred, see 
section 5.6.

101 Question 1.
102 Question 4.
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necessary grounds are similar in all countries, it is likely that these differences 
refer to differences of existing statutory basis. Similar to replies from Interpol of-
fices regarding the need for a clear legal basis for the use of PT technologies (cf. 
section 5.2), replies do not indicate a unanimous claim for legal amendments. 
Such needs may of course exist but that there are probably clear differences regar-
ding the regulatory situation in each country. 

The autonomy of data subjects is considered to be an important aim for pri-
vacy protection, and may also be seen as a basic precondition for acceptable pri-
vacy regimes.103 We asked the respondents to indicate their view on the statement:
• PT-technology weakens the autonomy of data subjects.

All five responding authorities agreed. Three totally agreed (Austria, Norway, 
Slovenia) and two partly agreed to the statement (Bulgaria, Slovakia).

In Q4 we gave a related statement:
• Data subjects are offered co-determination regarding development and use of 

PT-technology.

Four of five respondents disagreed with this statement. Three totally disagreed 
(Norway, Slovakia and Slovenia), while the Austrian authority partly disagreed. 
The Bulgarian authority did not know.

It seems that replies to these two referred statements confirm that autonomy and 
co-determination may be a challenge when PT technology is deployed by the police.

As explained in section 3.3, PT technology may imply a more or less close con-
nection between the object (smart phone, care, RFID tag) that is positioned and 
one or several persons who are related to the object. We asked the respondents 
in the national data protection authorities about their opinion of the statement:
• PT-technology implies secure identification of data subjects.

The Norwegian authority totally disagreed, while the others partly agreed 
(Austria, Slovenia, and Slovakia) or totally agreed (Bulgaria). Concretely asses-
sed, responses to this statement should to a large extent rely on which subgroup 
of technology and type of situation the respondents consider. However, replies 
could be seen as express of these authorities’ basic expectations and attitudes to 
the question.

One important privacy and data protection principle is about minimality. 
On this background the data protection authorities were asked to consider the 
statement:
• PT-technology challenges the requirement that processing of personal data 

shall not be excessive in relation to the purpose of the processing.

103 Although even a patriarchal approach may be claimed to be acceptable.
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Four of five respondents agreed with this statement. One partly agreed (Bulgaria) 
and three totally agreed (Austria, Norway and Slovakia). The reply from Slovenia 
partly disagreed.

Another major privacy concern is of course confidentiality. The relevant sta-
tement was worded:
• PT-technology weakens the confidentiality of personal data.

The result was similar to the previous statement: All five responding authorities 
agreed. Three totally agreed (Bulgaria, Norway, and Slovenia) and two partly 
agreed with the statement (Austria, Slovakia).

The three first statements in Q1 concerned possible side effects of police de-
ployment of PT technology. One of these statements was formulated on basis of 
the fact that the location of people may reveal private life and relations, combined 
with the obvious fact that it is almost impossible to avoid that the police locate 
and track people who later will be checked out of the case as innocent:
•  Police use of PT-technology has negative effects for innocent people.

Only the Slovenian DPA answered agreed with this statement, while two aut-
horities disagreed and two did not know.104 It is hard to interpret these results. 
Probably respondents have answered on basis of different presumptions. To the 
authors of this report it is hard to make other presumptions than i) it is someti-
mes uncertain whether or not targeted people are involved in crimes; and ii) in 
case they are not involved there will always be a possibility that information about 
them will continue to exist in police files. 

The next two statements did not presuppose that tracked persons are inn-
ocent, but referred to the right to enjoy a protected relation to a person’s lawyer 
or physician and the fact that information regarding location could reveal this 
relationship.
• Police use of PT-technology has negative effects for the relation between the 

data subject and his/her lawyer.
• Police use of PT-technology has negative effects for the relation between the 

data subject and his/her physician

None of the DPA agreed with these statements, two disagreed and three did not 
know.105 The responses are quite surprising. It is obvious that ability to track peo-
ple may show that they call on a physician and thereby reveal medical conditions 
which are expected to be confidential information. It may be that answers would 

104 The German DPA did not reply to this statement.
105 The German DPA did not reply to these two statements.
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have been different if “has negative effects” was replaced by “may have negative 
effects”.

In Q4 we included one statement concerning sensitivity of data, with reply 
alternatives yes, no and don’t know:
• PT-technology implies processing of sensitive personal data.

The replies we received were – not unexpectedly – highly scattered. Two answe-
red yes, two answered no and one did not know. Data from PT technology could 
be regarded sensitive, but may just as often be thought of as rather trivial. No one 
of the respondents commented on this problem. Location which e.g. indicates 
places connected to special categories of personal data, such as religious beliefs 
(place of worship) or political opinion (place of political protest march) would in 
many situations be regarded sensitive.106

Duration of data storage and thereby the accessibility of personal data regar-
ding peoples’ whereabouts is obviously an important indication of level of privacy 
and data protection. We asked opinions on the statement: 
• Personal data from PT-technology are stored for a limited amount of time.

Two respondents totally disagreed (Norway and Slovakia), one partly agreed 
(Slovenia), one totally agreed (Bulgaria) and one did not know (Austria). 

We also asked about the opinion of data quality:
• PT-technology implies high quality of personal data.

Three partly agreed to this statement (Austria, Slovenia and Slovakia), Bulgaria 
totally agreed, while Norwegian reply totally disagreed. 

Responses to a statement on information security gave very scattered results:
• Information security linked to PT-technology is challenging. 

Two totally agreed (Austria and Norway), one totally disagreed (Bulgaria) and 
the two others partly disagreed (Slovenia) and partly agreed (Slovakia).

Another important point of privacy and data protection is access rights and 
transparency. In Q4 we presented the statement:
• Access rights and transparency are fully respected when PT-technology is 

used.

Three of five respondents disagreed. One totally disagreed (Norway) and two part-
ly disagreed (Austria and Slovakia). Two partly agreed (Bulgaria and Slovenia). It 
seems in other words to be a certain level of agreement that there is a potential for 
improved access and transparency related to PT technology.

106 Cf. DPD art. 8 (1).
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We should of course be very cautious when drawing general conclusions on 
basis of this small inquiry. PT technology is not one homogenous topic and a 
reasonable (but not existing) reply alternative to some of the statements we asked 
for responses to could have been “it depends”. Other responses must probably be 
understood on the background of national differences regarding legislation and 
practices. This said, although we are unable to explain underlying reasons for 
agreements, it seems to be possible to indicate some conclusions on an overall 
level. At least, there is a large degree of agreement among the data protection 
authorities responding to our inquiry that:
• PT-technology weakens the confidentiality of personal data.
• PT-technology weakens the autonomy of data subjects.
• PT-technology challenges the requirement that processing of personal data 

shall not be excessive in relation to the purpose of the processing.

At least four of five data protection authorities agreed with these three statements, 
and no one totally disagreed.

Another result seems to be that the responding data protection authorities 
have a many-facetted approach to what here is denoted PT technology. Their re-
sponses to the query do not contribute to a uniform picture of this technology. 

6.3 Effects for data protection authorities of police use of PT 
technology

Four statements in Q3 were about the data protection authorities and their com-
petences and activities regarding police use of PT technology. Reply alternatives 
were yes, no and don’t know.
• The data protection authority has power to control the police’s use of PT-

technology.

Five DPA confirmed that they had such powers,107 while the authority in Norway 
expressed that they did not have the power to control police use of PT technology.
• During the last two years, the data protection authority has carried out con-

trol of police use of PT-technology one or several times.

107 The Bulgarian authority explained that they do not have the power to control the specific choice 
of PT technology, but can control the data processing itself by such technologies.
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Three DPA had carried out such controls during the last two years.108 Two of the 
authorities with the power to control, had not carried out such controls.109 
• Control of police use of PT-technology has been basis of criticism from the 

data protection authority against the police.

Two of the authorities which had carried out control with the police, answered 
that these controls have been basis of criticism from the data protection authority 
against the police. 
• The data protection authority often receives complaints from individuals who 

are subject to police use of PT-technology.

None of the DPAs often receives such complaints. Note that the statement uses 
the word “often”, and less frequent complaints are not covered by that statement.

The last statement in question 1 concerned the DPAs evaluation of legislation:
• Current legislation provides sufficient data protection in connection with po-

lice use of PT-technology.

The DPAs of Norway, Slovakia and Bulgaria gave affirmative feedback to this sta-
tement. Only the authority of Slovenia disagreed. The Austrian authority did not 
know and the German authority did not answer.

Results from Q3 should be considered on the background of Q4 of our in-
quiry. Here, the two last statements concerned the work situation of the Data 
protection authorities, with the reply alternatives yes, no and don’t know:
• PT-technology creates much work for the national data protection authority.

Five of six of the authorities agreed with this statement, one disagreed (Slovakia).
• The national data protection authority is in constructive dialogue with the 

police regarding PT-technologies.

Five of six authorities agreed with this statement. The Norwegian authority 
disagreed.

A cautious interpretation of these replies may indicate that most data protec-
tion authorities of the six countries both have a dialogue and control police use 
of PT technology, but dialogue seems to be more important than control. For the 
great majority of these authorities, positioning and tracking technology creates 
much work, but this seems not to be generated by complaints from individuals.

If we consider all referred questions country-wise, the data protection aut-
horities of two authorities should receive special attention. The Slovenian autho-

108 The Norwegian authority is without power in this area had had naturally not carried out any 
controls either.

109 The authorities in Slovakia and Austria.
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rity seems to be the most critical of the six authorities who gave responses: They 
have power to control PT technology used by the police; carry out controls and 
direct criticism against the police; agree that PT technology has negative effects 
on innocent people and disagree that current legislation provides sufficient data 
protection in connection with police use of PT technology. Answers from the 
Norwegian authority are very different from those of the Slovenians: It states that 
it has no power to control PT technology used by the police and has consequently 
not carried out controls or directed criticism against the police; it disagrees that 
PT technology has negative effects on innocent people and the relations between 
data subject and lawyer/physician; and agrees with the statement saying that cur-
rent legislation provides sufficient data protection in connection with police use 
of PT technology. 

6.4 Concluding observations

There are methodologically weak points in the parts of our inquiry referred in 
this chapter; particular regarding some of the results reported in section 6.2. The 
reasons are first and foremost that PT technology is a heterogeneous category 
and that each type of technology is and may be used by the police in various 
situations. We should thus be careful to draw conclusions other than on overall 
general level.

Many of the statements we presented to the data protection authorities gave 
plenty of room for interpretation and thus the possibility to only look at the 
down-side of PT technology. However, we evaluate the replies as being rather 
multi-facetted and far from drawing a scare picture. Of course, if inquiry had 
been connected to special and controversial application of technology to deter-
mine peoples’ position etc., answers could have been different. 

WP7 could be said to rest on a misconceived emphasis placed on certain tech-
nologies; cf. “To assess the use of RFID and geolocation devices in the detection, 
prevention and/or prosecution of crimes across Europe ...”110 Research is a lear-
ning process, and reconsidering the research objective and project design of this 
WP, it may have been a better approach to only concentrate on what technologies 
may do, namely locate and track, instead of focusing on the specific technologies 
which have made geolocation such a hot topic.

The principle of technology neutral legislation could be said to make such an 
approach obvious. However policy documents issued by the Commission and 
Article 29 Working Party have also a technology perspective: Special attention 
is for instance given to privacy protection connected to RFID and apps on smart 

110 Quote of the first part of the objective for WP7.
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phones, i.e. on technologies. Such documents encounter the same types of chal-
lenges as part of our inquiry; answers depend to a large extent on concrete ap-
plications and situations. 
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7 Main findings and concluding points
One major result from the work in the first part of WP7 is an extended techno-
logical model which describes what we claim is a fruitful technological under-
standing as basis of discussions of personal location data and privacy protection. 
While the upper left cell in the table below was point of departure of WP7, our 
discussions have developed a much more complete description of all relevant 
technologies, including classification and concepts to describe main elements (cf. 
all four cells in the Table).

Directed towards
Things /artefacts People

Wireless/mobile techno metric
GSM, Wi-Fi/WLAN, GPS, RFID 

etc.

biometric
Fingerprint, facial, retinal and gait 

recognition etc.
Wired/fixed techno metric

Point of sale terminals, Automated 
Teller Machines etc.

biometric
Fingerprint, facial, retinal and gait 

recognition etc.

Many of these technologies are pervasive and penetrate a large number of activi-
ties, functions and relations of the civil society, and their concrete existence and 
application are in our view too many and manifold to exhaustively map as part of 
this work. Thus, we have only discussed selected areas of application comprising: 
Marketing access control to rooms; buildings etc.; tracking/localization of em-
ployees; tracking/localization of children; insurance services (of cars, vessels etc.); 
access control to information; public transportation payment; toll-road payment; 
tracking/localization of students, and public events (music, sports, etc.).

With a large variety of basic technologies which may generate data about peo-
ples’ whereabouts plus a variety of possible uses of such data (included use by 
the police), the importance of privacy protection related to this technology will 
probably be increasing in the years to come.

Our inquiries indicate that: 

Regarding knowledge of PT technology 
• The PT technologies GSM, WLAN/Wi-Fi, GPS and RFID have been intro-

duced in all investigated countries and deployed for similar purposes in all 
these countries.

• Providers of services based on RFID and GPS seems to be much less known 
to European telecommunication authorities, compared to providers of other 
PT technologies (GSM, Wi-Fi/WLAN).
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• A lot of services are based on RFID and GPS, but national telecommunication 
authorities have no or only little knowledge of the relevant service providers. 
It may be that other authorities update lists of such service providers, but we 
cannot see that other civil authorities are in the position to carry out such 
mapping. Thus, we hold it as probable that it may be difficult for police autho-
rities to know where PT technology is used in the civil sector, and for which 
purposes.

• It seems that data protection authorities typically have more knowledge and 
more secure knowledge than the telecommunication authorities regarding 
police application of PT technology as means of investigation.

• Regarding PT technologies, data protection authorities seem to have the most 
knowledge of GSM and least knowledge of RFID.

Regarding use of PT technology by the police
• There is an almost unanimous view among the seven European police respon-

dents that PT technology is a cost effective and important means of investiga-
tion in their country. Police from other parts of the world seem to assess that 
these technologies are comparatively less important.

• Data from PT technology are also valuable to the police as investigation ma-
terials, without data being disclosed in court. 

• Answers from 18 European ISPs in countries of our inquiry, indicate that the 
majority of ISPs experience that police often ask for traffic data which may 
reveal peoples’ location and movements, and the majority of companies also 
experience an increased interest on the part of the police in such data.

• Our investigation indicates that RFID is most used in the different groups of 
services studied.111 Still, of the examined PT technologies, the police assess 
that RFID is/will be least important to police investigation, both today and 
in five years.

• In the opinion of European Interpol respondents, GSM and GPS are marked 
more important for police investigation than other PT technologies, and it is 
expected that their significance will increase in the five years to come. Police 
in other parts of the world hold GSM as the most important technology for 
them, both now and in the next five years.

• A clear majority of Interpol responses from Europe and other parts of the 
world indicate that PT technology is used by criminals. According to Interpol 
responses, it seems to be far less frequent that PT technology is directed 

111 Cf. marketing access control to rooms; buildings etc; tracking/localization of employees; tracking/
localization of children; insurance services (of cars, vessels etc.); access control to information; 
public transportation payment; toll-road payment; tracking/localization of students, and public 
events (music, sports, etc.)
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against the police, but according to almost half of the European responses this 
threat seems to be relevant.

• Ten of eighteen ISPs disagreed to the statement that their company “does not 
always act in accordance with police requests for access to traffic data that 
may reveal the location and movements of objects (and thus individuals)”. 
Three ISPs representing two countries confirmed that their “employees often 
perform analyses of traffic data on behalf of the police”. These answers may 
indicate a need to discuss the degree of and importance of independence of 
ISPs vis-a-vis police authorities.

Regarding costs
• There is a big and growing sector outside the police domain where PT techno-

logy is in use and which may serve as a reservoir of data in case of legitimate 
police needs. Thus, the coming into existence of this data is basically without 
costs for the police.

• The great majority of investments in PT technology happen in civil society. 
Thus, even though police need to make their own investments to access and 
make use of personal location data collected by others, such use is of course 
much cheaper compared to methods based on direct positioning and tracking 
of individuals by the police.

• Once permission from the court or from superior body of the police112 is at-
tained, concrete use of such methods (collection and analyses of personal lo-
cation data) could be relatively cheap for the police.113

• The threshold effect of costs for the police related to attainment of permission 
from the courts to collect personal location data (prior permission or succee-
ding approval) should probably not be underestimated. Thus legislation li-
miting access to such location data by requiring review by courts of law and 
permission, both constitute a formal obstacle and (probably) an economical 
threshold due to procedural costs etc.

Regarding data protection authorities experiences and views on PT technology
• There is a large consensus among the responding data protection authori-

ties that PT technology i) weakens the confidentiality of personal data; ii) 
weakens the autonomy of data subjects and challenges the requirement that 

112 Typically in cases where it is critical to swiftly collect information in order to stop an evolving 
serious crime.

113 Dependent on interoperability, the model for division of expenditure between the police and the 
private party from whom the data is collected etc. 
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processing of personal data shall not be excessive in relation to the purpose 
of the processing.

• Replies from data protection authorities indicate that most of these authori-
ties both have a dialogue with the police regarding PT technology and control 
police use of it. Dialogue seems to be more important than control.

• For the great majority of data protection authorities taking part in our in-
quiry, positioning and tracking technology creates much work, but this seems 
not to be generated by complaints from individuals.

Regarding legal regulation of PT technology
• In most European countries investigated general law is main type of regula-

tion of PT technologies.
• Only a small minority of investigated European countries have specific regu-

lation of PT technology as main type of regulation.
• The overall picture is that deployment and use of GSM and GPS is better co-

vered by legal instruments than WI-FI/WLAN and RFID.
• More than half the European police respondents seem to be satisfied with 

the current legal regulation of PT technologies. Results indicate that among 
the twelve European Interpol offices taking part in the query, there is a rather 
small group of “reform-friendly” offices.

• Willingness by Interpol offices to amend current regulations increases if more 
efficient use of PT technologies by the police is the aim of reform.

• Within our selection of Interpol offices, support for regulatory reform seems 
to be much stronger among offices in countries outside Europe compared to 
European offices.

Regarding regulatory considerations
The technological understanding developed in chapter 2 combined with our ba-
sic legal training and experience, resulted in a list of possible regulatory conside-
ration which were tentatively discussed in section 4.6.2. This comprises:
• Voluntariness and competence of data subjects
• Number and types of parties involved in the processing of location data
• Purposes, potentials and effects of processing location data
• Type of power executed as part of processing location data
• Transparency and accessibility of location data processing

The brief analyses made of each issues of the bullet point list have significance on 
its own, but are especially designed to fit into the assessment analyses, see Part 
II, chapter 3.



PART II

Assessing impacts on individual rights of 
positioning and tracking people
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1 Introduction
Inquiries reported in Part I of this report were based on the concept “position 
and tracking technologies”, abbreviated “PT technologies.” PT-technologies are 
characterized by:
I. Application of infrastructure/electronic communication (e.g. GPS,114 GSM,115 

RFID,116 WLAN,117 WiFi,118 Bluetooth,119 ultrasound); 
II. with the objective to locate and trace objects (e.g. vehicles, equipment, vessels, 

containers, small items (cloths, bags, people, animals);
III. which have a unique identity (e.g. RFID-tags, SIM-cards, license plates, QR-

codes120)

Our analyses concluded that positioning and tracking technologies as defined 
here as starting point of our research, represents one of several categories of tech-
nologies related to data on peoples’ whereabouts. Thus, in Part I, section 3.6 we 
suggested an overall model which captures all technologies with ability to deter-
mine position of people and their movements.

Particularly two types of technological properties should be highlighted: 
Wired (fixed) and wireless (mobile) technology, and ii) technology directly di-
rected towards things/artefacts and technology directly directed towards people:

Directed towards
Things /objects People

Wireless/mobile technometric
GSM, Wi-Fi/WLAN, GPS, 

RFID etc.

biometric
Fingerprint, facial, retinal and gait re-

cognition etc.
Wired/fixed technometric

Point of sale terminals, Auto-
mated Teller Machines etc.

biometric
Fingerprint, facial, retinal and gait re-

cognition etc.

Table 1 Main classification of location-enabling technology

The shadowed cell (above) contains the type of technology as the point of depar-
ture of inquiries reported in Part I. According to well established use of concepts, 
technology which directly “reads the body” is biometric. In Part I focus was on 
technology which reads/measures digital devices which people carry or is close 

114 Global Positioning System.
115 Global System for Mobile Communications.
116 Radio-frequency identification.
117 Wireless local area network.
118 Wireless exchange of data using radio waves over a computer network.
119 Wireless exchange of data over short distances using short-wavelength radio transmissions.
120 Quick Response Code, a type of matrix barcode.
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to. Thus, technology is not biometric but reads/measures objects which are close 
to or even attached to a human body. As a corresponding term to biometric we 
thus introduced the term “technometric technology”. 

In Part I we used the term “position and tracking technology” (“PT techno-
logy”) to denote mobile/wireless technology capable of positioning and tracking 
people by targeting objects in the proximity of a person. The insights demonstra-
ted in Table 1 create needs for a new concept which embraces every technology 
in the table, regardless if it is wireless/wired and technometric/biometric. Thus in 
Part II of this report, the concept “location-enabling technology” will be used to de-
note all four subcategories of technologies in Table 1. In this work, each of the four 
subcategories indicated in the table are not important; all discussions below will 
have all location-enabling technologies as subject. Further, the designation indi-
cates the fact that many of these technologies do not have location as objective, 
but nonetheless have qualities which makes it possible to locate and track people.

In our view, the overall importance in a privacy impact assessment is function 
rather than technology itself. Even though we will argue that privacy assessments 
may be different for technometric and biometric technology, the similarities are 
more important than differences. Thus, in the following impact assessment, we 
include all technology which may perform the function of deciding the position 
and movements of people, i.e. both technometric and biometric technology. This 
implies that all four categories of technologies in Table 1 will be included in the 
following impact assessment. Our research attention in the first part of this report 
has been on what was called “positioning and tracking technology” (first cell). 
Discussions will thus to a large extent be about examples within this category. 

When location-enabling technology is used for positioning and tracking pur-
poses, we assume that some common features may be identified as illustrated below.

Figure 1: Basic chart of positioning and tracking technology use
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For detailed explanation of Figure 1 we refer to Part I, section 3.3. Identification 
of objects connected to a person or of a person directly, is carried out in step 3, 
followed by positioning or series of positioning (tracking) in step 4. Impact on 
privacy is of course produced by the entire process, i.e. all four steps. 
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2 Relevant EU regulations and guidelines 

2.1 Introduction and brief overview of regulation on EU level

This chapter contains an overview of applicable EU legislation especially relevant 
for location and tracking of people. The discussion is limited to selected aspects, 
and the selection will subsequently be explained and substantiated. We also as-
sume that the main lines of the general legal framework are known to the reader; 
mainly regarding the Data Protection Directive. 

As a point of departure, we take it that location and tracking of people by 
means of technology implies processing of personal data. Thus as starting point, 
Data Protection Directive (95/46/EC) applies provided the processing falls under 
the substantive and geographical scope of the directive.121 

The scope of the Data Protection Directive but with exemptions regarding “proces-
sing operations concerning public security, defence, State security [...] and the activi-
ties of the State in areas of criminal law”, and processing of personal data “by a natural 
person in the course of a purely personal or household activity”, cf. article 3 (2). A limi-
ted part of the exemption first mentioned is covered by Council Framework Decision 
2008/977/JHA of 27 November 2008 on the protection of personal data processed in 
the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters. Roughly put, 
scope of the framework decision is linked to transmission of personal data between 
Member states and between certain competent authorities and information systems 
linked to the European Union, for the purpose of prevention, investigation, detection 
or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties.122 It is 
clearly stated in the decision that it is “without prejudice to essential national security 
interests and specific intelligence activities in the field of national security”.123 Each 
country may chose to have higher standards than imposed by the decision.124 Since 
the framework decision is limited to transfer/exchange of personal data on internatio-
nal level, the significance of it for questions of positioning and tracking is limited. We 
will only return to specific points of this set of rules if relevant.125

121 Scope of the Directive is discussed in section 2.3.2 (below).
122 Cf. article 1(2).
123 Cf. article 1(4).
124 Cf. article 1(5).
125 A much more comprehensive set of rules is put forward in Proposal for a DIRECTIVE OF THE 

EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL on the protection of individuals with 
regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities for the purposes of preven-
tion, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal 
penalties, and the free movement of such data (Brussels, 25.1.2012 COM(2012) 10 final). To date 
(October 2013) this proposal is still negotiated and we will thus not go into detail.
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The second applicable directive that is Directive 2002/58/EC, the “e-Privacy 
Directive”,126 which particularises and complements Directive 95/46/EC regarding 
processing of personal data in the electronic communication sector. Since impor-
tant positioning and tracking activities are linked to electronic communication, this 
Directive is relevant to parts of our discussion. The e-Privacy Directive does not ap-
ply to information society services, i.e. “any service normally provided for remunera-
tion, at a distance, by electronic means and at the individual request of a recipient of 
services.” Even services providing access to or transfer of information over an elec-
tronic communications network or providing web hosting of the recipient’s data are 
covered by this exception. The understanding of “information society services” is 
far from clear, and here we do not have sufficient grounds to discuss the interpreta-
tion. In our context it is sufficient to note that localization functions may be part of 
such services and therefore not regulated by the e-Privacy Directive. Which types 
of technology use/services that will be covered must be decided on a concrete level.

A third Directive of interest is Directive 2006/24/EC, the Data Retention 
Directive. It encompasses “traffic and location data on both legal entities and 
natural persons and to the related data necessary to identify the subscriber or 
registered user.” Duty to retain traffic data etc. applies, inter alia, to mobile te-
lephony and internet communication. Communication generated through use 
of these communication platforms shall in other words be subject to data reten-
tion, regardless of contents of the communication. Thus a request to find a friend, 
measure travel time from A to B, carry out payment etc. may result in retention 
of these data. 

Data retention pursuant to the Directive applies to “publicly available electro-
nic communications services or of public communications networks” and there-
fore does not cover communication between components outside such services 
and networks, for instance between a private GPS unit and satellites or between 
RFID readers and tags. However, if data from such communication is transferred 
through public networks/services, data will be subject to the retention obligation. 
Much, but not all, personal location data generated will in other words be availa-
ble for police on the conditions established in national legislation of each country 
pursuant to the Data Retention Directive.

Summing up, in order to give a rough survey of EU legislation concerning 
personal location data:
• The majority of personal location data in civil society is protected by EU data 

protection instruments (exceptions being data processed “by a natural person 
in the course of a purely personal or household activity” and “data processing 
operations concerning public security, defence, State security [...] and the ac-
tivities of the State in areas of criminal law”);

126 As revised by Directive 2009/136/EC.
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• Most personal location data collected and further processed by the police only 
enjoys a very limited protection by EU data protection instruments; at the 
same time,

• a large fraction of personal location data are under EU obligation to be retai-
ned for police purposes; but

• some personal location data are not under obligation to be retained because 
they are not part of publicly available electronic communications services or 
public communications networks. 

In particular within the field of police work, EU law leaves a rather wide room of 
manoeuvre for national legislators. Moreover, there are variations between coun-
tries regarding implementation of the directives. Thus, current EU law may give 
clear indications of privacy protection in national legislation in civil society, but 
only limited input to the understanding of privacy protection in the policing sector.

EU legislation regarding privacy protection is under revision and a proposal 
for a Data Protection Regulation127 is forwarded to replace the Data Protection 
Directive. Similarly, a Directive is proposed to replace the Council Framework 
Decision on personal data processed in the framework of police and judicial coo-
peration in criminal matters, and to greatly expand the legal regulation within 
this sector.128 At this stage of the legislative process (November 2013), there is 
still considerable uncertainty regarding contents of the final legislation. Thus, we 
will not make systematic use of available drafts. Certain innovative elements of 
the proposed Regulation will however be integrated in some of our discussions 
in chapter 3 (below).

2.2 Other relevant EU documents
2.2.1 Introduction
Above we have introduced legal instruments which all partly regulate questions 
of localization. Below, we will make a brief presentation of other important docu-
ments from EU authorities with special relevance location-enabling technology.

127 Proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of 
individual with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such

data (General Data Protection Regulation) (COM(2012)0011 – C7 0025/2012 – 2012/0011(COD))
Council Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA of 27 November 2008 on the protection of personal data 

processed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters.
128 Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of 

individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities for the 
purposes of prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the 
execution of criminal penalties, and the free movement of such data {SEC(2012) 72 final} 
{SEC(2012) 73 final}.
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2.2.2 Commission Recommendation regarding RFID and Privacy and Data 
Protection Impact Assessment Framework for RFID Application.

In 12 May 2009 the European Commission issued a recommendation of on the 
implementation of privacy and data protection principles in applications sup-
ported by radio-frequency identification (“RFID recommendation”). Potentials 
of applying RFID technology to monitor individuals through their possession of 
one or more items that contain an RFID item are stated as one of the motivations 
for giving the Recommendation.129 The possibility to localize tags and possible 
privacy implications thereof is imbedded in the definition of monitoring: ‘mo-
nitoring’ means any activity carried out for the purpose of detecting, observing, 
copying or recording the location, movement, activities or state of an individual” 
(italics added).130 Thus the perspective of the Recommendation is wider than qu-
estions of peoples’ whereabouts in that it also takes into consideration questions 
of activities and state of individuals.

Regarding monitoring, emphasis is placed on assessing implications for the 
protection of personal data and privacy. Assessments should direct special atten-
tion to whether or not an application could be used to monitor an individual.131 
In article 4 it is stated that Member States should ensure that industry and other 
relevant civil society stakeholders, develop a framework for such impact assess-
ments, and submit it for endorsement to the Article 29 Data Protection Working 
Party (cf. below). It is also recommended that Member States ensure that “opera-
tors develop and publish a concise, accurate and easy to understand information 
policy for each of their applications.” Certain minimum requirements are defined 
for such information. Whether the location of tags will be monitored is one of 
these information requirements.132

On basis of the Recommendation, an industry-prepared framework for per-
sonal data and privacy impact assessments of RFID applications was adopted 12 
January 2011. It contains definition of key concepts as well as a rather detailed 
description of recommended procedures. The process is organised in two phases; 
initial and risk assessment phase, and both full scale and small scale assessment 
procedures are described. In annexes to the document, it is suggested how RFID 
applications should be described as basis of a privacy impact assessment, and 
nine relevant privacy targets and fifteen privacy risks are specified.

129 See, the preamble, section 5. 
130 See, Recommendation, art. 3(g).
131 See, Recommendation, art. 5(a).
132 The others are information on the identity and address of the operators; the purpose of the 

application; what data are to be processed by the application and in particular if personal data 
will be processed.
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Here we will not go into detail regarding privacy targets and risks. We li-
mit ourselves to noting that most privacy targets are closely linked to questions 
of compliance with applicable regulation, in particular the Data Protection 
Directive. This is of course a relevant line of action. However, in our view it is also 
of interest to questions if other privacy targets may be relevant, i.e. targets based 
on legal political considerations not (properly) addressed in existing regulations, 
in addition to issues affiliated with the law as it is.

The Recommendation and the Privacy Impact Assessment Framework for 
RFID Applications is of course relevant for the discussion below. However, they 
only relate to one of many relevant technologies (cf. section 1.2, above) and have 
a wider perspective than location. An important observation is that these docu-
ments are technology specific. In our view legal privacy impact assessments and 
political considerations should address localization, i.e. the function of various 
technologies rather than each technology itself. In chapter 3 we will return to qu-
estions of choice of perspective for assessment of location-enabling technologies.

2.2.3 Opinion 13/2011 of the article 29 Data Protection Working Party on 
geolocation services on smart mobile devices

In 2011 the Article 29 Working Party adopted an opinion on geolocation servi-
ces on smart mobile devices.133 The opinion evaluates location services and not 
the underlying technology itself; however GPS, GSM and Wi-Fi are presented as 
technologies on which these services are based, and in the opinion the techno-
logical and organizational description of technology is an important premise for 
the legal discussion of the services. Several other technologies could be applied to 
produce services and functions based on personal location data (WLAN, RFID, 
ultrasound, Bluetooth, ANPR), but such other technologies are not mentioned, 
and the Working Party does not explicitly apply a general approach, neither to 
technology nor to location services.

Examples of services mentioned in the opinion are: maps and navigation, geo-
personalised services (including nearby points of interests), augmented reality, 
geo-tagging of content on the Internet, tracking the whereabouts of friends, child 
control and location based advertising. In many of these services location may be 
seen as the main objective, and the Working Party does not discuss other services 
and functions where other objectives dominate; for instance payment and access 
control. Furthermore, the opinion does not discuss the relation between civil/pri-

133 ARTICLE 29 Data Protection Working Party, opinion 13/2011 on Geolocation services on 
smart mobile devices.
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vate use of geolocation services and the possibility that police and other security 
authorities access the data generated by these services.

Despite the fact that the opinion has a more narrow approach than this pro-
ject, the clarification of legal regulation and the assessment of privacy risks is 
informative and useful for discussions regarding location-enabling technology. 
However, as we see it, the opinion contains mostly a concretisation and informa-
tion regarding legal questions which do not add much to the general understan-
ding of the Data Protection Directive, and here we will therefore not explain the 
contents of the document.

2.2.4 Opinion 02/2013 on apps on smart devices
The objective of this opinion is to clarify the legal framework applicable to the 
processing of personal data in the distribution and usage of apps on smart devi-
ces. The opinion also considers processing which might take place outside of the 
app, for instance using collected data to build profiles and target users. The fact 
that apps often comprise localization services is stated as one important motiva-
tion for the opinion.

Among the basic observations of developments creating privacy risks is the 
fact that development of apps may be carried out by small businesses without 
knowledge of privacy and data protection requirements which could attain a 
world audience. The discussion in the Opinion of the applicable European legal 
regulation should thus first and foremost be regarded as having an educational 
aim. The addressees of the opinion are primarily the group of actors that may be 
included in the development and use of apps, including: developers; owners; app 
stores; manufacturers of operating systems and device manufacturers. Also in the 
target group are third parties that are involved in the collection and processing 
of personal data from smart devices, such as analytics and advertising providers.

Towards the end of the Opinion, the Article 29 Working party sums up their 
discussions by lists of recommendations; both what relevant actors “must” do 
and what the Working Party recommend that these actors do. Only one of these 
points could be said to directly concern location-enabling technology.

Firstly, according to the Working Party, app developers must “Ask for gra-
nular consent for each type of data the app will access; at least for the categories 
Location, Contacts, Unique Device Identifier, Identity of the data subject, Identity 
of the phone, Credit card and payment data, Telephony and SMS, Browsing his-
tory, Email, Social networks credentials and Biometrics;”. Here personal location 
data is one of the types of data which should be separately mentioned and evident 
as part of a consent procedure.

We will not go into detail regarding discussions and recommendations on 
apps on smart devices, but will only underline the fact that much of this opinion 
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is relevant for location-enabling technology. However, although they represent an 
important part of the problem area, privacy questions relevant to location range 
much wider than apps on smartphones etc. It is also worth noticing that while 
Opinion 13/2001 takes geolocation services as starting point, Opinion 02/2013 
has a technology perspective (apps and devices). One major difference between 
the Opinions is that the latter is much clearer regarding relevant actors and their 
obligations and ought-to-dos. 

2.2.5 Concluding reflections
The documents discussed in section 2.2 all provide valuable support for correct 
application of the law and for legal considerations in line with the principles on 
which current legislation is based. The documents do not problematise the trans-
fer of personal location data from applications used in civil society to use by the 
police and other law enforcement authorities. A privacy assessment along the 
same line of thought as could be found in framework for personal data and pri-
vacy impact assessments of RFID applications will first and foremost produce 
repetitions and will thus be of limited benefit. In our view, given the extensive use 
of personal location data that may be foreseen in future, and given the probable 
great importance of such data for law enforcement authorities, there is a need 
to try to do analyses “outside the box” or at least without too tight bonds to well 
established perspectives. This is partly done by discussing issues actualised in 
Part I, and partly by assessing aspects outside what customarily is reckoned as 
privacy protection. Thus, in chapter 3 we will try and assess privacy risks and 
other effects for individuals of the processing of personal location data from a 
slightly different perspective than in the referred documents.

2.3 Selected basic considerations viewed on basis of the Data 
Protection Directive

2.3.1 Introduction
In this section we will briefly discuss selected questions related to the Data 
Protection Directive. Our main motivation is to highlight points regarding per-
sonal location data which we think should be given special attention, inter alia, 
in the context of succeeding police use. The relevant provisions of the Directive 
are implemented in national legislation in ways which probably creates variation 
between the national legal systems, and it is of course these national laws which in 
fact have legal effect. Thus, discussion of the Directive does not give basis for firm 
conclusions of the actual legal situation in each country, but rather produce some 
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expectations of the state of affairs. Our discussion is carried out on the precondi-
tion that readers know basic structures and contents of the Directive.

2.3.2 Scope
Scope of the Data Protection Directive is wide and generally comprises proces-
sing of personal data. Several exceptions are made, of which we will mention two. 
Both exceptions narrow the privacy protection of personal location data pursuant 
to the Directive. Exception is made regarding “processing operations concerning 
public security, defence, State security [...] and the activities of the State in areas 
of criminal law” (art. 3 (2)). Further processing by the police in the course of 
prevention and investigation of crimes does in other words fall outside the scope 
of the Directive. Each country may decide that the Directive, wholly or partly, 
shall apply even to processing by the police, and regardless of area of application 
it should be expected that European national regulation of personal data proces-
sing – by and large – is in accordance with basic data protection principles – even 
within the police sector. Notwithstanding this, there is a rather marked regulatory 
boundary between regulation of personal data processing within the civil sector 
and processing within the field of police and public security. Briefly put, collec-
tion of personal data by the police originating from location-enabling technology 
in the civil sector implies transfer from a detailed regulated legal regime based on 
EU law to applicable national legal regimes, first and foremost criminal procedu-
ral legislation. On EU level it is in other words not possible to make general de-
tailed analyses of the legal consequences regarding police acquisition of personal 
data from such systems.134 

The second exception from the Directive which is of great importance to loca-
tion-enabling technology regards processing of such data “by a natural person in 
the course of a purely personal or household activity”, cf. article 3 (2). Location-
enabling technologies may often be used for such activities. For instance, GPS is 
much used as integrated part of physical exercise (jogging) where the purpose is 
to track and measure the route (distance, speed etc.). In addition the GPS com-
ponent may be combined with sensors to the person’s body, measuring pulse fre-
quency, caloric consumption etc. Similar devices could be used within a family/
household to keep track of small children and people suffering from dementia. 
The Data Protection Directive does not apply as long as these activities are under 

134 Passing of the proposed Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the 
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities 
for the purposes of prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or 
the execution of criminal penalties, and the free movement of such data {SEC(2012) 72 final} 
{SEC(2012) 73 final}, will change this situation but here we will not anticipate such amended 
legislation.
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complete private control.135 However, it is not trivial to decide the circumstances 
under which private control is sufficient to except the processing from the scope 
of the Directive. However, we take it that private use of GPS does not make sa-
tellite owners “controller” pursuant to the Directive and that private use of such 
devices are outside the scope of the Directive.

The documents we referred to under section 2.2 do not discuss the possibility 
that data subjects are controllers, i.e. determine “the purposes and means of the 
processing of personal data” (article 2(d)). The question is in other words to what 
extent it is possible that the roles of data subject and controller merge, so that ser-
vice providers could be seen as processors on behalf of the data subject (instead of 
the controller)? Given the objective of autonomous data subjects, this possibility 
would be of special interest to investigate and define. For data subjects also to be 
controller, it would, probably presuppose full data portability, for instance that 
personal historical location data may be transferred from one service provider to 
another (cf. means of processing). Full portability may also prepare the ground 
for use of location data for new purposes (cf. the criteria of Data Protection 
Directive article 2(d)). Position as controller would probably also presuppose that 
data subjects have full competence to e.g. erase and correct data. In our view it 
would benefit privacy protection if these possibilities were discussed or decided 
on authoritative level, and these questions are particularly important to groups of 
location-enabling which is applied in the private marked within personal spheres. 

Similarly, communication between members of the same family or household 
will be among the exempted categories of processing, at least if no one else out-
side the family has access to the data. The same presumption could be maintained 
regarding communication between a private person and things which he or she 
owns (P2T), and regarding communication between such privately owned things 
in a household (T2T). Data generated by positioning functions in the car136 com-
municating with the access/lock system of the driver’s home could for instance be 
considered as concerning purely personal or household activity. However, con-
clusions may only be drawn on basis of concrete assessment of each case.

Also, tracking data from a person’s jogs during the last year which e.g. is trans-
mitted through the GSM network and stored “in the cloud”, will probably fall 
outside the scope of the Data protection directive because it is “part of this strictly 
personal or household activity”. The condition is that the data subject determines 

135 See, for instance the Lindqvist case. Specialized national legislation may regulate the activity, 
but this is a possibility that will not be considered in this discussion. If such devices are used by 
health and nursing services, kindergartens, schools etc, they are obviously within the scope of 
the Directive.

136 Together with geographical information, traffic information and personalised inputs.
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objectives and means of processing.137 In the Lindqvist case (ECJ, C-101/01) the 
court stated that “processing of personal data consisting in publication on the 
internet so that those data are made accessible to an indefinite number of people” 
is clearly not activities which are carried out in the course of private or family life 
of individuals (47). Thus, it may be held that information made accessible within 
a limited number of people, and particular within a family, is comprised by this 
exception. A similar situation will appear in case of T2T mentioned above.

Notwithstanding the conclusions above, to the extent that data are transmit-
ted by means of a public communication infrastructure (GSM, Wi-Fi/WLAN, 
Internet), the transmission may be subject to data retention pursuant to the Data 
Retention Directive and thus traffic data may be available to the police. However, 
in such a case the GPS based personal location data will probably be contents data 
(not traffic data).138

2.3.3 Personal data
The Data Protection Directive article 2(a) defines personal data as ”any informa-
tion relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (“data subject”); an 
identifiable person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in parti-
cular by reference to an identification number or to one or more factors specific 
to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity”. Here 
we will not go into the many questions of interpretation this definition embed, 
but will limit ourselves to comment on the element “relating to”, i.e. the relation 
between a piece of information and the data subject. 

When the location of a person is determined, information of his whereabouts 
clearly related to him. For instance data on sites, movements, time and speed 
could clearly be seen as personal data, at least provided the identity may be suf-
ficiently established. However, each such location may be linked to lots of other 
data of that site, something which potentially may greatly increase the volume of 
personal data. The condition is that location data may be said to relate to a data 
subject.

For instance: GPS data may reveal that I am driving on E6 in Oslo, Norway, 
southwards at a speed of 90 km/hour, and location data may in addition show 
that the speed limit is 80, temperature is minus 10 degrees Celsius, the site is 
234 metres above sea level, number of serious traffic accidents last year was 11, a 
tourist site is situated 543 metres on the left hand side of the road, etc. Moreover, 
almost every piece of this information mentioned could be expanded, at least by 

137 In such a case the telecom provider and other service providers will be processors of parts of the 
processing.

138 But location data showing from where and to where GPS data were sent, will be part of retained 
traffic data.
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adding historical and statistical data, plus possible events connected to the site or 
area where the site is. One of the important characteristics of personal location 
data is that they could easily be linked to general location data and thus to a very 
comprehensive body of relevant information. The fact that the basic personal lo-
cation data is linked to general location data would imply that parts of the general 
data should be seen as personal (e.g. driving at 90 in a zone with speed limit at 
80). However, all general data may hardly be seen as transformed to be personal: 
Historical data about the tourist site will for instance not be personal data pursu-
ant to the Data Protection Directive. How do we draw the boundary line between 
personal and general location data?

The Article 29 Working Party has issued an opinion where this question is 
addressed; see Opinion 4/2007 on the concept of personal data. In the opini-
on the Working Party applies three guiding criteria for the establishing of this 
distinction:

In view of the cases mentioned above, and along the same lines, it could be pointed 
out that, in order to consider that the data “relate” to an individual, a «content» 
element OR a «purpose» element OR a «result» element should be present. (page 10)

As demonstrated in the quote, the Working Party regards these conditions to be 
alternative. The content criterion constitutes the main type of relation and com-
prises information which describes a person or is “about” him. Where a person is, 
how fast he is moving, at what time etc., is clearly describing the person and these 
data are within the definition of “personal data”. 

The next criterion, purpose, is more problematic. Decisive here, according to 
the Working Party is whether or not “data are used or are likely to be used, taking 
into account all the circumstances surrounding the precise case, with the purpose 
to evaluate, treat in a certain way or influence the status or behaviour of an indi-
vidual.” If general location data is used to assess if my driving is attentive, these 
data should in other words be considered as personal data. Thus, data showing 
weather conditions where I drive my car could be seen as data relating to me.

The criterion «result» may according to the Working Party be relevant if it is 
likely that data ”have an impact on a certain person’s rights and interests, taking 
into account all the circumstances surrounding the precise case.” They see it as 
sufficient that the individual may be treated differently from other persons as a 
result of the processing of such data. If we understand this correctly, general loca-
tion data may be seen as personal data if for instance I drive in an area with high 
crime rates because this increase the probability that I will have special attention 
from the police.

These three guiding criteria imply a need to consider each concrete individual 
case; or as the Working Party states: “the question of whether data relate to a cer-
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tain person is something that has to be answered for each specific data item on its 
own merits.” Needs to carry out individual considerations are in one sense very 
sympathetic, but on the other hand extremely impractical. The answer to the qu-
estions of what should be regarded personal data is decisive for the establishment 
of obligations of the controller and rights of the data subject. These obligations 
and rights are linked to a certain type of processing thus, in many cases, a certain 
information system or other software and software-driven service. It would in 
our view produce inacceptable legal uncertainty if classification of data as perso-
nal should rely on individual assessments. Legal uncertainty regarding scope of 
privacy protection could in our view be regarded a privacy threat in itself.

We have no miracle solutions to these problems, but would argue that, as a 
starting point, primarily data about persons should be regarded personal data. 
We accept that this criterion is insufficient and is in need of supplementary cri-
teria. These criteria should however relate to the information system level (rather 
to an individual level). One possibility is to include in the definition of personal 
data, every data which according to the design of the system, concrete arrange-
ments are made in order to link data to identified individuals. Such a criterion 
would imply that it is up to the system designer for every information system to 
decide which data should be considered personal. A prerequisite would thus be 
that controllers have obligation to declare and make public the types of personal 
data which the system is designed to process. Since it is almost impossible to 
overview consequences of introducing such a general criterion, it is slightly more 
practical to introduce the “systems design criterion” as part of regulation of per-
sonal location data.

2.3.4 Identification
The Data Protection Directive regulates electronic processing of personal data. 
There is no doubt that personal location data processed with location-enabling 
technology as described in section 1.2 are processed electronically. It is however 
not obvious that all data are personal, i.e. “... relating to an identified or identifia-
ble natural person (’data subject’); an identifiable person is one who can be iden-
tified, directly or indirectly” (article 2(a)). With technometric technology, data is 
first and foremost linked to devices and objects, for instance smart phones, PCs, 
RFID tags etc. These devices are typically, but not necessarily, more or less linked 
to specific individuals. Smart phones will often be seen as very personal and will 
often contain private information regarding the owner of the phone and people 
close to him. Other technology use is much less personal; for instance, RFID tags 
to unlock city cycles which people can collect from a rack, could not be seen as 
linked to a person in the same way. Such tags do not hold sensitive information 
and people will not find it risky to lend the cycle to someone else (without RFID 
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registration on a new person). Even though it may be probable that it was the 
subscriber who unlocked the cycle from the rack, it is not at all certain that it was 
the same person who returned the cycle to another rack a day later. Thus, it is very 
uncertain if it was the subscriber who started at point A and moved to point B.

These two small examples should suffice to demonstrate that due to uncer-
tainty regarding identification, for each use of technometric location-enabling 
technology, it must be considered whether or not processing of data represents 
“processing of personal data” and thus is within the scope of the directive.

The question of identification and the boundary between personal data and 
other data must as a rule be considered on the level of information systems, cf. 
“set of operations which is performed upon personal data” in the definition of 
“processing” in art. 2 (b). Thus, even though location data are regarded as perso-
nal data in concrete cases, the processing of data on information system level may 
be considered to fall outside this category. In the case of city cycles for instance, 
the overall picture may be that identification of users of cycles is too uncertain 
to be “personal data”. However, this does not exclude the fact that in a number of 
concrete cases, it is rather certain who used the bike.139

The point here is that “personal data” requires a degree of certainty of identi-
fication. When the processing/system typically produce data below this limit (cf. 
the city cycle example), the system/data may fall outside the scope of the directive 
because identification is too unsure. This does however not imply that such un-
certain data will be without interest to the police in cases of crime investigation 
and surveillance. On the contrary, normal situation for police work is processing 
of uncertain information which must be checked and used against other more 
or less uncertain information. If we compare the Data Protection Directive and 
normal methods of the police, there is in other words a difference of identity re-
quirements: According to the Directive, there is a lower limit; according to police 
methods there are no absolute lower limit. The result is that data which falls short 
of living up to identification requirements of the Directive may still be sufficiently 
linked up to individuals to be of interest to the police. If data is not considered 
personal data pursuant to the Directive, this does not imply that no serious pri-
vacy concern exist when the police use this data. The mere possibility that a set of 
data relates to a certain identified person may cast suspicion on him and thus be 
experienced as a burden. 

Situations where it is uncertain which person is linked to a set of data (cf. 
above) should not be mixed up with cases where a link exists but is protected and 
thus unavailable. The typical example might be situations where data are encryp-
ted or made pseudonymous. It could even be that data are unavailable because of 

139 Other sources of information, for instance data from a GSM system, combined with information 
from the RFID readers of the city cycle facility may establish the identity of the user of the bike.
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technological obstacles of other kinds, for instance due to lack of competences, 
unavailability of technological formats and equipment to access data etc. In the 
civil sphere (outside police, defence etc.), such obstacles may be relevant for the 
definition of the lower limit of personal data. To the police, this will probably not 
have significance other that in exceptional cases. In the preamble of the Directive 
it is stated that “to determine whether a person is identifiable, account should 
be taken of all the means likely reasonably to be used either by the controller or 
by any other person to identify the said person; “(26). If we suppose that data is 
accessed by the police from technometric location-enabling technology in the 
course of detection and prevention of serious crimes, it is likely that all existing 
means will be used to break protection of information on identity. Thus, in the 
hands of the police, such data will be personal even if they are protected by means 
of encryption, require of special equipment or competences or other obstacles.

With biometric location-enabling technology it should always be considered 
that identification of physical person will be possible and that the police always 
will have access to required means of such identification. With technometric 
techniques it will not always be possible to determine which person who have 
been connected to the object/device (cf. the city cycle example). It could for in-
stance be unclear who of five possible people carried an object with an RFID tag. 
If such a situation is normal for the information system, the uncertainty regar-
ding link between a specific person and the tag, could imply that the information 
in the tag is not considered “personal data”. However we could normally suppose 
that the police will be able to establish identification of all possible individuals.

As we understand the Data Protection Directive, there are situations whe-
re it is doubtful whether location-enabling technology produces personal data. 
Moreover, the situation could probably exist that location data could not be clas-
sified as “personal data” when processed by service providers as controllers, be-
cause there are too uncertain links between data and person(s); while the same 
data may be reckoned as personal when processed by the police, because they 
have stronger means to establish these links.

With the great number of different systems and services which use and pro-
duce location data, it should in our view be discussed if the area of uncertainty 
regarding which personal location data falls under the definition of the Directive 
could be reduced. The aim should be to make it simpler to decide and thereby 
increase predictability both for data subjects and controllers. 

2.3.5 Identification of controllers
In cases when the Data Protection Directive applies to processing of personal 
location data, there will be one or more controllers, i.e. organizations or persons 
responsible for the processing. Unless purpose and means of the processing is 
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established in national or Community law, controllers shall determine “the purpo-
ses and means of the processing of personal data” (Data Protection Directive article 
2 (d)). If the processing is carried out in a chain of services where several actors 
take part, there will often be a controller for every service / part of the processing. 

In opinion 13/2011 the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party discuss 
geolocation services on smart mobile devices on basis of a chain of processing 
involving up to three types of controllers:
I. provider of the geolocation infrastructure,
II. provider of applications and services and
III. provider (developer) of the operating system.140

Here, we will not go into detail regarding why and how these types of control-
ler functions may appear, but some further explanations will follow from the 
examples below. The main point we want to make is that there will often be more 
than one type of controller in each chain of processing of data, and thus more 
than three controllers involved in the use of each application where personal lo-
cation data is included. Starting with the infrastructure, we may use the example 
of a car equipped with RFID tag to register that a suitcase with drugs is removed 
from the car. This data together with data on time, place and temperature is trans-
mitted via the GSM network for further processing. Since the location shows that 
the car is on the home address of Ms Illness, these are personal data about her.141 
These personal data are sent to and processed in a medicine prescription system 
together with data on weather forecast, pollen forecast, medical information on 
Ms. Illness, and the result is sent back to the nurse for execution. To make the 
example complete, the provider of the operating system of one of these system 
modules could contain an advertising application offering holidays in “pollen-
free” destinations. The point here is to illustrate how end-services may rely on 
several providers of services (regarding weather, pollen, medicine).142 Each pro-
vider will expectably be controller of personal data processing in their part of the 
service chain, and each controller will process personal location data.

Services where location is an element may be highly integrated and automa-
tically controlled. Thus it will be difficult for users to understand who the con-
trollers are and what role each of them play. It will most likely be a problem to 
identify how responsibilities are shared, which personal data are processed and 
how data may be accessed; or as the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party 
puts it in opinion 13/2011 regarding data on geolocation on smartphones: “One 
of the great risks is that the owners are unaware they transmit their location, and 

140 See page 12 – 13.
141 In addition, it is also personal data about the home nursing service officer who drives the car.
142 The extent to which various service providers need personal data relies on the design and 

function of the system and the extent to which it is based on a privacy-by-design approach.
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to whom” (page 19). In criminal cases, it follows that it may be difficult to identify 
relevant controllers for services used by people who suspect they have been near 
a crime scene and who therefore want to access their data and map exact time 
of their whereabouts. It may, even to the police be difficult to overview which 
systems could contain relevant information. Note in particular the point made by 
the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party in Opinion 02/2013 that there are 
many players in the app development landscape and that they operate globally 
(page 5). Apps often process personal location data. Such service providers may 
be among the most valuable sources to the police, because data on location/time 
and other derived information (route, speed) may be combined with other data.

Regarding the challenge for the police to acquire an overview of relevant lo-
cation-enabling technology/service, at least three situations should be addressed:
1. Situations when information about relevant controllers could be found be-

cause they are registered by public authorities. Telecom authorities will for 
instance have full information of providers of GSM services in a certain area. 

2. Situations when personal location data from a service are stored in the data 
base of several service providers (controllers), but information about rele-
vant services and controllers is not comprised by a registration arrangement. 
Location data from such services must in case be mapped as part of e.g. police 
investigation. 

3. In a third type of situation, personal location data are only stored on personal 
devices (and not on databases of service providers). If so, police may wish to 
access each personal device, but will probably not have information enabling 
them to identify people that might have data of interest on their device.

The first situation will probably be satisfactory to the police.143 In the second si-
tuation, our data presented in Part I indicate that there will be no central over-
view of services based on for instance Wi-Fi, RFID and GPS, and thus service 
providers/controllers may be hard to identify. It is of course possible to make such 
surveys, but establishment and maintenance of this information will probably 
imply high cost. Registration arrangements will of course be even less realistic in 
situation 3 (with personal location data only on personal devices).

With the aim to balance privacy protection against police needs of collecting 
information in the course of crime investigation, an obvious possibility is to re-
cruit as many people as possible with location-enabling technology which for 
instance have been nearby the scene of a crime. This could for instance be realized 
by urging people with location-enabling devices in the right area and time to con-
tact the police. Peoples’ knowledge of relevant services and devices may possibly 

143 If this is thecase, they need authorization from the court or from a high police official in order to 
access data from relevant GSM providers.
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be supported by means of a “location management app”.144 One central function 
in such an app could be identification of controllers with contract information.

2.3.6 Legal basis of processing and information to the data subject
Article 7 of the Data Protection Directive qualifies certain legal bases of proces-
sing. Consent is one alternative and other alternatives are linked to what is regar-
ded necessary for purposes and situations mentioned in the provision. It is up to 
each controller to consider which legal basis is necessary for the processing to 
which he is responsible, but the supervisory authority may control and review 
this decision. Here, we will not go into the various alternatives of art. 7, but only 
establish that consent and consent-like alternatives often will be legal bases in 
cases of location-enabling technology.

By “consent-like” we refer to alternative (b) and cases when processing is “ne-
cessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party or 
in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a 
contract”. Similar to situations where consent is only given to process personal 
data, these contractual situations implies that the data subject accepts terms of the 
contract, included necessary handling of information to implement it (or entering 
into it). However, in these situations the Directive does not specify any require-
ment regarding how acceptance should be given. There are requirements regar-
ding information from controllers to data subjects when personal data are collec-
ted from the data subject (art. 10 ) and when data is collected from other sources 
(art. 11). Information should comprise the identity of the controller, purpose(s) of 
the processing and “any further information ... in so far as such further informa-
tion is necessary, having regard to the specific circumstances in which the data are 
processed, to guarantee fair processing in respect of the data subject.”

The possibility that personal data is transferred to the police may have sig-
nificance for such fair processing, and we may ask if further information should 
comprise information regarding rules of the relevant criminal procedure legisla-
tion. In such a case, this may educate and create awareness among users of locati-
on-enabling technologies. On the other side, this information will not be directly 
relevant to the great majority of data subjects, and it may thus be rather annoying 
to receive this information every time data are collected. Communication of ge-
neral information to the public may therefore be a better idea.

Obligation to inform the data subject is formulated in a highly discretiona-
ry manner and requires concrete considerations: “having regard to the specific 
circumstances in which the data are processed, to guarantee fair processing in 
respect of the data subject”. The mere possibility that personal location data is 

144 See section 2.3.10 (below).
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turned over to the police does not create any obligation to inform. However, if po-
lice make use of personal location data rather frequently, this will probably imply 
such an obligation. For instance, the Swedish secret police SÄPO, is negotiating 
with Swedish telecom companies to allow automatic collection by the police of 
retained traffic data, including personal location data.145 The precondition is (as 
now) that police access data on basis of a court decision, and superficially viewed 
the reform is about a faster collection of data than with today’s more manual rou-
tines. Here we will not discuss possible effects of such a direct access. However, 
if collection of personal data to the police is embedded in an automatic routine 
as described, this will most likely trigger an obligation to inform data subjects.

The legal basis of police’s collection and further processing of personal data 
must be clearly stated in legislation or other clear expression of the law, cf. ECHR 
art. 8 (2) and “in accordance with the law”. Most people do not read laws and a 
formal legal basis does thus not necessarily imply that data subjects are informed. 
Information to data subjects by means of consent and by requiring that infor-
mation should be given by controllers to data subjects implies far better ways of 
creating clarity. Compared to situations when personal data are exchanged within 
the civil sector, it may be asked why it is justifiable to give less general information 
to data subjects about the possibility that the police collect personal data from 
controllers in the civil sector. Obviously, in order avoid revealing strategies and 
methods, the police have an interest in keeping concrete collection of personal 
data secret. Likewise, the police have probably legitimate grounds not to reveal 
details of how they analyse data. However, plain information that police may have 
court permission to collect and analyse personal location data from e.g. telecom 
service providers should obviously be openly available.

One possibility to create sufficient transparency is to develop a small legal in-
formation tool available through use of location-enabling technologies. The tool 
could for instance be an app providing general information regarding the legal 
framework for collection and interception by the police of personal location data, 
see section 2.3.10.

2.3.7 Purposes of processing
Personal data processed by means of location-enabling technology must be “col-
lected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed 
in a way incompatible with those purposes” (Article 6 (b)). There are no limits 
regarding numbers of purposes linked to each type of processing, and as our brief 
discussion regarding controller illustrates, there may be several controllers in-

145 See Svenska Dagbladet, Wednesday 19 November 2013 (http://www.svd.se/nyheter/inrikes/
sapo-vill-komma-at-data-direkt_8740078.svd).
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volved to produce desired results. Thus, altogether, there may be many purpo-
ses connected to the production of each end-service. Purposes must be specified 
for each type of processing, i.e. on the level of the relevant information system. 
Controllers must notify the supervisory authority before carrying out automatic 
processing operations intended to serve such purposes, and purpose is among the 
types of information in the notification to the data protection authority.146 It fol-
lows that purposes must be established before processing of location data starts. 

Regarding processing of data from location-enabling technology, purpose of 
processing is of special interest in at least two situations:
• Before a data subject begins to use a location-enabling technology (prior to 

installation of software, before entering into service agreements etc.), and
• Before the police collects location data from software and services mentioned 

in the first bullet point.

Regarding the first bullet point, even if personal location data are incorporated in 
the data processing, localization and tracking is often not a purpose of the proces-
sing. When RFID is used as part of a payment procedure, or when biometric 
access control to a building is performed, the purpose is obviously respectively 
payment and access control. Thus explicit statement of the purpose will in these 
cases not necessarily reveal the fact that personal location data are processed to 
produce services, or that software functions which supports the declared purpose 
make use of such data. However, in our view, even when localization is not the 
purpose (but a function) it should always be seen as important and something 
which concerned data subjects should be expected to have an interest in. Data 
Subjects may of course inform themselves of localization functions by applying 
their access rights, but the necessity of requiring access should be seen as repre-
senting an unnecessary threshold. Alternatively, data subjects could be informed 
that location is established and processed as part of the production of a service.147 

Use of location-enabling technology in civil society will often be based on 
consent and contract, and all purposes of the processing must be part of the in-
formation given as part of the procedure of acceptance. Even though we may 
not exclude the possibility that it may be legitimate for the controller to specify a 
purpose related to crime prevention and reporting of suspicious personal data to 
the police, this will probably be a very rare situation. Most purposes will be linked 
to the main result produced by the location-enabling technology, for instance ac-
cess control, payment, navigation, tracking of things and persons etc. – and not 

146 See Data protection directive art. 18 (1) and art. 19 (1) (b).
147 Cf. Commission Recommendation regarding RFID and Privacy and Data Protection Impact 

Assessment Framework for RFID where it is stated that “operators develop and publish a concise, 
accurate and easy to understand information policy for each of their applications,” and where 
information if the location of tags will be monitored, is one of these information requirements. 
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to policing. Therefore, the normal situation will be that personal data may not 
be transferred to the police with reference to a specified purpose which the data 
subject has accepted.

Instead of referring to purposes of processing, the police will need a special 
legal basis. Such legal basis for collection of personal data as part of investigation 
will be found in the criminal procedure legislation of each national legal system. 
The notified purposes of personal data processing linked to location-enabling 
technology will in other words normally not have any significance for police ac-
cess to these data, and possible access by the police will not be visible for the data 
subjects through consent procedures.

2.3.8 Data quality
Data Protection Directive article 6 (1) (d) stipulates that personal data should be 
“accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date”. To attain this “every reasonable 
step must be taken to ensure that data which are inaccurate or incomplete are era-
sed or rectified”. These quality requirements shall be established “having regard 
to the purposes for which [the personal data] were collected or for which they 
are further processed”. For every application and service using location-enabling 
technology where personal location data are prior and critical, this provision 
implies that accuracy and updating of data should be optimal. If you equip an 
employee carrying out dangerous work alone with positioning and tracking tech-
nology in order to find and rescue him if an accident strikes, it is obviously hard 
to argue that location data should be approximate. If the aim is to have attention 
where a person suffering from dementia is, it would in contrast often be sufficient 
to assure that the person is within a certain area. 

Accuracy and updating frequency of location data will often depend on the 
technological system. Accuracy of localization by means of GSM networks will 
for instance first and foremost be the result of GSM network coverage, capacity 
etc. There are reasons to believe that coverage and capacity of location-enabling 
technology will increase and thus produce more and more precise and updated 
data. It is hardly imaginable that legislation will limit the degree of preciseness 
and update frequency of such systems, based on arguments to protect personal 
data. The most realistic presumption to make as basis of privacy impact assess-
ments and legal political considerations is probably that future location-enabling 
technology as a rule will produce personal location data with high quality, wit-
hout interruptions due to “GPS shadows” etc.
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2.3.9 Access rights
The Data Protection Directive creates openness by giving access rights to data 
subjects (article 12(a)) and by establishing duties for controllers to inform data 
subjects (article 10 and 11). Basis of both these regulatory techniques is that data 
are under the control of controllers, and thus both types of openness presuppose 
that the controller takes active part in order to make information available. If the 
aim is to create openness, this is of course not the only possible way of organizing 
data. One alternative is that data subjects are given direct access to data about 
themselves, without the direct mediation from the controller.

If we apply direct access in the area of location-enabling technology, there are 
at least three types of situations which should be considered, of which the first 
two involve technometric technology, cf. section 1.2. First, we have the situation 
where personal location data are produced by, stored in or connected to a device 
which is at the disposal of the data subject, and which have a display or other 
means to expose information. Important examples are smartphones, PDAs, per-
sonal GPS-based devices (for training, path finding etc.). Here, the expectation in 
the great majority of situations will be that there is no reason why location data 
should not be directly accessible (without request) for each data subject.

The second type of situation is where location data are produced by, stored in 
or connected to a device which is at the disposal of the data subject, and where 
the device does not have a display or other means to expose information on the 
device. Examples are RFID tags (tickets, keys, passports etc.). In these situations, 
direct access to location data could be arranged by making available readers 
which each data subject may use freely and on their own initiative. Readers could 
e.g. be installed on places of service, for instance toll stations, premises of the key 
system, customs control areas etc.). Parallel type of systems is common in e.g. 
bookstores where bar code readers are made available to make price information 
available to customers.

The third type of situation is when data subjects do not use any type of ob-
ject they carry, but are recognized and located by means of biometric techniques. 
In these cases processing of data will often have other legal bases than consent; 
typically because the aim of the system is to secretly monitor and locate specific 
individuals. Thus, in this third group it will normally not be feasible and desirable 
to let data subjects have direct access to location data about themselves, and in 
many such cases right to request access and to receive information from control-
lers are limited or non-existent.

Direct access for data subjects in the two first situations mentioned above may 
very well fit with a privacy-by-design approach. Ultimately, it is quite possible to 
imagining legal requirement of direct access function as part of technologies as 
mentioned in situation one and two. Regarding the first situation (smartphones, 
PDAs etc.), direct access functions will in many cases be easy to realize and is first 
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and foremost a question of programming and setup of the software. The least po-
werful way of applying privacy by design is to call on (or even oblige) developers 
of location-enabling services to include direct access features in their product.

2.3.10 Conclusion
Below, in section 3.2.2, we conclude that personal location data is a category that 
should have stronger protection than “ordinary” personal data. Given this ap-
prehension and considering the emphasis by regulators on privacy by design,148 
we would argue that it should be considered to introduce “location management 
apps”, or in other words small computer based services which manage location-
enabling technologies and give users critical information to help safeguard priva-
cy. Such apps should as a minimum inform the user of the services on each device 
which have localization functions; the purposes which these functions support; 
the legal basis of processing; and statistics regarding acquisition of location data 
from the service the government authorities, for instance the police, customs, tax 
authorities and others. It should in addition be made available coordinated infor-
mation regarding collaborating controllers and processors, and whether or not 
the controllers reckon the processing to fall under the Data Protection Directive.

Here, we will not go in further detail regarding what such apps could con-
tain and how they may be designed. In the last element regarding information of 
controllers, processing of personal data etc., lays the important point that such 
information should refer to obligations for controllers to clarify and inform of 
certain (assumedly) hard legal problems: In sections 2.3.2 to 2.3.7 we have discus-
sed selected legal problems related to personal location data. Our simple point is 
that controllers should have obligation to decide about these questions and in-
form the users by means of the location management app in a standardized way. 
For instance, when controllers and processors operate in a chain to produce a 
service, these relations should be established in explicit ways (e.g. agreement) and 
users should be informed, for instance included one piece of contact information 
to which every communication to collaborating controller and processor could 
be directed. Information could also concern applicable law and relevant control 
authority etc., and could when appropriate partly be based on symbols and visu-

148 See Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection 
of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities for the 
purposes of prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the 
execution of criminal penalties, and the free movement of such data {SEC(2012) 72 final} 
{SEC(2012) 73 final}, article 23.
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als similar to what has been suggested as part of the proposed Data Protection 
Proposal, article 13a about standardised information policies.149

Another important point is that location management apps should be desig-
ned and described in standardised ways, something which will allow automatic 
identification and analyses, both by data protection authorities and the police. 
One effect could be easier controls and review of controllers’ legal interpreta-
tions as expressed in the apps; another effect is easier overview for the police of 
location-enabling services and systems which could be of use for police work and 
accessed pursuant to court order.

149 See proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of 
individual with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data 
(General Data Protection Regulation) (COM(2012)0011 – C7 0025/2012 – 2012/0011(COD)).
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3 Proposal for an individual rights impact 
assessment model

3.1 Reflections regarding PIA as method in this work

As starting point this chapter will be based on the definition of Privacy Impact 
Assessment (PIA) in Raab and Wright 2012:

A privacy impact assessment is a methodology for assessing the impacts on privacy 
of a project, policy, programme, service, product which involves the processing of 
personal information and, in consultation with stakeholders, for taking remedial 
actions as necessary in order to avoid or minimise negative impacts. 

The following assessment could not be said to concern project, policy, programme, 
service, product or other initiative, as mentioned in the citation above. Still, we see 
the enumeration of subjects to assessments as incomplete. Thus, the definition 
could be extended by for instance adding a type of technology. Below we will be 
“assessing the impacts on privacy of location-enabling technologies which involves 
the processing of personal information”, cf. Raab’s and Wright’s definition.

Figure 2 Overall model of technological, social and normative aspects of location-
enabling technology
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In D1 we made distinctions between four layers in order to describe the domain 
of RESPECT WP7. The two first layers contain mere technology. PIA of techno-
logy alone will in our view not be meaningful, because impact assessment would 
require some sort of application in a social context. Thus, the following impact 
assessment will have its point of departure on the third layer; cf. “Use of ICT tools 
with positioning and tracking functions” in Figure 2. Our approach is broad and 
thus all actors and purposes as included in this layer could realistically not be 
determined. In civil society there is a variety of actors using technologies with 
localization functions and which are generating personal location data that po-
lice may have an interest to collect and process further as part of police work. 
Although localization is integral parts of the processing of these other actors, 
their purposes may for instance be payment and access control (and not localiza-
tion as such). Without restricting the scope of the following discussion, it is thus 
not possible to fix deliberations to specific actors with specific purposes in civil 
society. The situations on which we base our discussions are therefore less specific 
than what ordinarily should be expected in an impact assessment.

Impact assessment of location-enabling technology should also give room for 
considering effects of future emerging technologies. There is no need to specu-
late regarding detailed future technological solutions; what is important in our 
context is what the technology basically does (regardless of specific type of basic 
technology). Our simple assumption is that there are great needs both in civil so-
ciety and within the police to link personal location data to processes, conditions, 
actions, events etc., and that several technologies may produce such data. Today, 
many technologies may help generate personal location data (in particular GPS, 
RFID, Wi-Fi, WLAN, GSM, Bluetooth, ultrasound, ANPR, CCTV etc.). Without 
doubt, we will be having technological shifts where some of these existing tech-
nologies will be developed further, others will disappear and new technologies 
will be introduced. However, in the perspective of privacy concerns and of legal 
protection in general, the technology itself is hardly important, but the potential 
functions of applications are crucial. Given pronounced needs of positioning and 
tracking functions chances are high that it will be imbedded in future services 
and devices. We hold it to be most probable that such functions will be even more 
effective and widespread than today, and provided sufficient legitimate grounds 
exist, these functions will be allowed and will produce an even greater supply of 
personal location data than today.

Our discussion of impacts and remedies on a general level will concentrate on 
what we see as “ideal” trade-offs between privacy and legal protection concerns 
on the one hand and concerns regarding fighting serious crime on the other. 
“Minimise negative impacts” in the above referred definition seem to presuppose 
that privacy is something that gives arguments for modification of a given proces-
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sing of personal data designed without regard to privacy. Understood in this way, 
PIA does not embody privacy by design, or privacy by design becomes something 
which “repairs” an unsatisfactory design. In contrast, we will seek to support the 
invert approach by setting privacy concerns in front and then discuss whether 
or not it is necessary to modify in order to make police work more efficient. This 
does not imply that privacy is given priority, but represents only an approach 
where we try to introduce privacy concerns in a way that increases the possibility 
that they will have effect.

A privacy impact assessment will in many cases have a precautionary and 
predictive appliance and this ought to be the main perspective when processing 
of personal data is considered. The aim is in other words to become aware of un-
desirable effects on such an early point of time that such effects could be avoided 
or mitigated. The same assessment elements would in most cases also be relevant 
and useful in retrospective, for instance as part of evaluation of processing that 
have been carried out over a period of time. Even this perspective is included in 
our approach.

Privacy impact assessment is obviously about privacy, and privacy is a rather 
broad problem field. In the RESPECT project privacy concerns is partly analysed 
within the context of law enforcement, i.e. within an area where privacy infrin-
gements may be required in order to collect evidence as basis of e.g. prosecution 
and sentencing. Personal location data is possible evidence and may be basis of 
imprisonment. Because our basic assumption should be that we first and fore-
most should presuppose serious crimes, the perspective should be that collection 
of personal data as evidence could lead to long sentences. This should in our view 
also lead to attention regarding legal protection in more general terms.

Privacy protection is of particular importance for fractions of the popula-
tion which are affected by police work without being guilty in any criminal act. 
Because collection of information of suspected persons easily also will imply col-
lection of personal data of family members, friends, colleagues, neighbours and 
others with which the suspect has social relations, special attention should be 
given to people with close relations to individuals under suspect.

During police work prior to trial, due to the presumption of innocence, one 
cannot set aside the privacy of any individual. Our point is that we need to take 
legal protection under consideration at an early stage of collection and processing 
of personal location data and in principle to the date of final and enforceable jud-
gment. Even though only a small fraction of personal location data will be acces-
sed by the police, it is in our view required that such data are always processed as 
if they will be used in a criminal procedure. Application of the adversarial principle 
and protection against self-incrimination may e.g. probably be best realised if 
unreliable data with insufficient quality is avoided. 
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It follows from the observations mentioned above that assessments should 
not only relate to privacy principles, but take other fundamental rights and legal 
principles under consideration as well. However, there are hardly any need to 
make strict distinctions between privacy theory and other relevant theory regar-
ding protection of individuals. We will not assess impacts on the basis of a full list 
of privacy principles and principles within criminal law and criminal procedure 
law etc. Instead we will limit discussions to a selection of principles that we find 
sufficiently relevant. Moreover, assessments should not only be based on establis-
hed principles and reflect established legal categories and views, but in addition 
allow new and less developed considerations to be made: Developments of tech-
nology and use of technology require renewed legal reflections (although parts of 
this may imply trial and failure).

WP7 of the RESPECT project is about application of personal location data 
by the police and thus it may be expected that assessments should be limited to 
processing of location data by the police. Collection of personal location data 
from the many and increasing number of sources of such data in civil society ma-
kes this a too limited approach. We regard it necessary to assess the whole chain 
from processing of location data by private and public parties as part of everyday 
doings to processing of such data by the police. This is not to say that we should 
expect large scale collection of such data by the police picturing everyday life of 
citizens. On contrary, the typical expectation in democratic societies under rule 
of law should be that police collect and process location data from civil society 
systems only when this is necessary in a democratic society for police work with 
serious crime, and only to the extent that it is proportionate in view of conflicting 
rights and freedoms. 

We have chosen to carry out the assessment in two parts: First, we assess ele-
ments which we believe are of general importance, both from the perspective of 
privacy protection and legal protection in general150 (section 3.2), while in sec-
tion 3.3 our assessment deals with elements which may be seen as particular to 
processing of personal location data by the police. We refer to this broadened 
assessment as individual rights impact assessment (IRIA).151 Suggestions of typical 
weight will be included in the conclusions regarding each element. Our approach 
implies that processing of personal location data in civil society should be asses-
sed on basis of the elements in section 3.2, while processing by the police should 
in addition be assessed in the light of elements in this and next section.

The ambition of the individual rights impact assessment below is to express 
possible and typical impacts by means of subcategories, each for which we assign 
a value. By designing an assessment scheme our objective is to prepare the ground 

150 Cf. first and foremost criminal law and criminal procedure law. 
151 In other words, what we designate individual rights impact assessment comprises both 

assessments in section 3.2 and 3.3.
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for future impact assessments of concrete services and devices. This scheme both 
suggests particularly relevant characteristics of location-enabling technology 
and their expected weight, seen from the perspective of protection of individual 
rights. Sum of values indicates the seriousness of possible impacts for such rights.

The scheme we suggest has, of course, several limitations. First, we are not 
claiming that our list and description of impacts is in anyway complete. Thus 
if required it may/should be extended. Because the scheme is result of both re-
sults from D1 and D2 of RESPECT WP7 and of relevant policy documents and 
regulations, we do, however, believe that in many cases our selection of impacts 
represents elements of particular importance. We therefore believe that in many 
cases the suggested scheme would be sufficient and that supplementary assess-
ments first and foremost are required if assessment according to our scheme gives 
indistinct results.

3.2 Assessment elements with general relevance
3.2.1 Introduction
The following discussions of impact elements concern first and foremost ques-
tions which could be classified as privacy and data protection. We mainly relate 
deliberations to existing legal principles and regulations on European Union le-
vel, but add other legal-political considerations. Conclusions are not about what 
is needed to comply with existing legal requirements, but indicate what should be 
recommended when protection of individuals is considered.

3.2.2 Sensitivity and privacy exposure
Personal location data is not among the special categories of data regarded as 
generally sensitive as identified in the Data Protection Directive art. 8(1); i.e. per-
sonal data that is revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or 
philosophical beliefs, trade-union membership, and the processing of data con-
cerning health or sex life. Thus, the basic conclusion is that personal location data 
is not generally sensitive.

However, sensitive data may be “constructed” by combining several non-
sensitive data, for instance if a location-enabling service links to other pieces of 
information found in co-functioning systems. In GPS based maps, coordinates 
showing where a person is may for instance reveal sensitive information because 
they are linked to addresses of for instance a hospital, medical office, church and 
similar sites. On the other hand, only a tiny number of coordinates are linked to 
sites which could be associated to the types of personal data which are regarded 
to be sensitive. In a legal sense, the mere possibility that there is concurrence 
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between a position and e.g. a hospital does not make location data sensitive. 
However, if location-enabling technologies are designed to particularly target sites 
which are linked to sensitive data, the conclusion may easily be different. For in-
stance, an emergency app designed to locate and rescue people who have fallen ill 
or are injured, may be seen as processing sensitive data even if sensitivity is only 
revealed by a combination of non-sensitive data (e.g. the information that person 
P has been staying for two days on an address where there is a hospital).

Location could be seen as possible entrance to almost every kind of other 
information, and location increases the usability and importance of these other 
types of data. Thus, there is a clear difference between use of location-enabling 
technologies which is restricted to presenting basic position data and technologi-
es which adds or facilitates to add information about activities, forthcoming and 
historical events, property information, social information etc. to the locations. 

In concrete services/functions based on location-enabling technology, coor-
dinates and other information about sites will not necessarily be directly exposed 
as part of application, or this information may be very limited. However, personal 
location data is always combined with time stamps, and may almost always be 
connected to a very large spectrum of other data; both personal data and general 
data connected to the location. All together, this may create a complex infor-
mation context to the limited information on coordinates etc. Coordinates and 
addresses are excellent means of linking information, both because these data are 
used to identify other types of information on locations, and because almost all 
locations may be linked to names of individuals, national identification numbers 
and other means of personal identification.152 

Given the nature of current technology and development of technology, there 
is no reason to place emphasis on the fact that systems/services/functions are for-
mally distinct from each other. A realistic approach for the future is that services 
will often allow great amounts of information on each location to be connected. 
Returning to the example where a certain position shows presence at hospital H1; 
given the identity of the business, there may be a lot of other information availa-
ble about this hospital, of which some will add to the picture drawn of the data 
subject, and others giving context information: The hospital is a private abortion 
clinic, the clinic is owned by P which also owns hospital H2 where the data sub-
ject was present on date D1 and D2 for a certain amount of time, and H2 has been 
under police investigation, etc.

Equally important; if we consider possibilities of linking other data to a cer-
tain position, we should not limit ourselves to examples where a location directly 
reveals sensitive data (e.g. because it is the site of a hospital). It may just as well be 
that an “innocent” location, when combined with other information, identifies a 

152 At least owners and usufructuaries. 
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place which reveals sensitive data. Several sources of data may for instance reveal 
that a certain site (an apartment) has been scene of a serious crime, where the 
convicted criminal lives after expiation together with identified family members.

On basis of these descriptions, a reasonable conclusion could be that location-
enabling technology and personal location data represents great possibilities to 
reveal sensitive data, both directly and indirectly, and in particular if combined 
with the many types of other information that could be linked to locations. The 
probability and extent for this to happen is basically uncertain, but the potentials 
are in many situations considerable. Given this insight, in a legal-political view, 
there may be reasons to reconsider what could be seen as grounds for assessing 
data as sensitive.

The general regulatory approach of the Data Protection Directive and other 
relevant legislation is to a large extent based on the assumption that processing 
of data is carried out within the framework of information systems which have 
specific controllers, used for specific purposes etc. Of course, it is recognised that 
systems interact; that controllers collaborate etc.153 Our point is however that sys-
tems may interact with other systems in a seamless and automatic way, turning 
it into an information infrastructure rather than being separate information sys-
tems. If sensitivity of personal location data is considered with the infrastructure 
perspective, the subject-matter we assess will be hard to describe with sufficient 
certainty and credibility because we are in the open environment of infrastructu-
res where actual information patterns may be hard to predict.

Personal location data may have indirect effects on other fundamental rights 
such as the right to free movement,154 freedom of thought, conscience and re-
ligion155 and freedom of assembly and association.156 The primary reason is the 
possible chilling effects from the fact that location data may reveal political, reli-
gious and philosophical opinions and actions. Possible indirect effects on other 
human rights may support the idea of location data as sensitive.

Even though personal location data may not be linked to information of tra-
ditionally sensitive character, aggregation of “innocent” location data may be re-
garded sensitive in a popular sense of the word, because it may give a very detai-
led picture of the daily life of each person, documenting whereabouts and hours, 
and thus indicating actions, habits, preferences, relations etc.;157 a sort of constant 

153 Cf. proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of 
individual with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data 
(General Data Protection Regulation) (COM(2012)0011 – C7 0025/2012 – 2012/0011(COD)), 
article 4(5) which defines “controller” as a role carried out “alone or jointly with others”.

154 Cf. TFEU art. 21 (1).
155 Cf. ECHR art. 9.
156 Cf. ECHR art. 11.
157 See ARTICLE 29 Data Protection Working Party, opinion 13/2011 on Geolocation services on 

smart mobile devices.
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profiling. A person is always somewhere at a certain hour, and seen in this way, 
location-enabling technology ultimately have the potential of indicating every 
aspect of life during a lifetime. The current number of applications using such 
data and the fact that future potentials of location data are great makes it proba-
ble that the insensitivity of registration and further use of personal location data 
will continue to grow, and that use of several, parallel sources of information on 
people’s whereabouts will be rather common.158 Moreover, to the extent that we 
sum up all location information related to all/many individuals within a defined 
area, personal, social, economical, and consumer patterns etc. will be revealed, 
making it possible to analyse each individual in a societal context.

So far, we have discussed whether personal location data is generally regarded 
to be sensitive, cf. Data Protection Directive art. 8(1). Concrete opinions among 
citizens of needs for protection could of course deviate from this general classi-
fication, and personal views of data subjects could be that data on their financial 
circumstances, their whereabouts or other types of data are equally sensitive as 
those identified in the Data Protection Directive. In addition, in concrete cases 
almost any type of data may be regarded sensitive when it is matched with other 
data. Location is very often one important ingredient of such concrete assess-
ments of sensitivity (someone has been on the wrong place on the wrong time). 
Such individual and situational assessments of sensitivity may of course not be 
basis for classification of what should be regarded sensitive in legislation, but may 
still be relevant when the sensitivity of personal location data is assessed on ge-
neral level.

If we consider the sensitivity of personal location data as the basis for con-
ducting an individual rights impact assessment, we really have two basic choices. 
Either we stick to the information system perspective and carefully examine each 
application of location-enabling technology in order to consider whether or not 
a certain type of device/service yields data which may reveal circumstances as in-
dicated in Data Protection Directive art. 8(1). This will leave us in a situation with 
basic uncertainty because possibilities of linking to other data are many and hard 
to assess; and we will be in constant doubt regarding where boundaries should be 
drawn. Thus, even small developments of existing services could be grounds to 
reclassify. The other approach would be to change to an information infrastructu-
re perspective and presuppose that geographical information will almost always 
be possible to link up to a variety of other information, making it almost impos-
sible to say something in advance about the sensitivity of these combinations.

We have argued that given the infrastructure perspective, assessments of sen-
sitivity of personal location data “dissolves” into over-complexity and uncertainty: 

158 For instance four sources of personal location data linked to cars: GPS anti-theft device, GPS-
based maps and traffic information device, RFID toll road payment device and GSM telephone 
service activated.
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Location data will sometimes be directly sensitive, sometimes indirectly sensitive 
(because of general available possibilities to combine data), and sometimes becau-
se location data is assessed as sensitive in concrete cases. It may be claimed that al-
together this supports the idea that location data should be regarded as sensitive.

The sum of possibilities mentioned above could be argument for supplemen-
ting the traditional sensitivity assessment (regarding revelations of racial or ethnic 
origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade-union mem-
bership, and the processing of data concerning health or sex life). Alternative to 
assessing if concrete processing of location data may reveal such information, it 
may be claimed that the probability that it does may be so high that, in a general 
sense, personal location data should often be regarded sensitive by its own.

Possible consequences of classifying location data as sensitive
Even if we conclude that personal location data should be regarded sensitive, this 
would not necessarily lead to the conclusion that such location data should be 
subject to prohibition of processing unless certain conditions are met, similar to 
Data Protection Directive art. 8(1) cf. (2). In the future it should be expected that 
location data will be part of a great number of processing, and we strongly do-
ubt that requirement for data subjects’ consent and identification of “necessary” 
purposes and grounds in all these everyday situations would add much positive 
to the protection of individuals concerned. Instead, other safeguards should be 
considered.

In the last available version of proposal for Data Protection Regulation,159 
three provisions exemplify that location data together with data on children and 
employees are added to special categories of personal data as referred to in Article 
9(1).160 Within the following three areas, we understand this as giving location 
data an equal status as general sensitive data in art. 9(1):
• Representatives of controllers not established in the Union (art. 25 (2)(b))
• Risk analyses (art. 32a (2)(b))
• Designation of data protection officer (art. 35 (1)(d))

The fixed wording of these provisions is: “... processing special categories of per-
sonal data as referred to in Article 9(1), location data or data on children or 
employees in large-scale filing systems …” (bold added).161 Similar regulatory 
strategies could of course be pursued with respect to other aspects of privacy pro-
tection, and classification of location data as sensitive could instead of regulations 

159 As agreed 21 October 2013.
160 Similar to Data Protection Directive art. 6 (1).
161 This phrasing is used in different contexts, both positively put and with prior negation. However 

all three examples clearly strengthens the protection of data subjects. 
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like in Data Protection Directive art. 8(1) cf. (2) lead to other safeguards similar 
to those exemplified above.

Possible subcategories of sensitivity and their weight
In the discussion above we concluded that personal location data should be re-
garded as generally sensitive by its own. This does however not imply that sensiti-
vity should be assessed in the same way regardless of how these data are used. We 
will suggest the following subcategories:
1. Location-enabling services have functions which link location to data which 

directly reveal (traditionally) sensitive data as specified in Data Protection 
Directive art. 8(1) cf. (2). Suggested weight: 4.

2. Location-enabling services have functions which facilitate linking of personal 
location data to other personal data. Suggested weight: 3.

3. Location-enabling services have functions which facilitate linking of personal 
location data to other geographical data. Suggested weight: 2.

4. Location-enabling services do not have functions which facilitate linking of 
location to other types of data. Suggested weight: 1.

The four subcategories reflect a traditional approach to sensitivity in the sense 
that most weight (4) is assigned positioning and tracking functions which yields 
information directly revealing the special categories of data as established in Data 
Protection Directive art. 8(1) cf. (2). Examples are applications directly revealing 
that a certain position is a church, hospital, site of demonstration, etc. (e.g. vari-
ous types of map services). What seems to be the dilemma here is that such func-
tions probably will be even more common and have obvious applications which 
will be desired by a great number of people. It must, however, be remembered 
that classification of data as sensitive does not presuppose any prohibition against 
use, and is only one element of a total individual rights impact assessment. The 
final assessment would thus rely on a combination of several assessments. Thus, 
at the end of the day, personal use of positioning and tracking functions assigned 
top sensitivity (cf. above) will all in all receive much lower rating than use of the 
same function by others against the data subjects’ own will.

The categorization above is based on the general assumption that combina-
tion of personal location data and other personal data about the same person 
typically will generate more sensitive results than combination with geographical 
data. By geographical data in category 3 is meant everything from topography 
and speed limits to information of addresses, descriptions of businesses and func-
tions etc. on addresses and other geographical sites etc. We consider that func-
tions are facilitated for a certain type of data, as mentioned in the subcategories, 
if it is described how to carry out necessary operations. 
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3.2.3 Autonomy of data subjects
In D1 of WP7 we classified four types of situations to capture the degree of auto-
nomy and voluntariness for data subjects who use location-enabling technology. 
The following groups were suggested:
• People having competence to exercise autonomy and who are in a free situa-

tion to make independent choices.
• People having formal competence to exercise autonomy, but do not find them 

in a position to make (totally) free choices due to social and economical ef-
fects.162

• People having formal competence to exercise autonomy but are not in a situa-
tion to exercise it (cognitively and otherwise).163 

• People not having competence to exercise autonomy and therefore have in 
this respect no freedom to decide.164

In the following we will build on and rephrase the main elements of this 
categorization.

Autonomy of data subjects may be seen as a fundamental privacy principle. 
There are of course both legal and factual limitations to this principle, for in-
stance concerning personal location data. One central example of legal limita-
tion is the Data Retention Directive art. 5(1)(f) which establish an obligation to 
retain personal location data without regard to the opinion of data subjects. As 
we understand today’s situation, requirements to retain personal location data is 
dependent on the type of technology which generate these data. Unless linked 
to publicly available telecommunication services/networks, RFID-based systems 
will for instance not be under the obligations of this Directive.165 

It goes without saying that possible extended obligations to retain personal 
location data will have negative effects on privacy, and we will not go into discus-
sions of possible remedial actions if that should happen. Even if formal limita-
tions of data subjects’ autonomy (like in the case of data retention) is crucial for 
an individual rights impact assessment, limitations of data subjects’ self-determi-
nation due to factual and societal circumstances (not only legal) are probably just 
as important and will be emphasized in the discussions below.

162 Employees may typically find themselves in this situation.
163 Senile people who have not been placed under legal guardianship, plus certain other groups of 

hospitalized people who temporary are incapable of exercising their autonomy.
164 People under legal guardianship is one example, another is people in custody etc. Children 

under the age of 18 partly belong to this group, dependent on age and maturity.
165 Cf. article 1. It is of course quite possible that retention obligations may be introduced in other 

fields of society, and given the grounds for existing data retention obligations, it may in principle 
seem inconsequent if some types of location data are not included in such an obligation.
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In D1 we have underlined that technometric location-enabling technology 
is used as integral part of many services, i.e. the position of various devices and 
objects which are closely linked to data subjects may be traced. In addition, bio-
metric technology may be used to directly determine positions of individuals. 
Given the fact that everything has a time and a place, and that information of 
location in theory may be linked to every processes, conditions, actions, events 
etc., and that several technologies may produce this data, we believe it is probable 
that in the future, location functions will be available in a variety of devices and 
situations. Thus, we see the possibility that individuals will live in surroundings 
where, in order to avoid having their location registered at all times, they will 
have to turn off and opt out of such functions. Similar to “consent exhaustion”166 
this would probably lead to a situation where people may dislike the fact that 
these data are filed, but refrain from turning off/opting out because it is not suf-
ficiently important compared to the toil they will have to endure order to decide 
for themselves.167

Moreover, and more important, is the fact that where personal location data 
is generated as result of functions necessary to make payment, stay at an hotel, 
attend a sports event, go shopping etc, access to these services will be much more 
important to individuals than the fact that information of where they have been 
is stored somewhere in the system. In case, this could be seen as a reflection of au-
tonomy because, people probably assess access to services to have greater weight 
than the – often – theoretical privacy concern that their location data will be 
misused or applied by the police as part of a wrongful process. Thus, all in all we 
believe it is unlikely that autonomy of data subjects will have great influence on 
the protection of individuals connected to processing of personal location data 
integrated in socially attractive services. People will probably:
• be too exhausted to opt out/turn off location function, and
• accept location functions in order to have access to necessary services and 

functions, and
• actively acquire location services for their own private purposes.

The third bullet point does not, of course, create any problem with self-determi-
nation. The two first points, however, are results of a more narrow scope of free 
choices of citizens and thus, in principle, represent a problem for autonomy. It is 
in our view important to recognize that in the years to come a shrinking room of 
self-determination concerning personal location data will probably be a fact. We 
are in great doubt as to whether a possible answer to such a development should 
be stronger self-determination mechanisms, for instance a greater emphasis on 

166 See for instance Bygrave and Schartum 2009.
167 However, in the proposed Data Protection Regulation article 23, a privacy by default obligation 

is introduced as an information system design requirement. 
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individual consent and opt-out rights. If it is considered that limits should be put 
on the lawful access to process location data, we believe collective arrangements 
through legislation, collective agreements, business standards etc. may be more 
effective than individual autonomy and choice.

Possible subcategories of autonomy and their weight
Although we foresee that self-determination regarding use of personal location 
data will decrease, autonomy has of course a positive value for privacy protection. 
Furthermore, there will be differences between location-enabling services with 
regard to autonomy. We suggest four subcategories to describe this aspect as part 
of an individual rights impact assessment:
1. Location-enabling services are mandatory and actually unavoidable, e.g. pur-

suant to legal regulation. Suggested weight: 4.
2. Location-enabling services are actually unavoidable, because in order to live 

what is considered to be a normal life such services must be used. Suggested 
weight: 3.

3. Location-enabling services are avoidable provided that data subjects take ac-
tive actions and accept drawbacks. Suggested weight: 2.

4. Location-enabling services are avoidable and could be regarded as a question 
of free choice. Suggested weight: 1.

The first category comprises location-enabling services which are mandatory 
and actually impossible to avoid. Examples under the first subcategory comprise 
persons subjected to home detention wearing an ankle bracelet locked to their 
body; hospitalized people wearing a wrist bracelet with ultrasound sender; and 
RFID tags inserted under the skin of a person. Formally binding legal rules re-
garding mandatory use of location-enabling technology which are not enforced 
(and thus possible to avoid) should not be considered to be in the subcategory 1 
(and least favourable for privacy and legal protection). Mere formal obligation 
should probably be considered under category 2 (weight: 3). There are of course 
only gradual differences between these four subcategories, and assessment will 
thus be rather discretionary. Also, the wordings of the criteria are intended to 
give room for assessments relative to qualities of the societies in question. Use 
of location-enabling services will of course be much easier to avoid in societies 
where relevant technology have limited distribution, compared to societies which 
are pervaded.
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3.2.4 Purpose of processing and function 
Purpose of personal data processing refers to the controller’s decision about the 
ultimate objectives of the processing as it was considered on a certain point of 
time, typically when the system was developed, procured or revised.168 The pur-
pose limitation principle of privacy law implies that personal data may only be 
processed to the extent this is required to achieve such defined purpose(s). As 
mentioned earlier, even though localization and tracking is carried out, this is 
not necessarily the purpose of processing. Localization may e.g. just as well be 
part of the realization of other purposes: For instance the purpose of carrying out 
payment and controlling entrance to sport events. 

From a data protection perspective, localization as purpose is of course rele-
vant and important. It is impossible, however, to prevent personal location data 
from being used for purposes other than those formally specified (cf. “function 
creep”). An example may illustrate this point: Fleet management systems are ty-
pically employed in order to make efficient use of the workforce of a business, 
and often control is not among specified purposes. Nevertheless, the information 
about employees’ whereabouts are easily accessible to the employer and he will 
thus at every point of time be able to know the position of specific employees. The 
actual use employers make of such information is of course impossible to control 
(or even have any knowledge of). Such use outside specified purposes may be 
difficult to reveal, because knowledge of location may only be a stepping stone 
in order to relate to the employee in other ways. The purpose of data processing 
may for instance be to direct service cars in an effective way. In a given situation 
with curtailment of the business, the same data may be used to determine which 
of the chauffeurs that should be dismissed (because aggregated location data on 
each employee tells who is carrying out work in the most efficient way). Given the 
purpose of processing as presupposed in the example, this use will be unlawful but 
hard to track. Thus the purpose limitation may not be regarded effective. We belie-
ve this illustrates a limited usefulness of the purpose limitation principle as mea-
sure to regulate use of location-enabling technologies/services; in particular when 
personal location data is accessible and clearly exposed in the system interface.

Our general view is that purpose limitation is important when personal lo-
cation data is processed. It should however be expected that in many situations 
purpose specification is not an effective limitation. Therefore impact assessments 
should have actual possibilities of processing personal location data as main cri-
teria and presuppose that purpose specification will not always prevent other use 
of these data.

168 Cf. article 6(1)(b) of the Data Protection Directive.
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Possible subcategories of purpose and their weight
Assessment according to purpose and function is of course not meaningful un-
less there is some type of function available allowing localization of individuals. 
Thus, the following subcategories are to a large extent constructed on the basis of 
how available these functions are: 
1. Location-enabling services have localization as purpose. Suggested weight: 4.
2. Location-enabling services have localization as open and available function. 

Suggested weight: 3.
3. Location-enabling services have localization as possible function provided 

that users of the system take active actions. Suggested weight: 2.
4. Location-enabling services have localization as possible function provided 

users overcome technological obstacles. Suggested weight: 1.

The fact that positioning and tracking functions exist as possibility is imbedded 
in the designation “location-enabling services” and mentioning of these func-
tions are included to qualify their availability. Again, there are only gradual dif-
ferences between the four subcategories, and assessment will thus basically be 
discretionary.

3.2.5 Minimality
The principle of minimality is another basic principle within privacy protection 
law and implies that processing of data should not exceed what is necessary to 
attain the purposes of processing. Minimality is also related to other privacy as-
pects and may for instance substantiate the requirement that data should not be 
revealed to others than those with a need to access data for the fulfilment of spe-
cified purposes (cf. confidentiality, “need to know”). The principle of minimality 
could also state the reason for the requirement that personal location data should 
not be more detailed than necessary to attain purposes of processing.

Minimality is normally evaluated within the framework of each processing 
and refers first and foremost to the number of different types of personal data. 
Regarding personal location data it is however the number of occurrences of data 
on location and hour that should be seen as the main challenge. In such situations, 
principle of minimality would imply limitations of how frequent location is estab-
lished, in other words how detailed patterns of movement that should be allowed.

The principle of minimality may also give rise to identifying different access 
levels of personal location data. It may be necessary to process rather detailed and 
comprehensive data. This does however not imply that the controllers always have 
access to all these data. More than that, seen on the background of purposes of 
processing, it may not be necessary for the controller to have access to all personal 
location data. If for instance a fleet management system is established to facilitate 
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effective directing of service cars to places of assignment, it may not be necessary 
(or serviceable) to reveal the position of each car to the controller (even if these 
data exist deep down in the system). Instead the system could be set up to calcu-
late probable travelling time for each car, on basis of general location data (road 
quality, speed limits, distance, rush hour delays etc.). What the operator needs is 
just information showing which car has the least probable travelling time to the 
place of assignment. Basically no personal data is needed to support the purpose 
of effective management of service cars. Obviously, in order to make it possible for 
the employer representative to decide who to send, information on which car/dri-
ver that has less travelling time is much less sensitive and more serviceable than 
information of the position of every car/driver at each moment of time.

An additional particularity with relevance to the principle of minimality is the 
fact that amount of personal location data should not only be assessed for each 
system/service but in addition to the sum of such information from overlapping 
systems and services working independently and in parallel. When I drive my car 
with digital GPS-based travel log, pay toll road fee with a RFID based system, find 
my way to a parking place near my hotel by means of a electronic map, park and 
pay the parking fee with my GMS smartphone; walk through the streets towards 
the hotel while using my phone (GSM), and finally enter my hotel room by means 
of my RFID key, and finally access the Internet through Wi-Fi, I have made use of 
at least seven services all of which have logged information about my movements. 
Thus, even if each service were set up to collect as little personal location data as 
possible, the sum of such data would give a quite comprehensive picture of my 
movements.

Possible subcategories of minimality and their weight
We suggest that the main criteria in the construction of subcategories below 
should be the question of inter-linking with other services (creating access to 
more personal location data), and the availability of these data to the controller. 
Of course, the situation could be that systems with very limited processing of 
personal location data is linked, and still the system may be classified as more 
serious for data protection than a system which register much more location data 
but is not integrated with other services. It must be remembered, however, that 
this is one of several classifications and that the final assessment would rely on a 
combination sub-criteria.
1. Location-enabling services are inter-linked with other such services and 

there are no limitations regarding the amount of personal location data filed. 
Suggested weight: 4.
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2. Location-enabling service is not inter-linked with other such services and 
there are no limitations regarding the amount of personal location data filed. 
Suggested weight: 3.

3. Location-enabling services have limitations regarding the amount of person-
al location data filed which the controller may circumvent alone. Suggested 
weight: 2.

4. Location-enabling services have limitations regarding the amount of personal 
location data filed which the controller may not circumvent alone. Suggested 
weight: 1.

Inter-linked services should probably mean that they are integrated in ways 
which make it trivial or at least not difficult to operate them together. Differences 
between criteria 3 and 4 should probably be that the controller needs authori-
sation by another person in order to access personal location data contained in 
and protected by the system. Such authorisation could for instance be carried out 
government authorities, but it could also be an actor external to the controller for 
instance a data processor.

3.2.6 Complexity
In D1 of WP7 we classified four types of situations in order to capture the degree 
of complex relationship between data subjects using location-enabling techno-
logy and other actors (controllers, processors and subcontractors). The following 
groups were suggested:
1. Data subjects (user) alone.169

2. Data subjects related to one controller (service provider).170

3. Data subjects related to one controller and subcontractors (processors).
4. Data subjects related to several controllers and subcontractors.

The more complex relationship between data subjects and involved parties, the 
more likely it is that data subjects will have problems understanding the actual 
role and influence of each actor and the interplay between them. Thus, we assume 
that there typically will be more difficult in complex situations than in simple 
situations for data subjects to use the autonomy pursuant to the law. We do ho-
wever not regard it realistic to prohibit or in other ways restrict over-complex co-
operation patterns, and thus we assume that the best way to deal with complexity 
is to require that it is described and made account for in an eligible way.

169 This is for instance the case when a person uses GPS-based road map device in his car or a 
handheld units in order to find the way, measure geographical distances etc.

170 This represents a simple and classical. Use of RFID to get access to a hotel room is one of many 
examples.
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Group 3 and especially group 4 (above) represent situations where it should 
be considered to introduce measures to create as much clarity as possible between 
collaborating/co-functioning parties. An appropriate point of departure may be 
the existing requirement of agreements between controllers and processors, cf. 
Data Protection Directive art. 17(3). The proposed Data Protection Regulation 
art. 26 define more detailed provisions regarding the relation between control-
lers and processors. However, it gives controllers and the processors freedom to 
determine their respective roles and tasks with respect to the requirements of 
the proposed regulation. Such free options may lead to situations where produc-
tion of similar location based services and functions are organised with several 
different divisions of tasks between controllers and processors. This again may 
make it more difficult for data subjects to understand how these collaborations 
are composed. Documentation requirements in art. 26(3) may ease such negative 
effects, but in our view standard requirements regarding contractual relations-
hips between controllers and processors taking part in the production of personal 
location data should be considered.

Complexity also relates to technological matters and the ability to understand 
how location data are generated, possible uncertainties regarding correctness, 
preciseness etc. is important to be able to scrutinize and contradict concrete data. 
Thus, the more complex technological set-up and functioning of positioning and 
tracking services, the greater need to describe and clarify technological aspects 
of processing. In section 3.2.7, we will come back to related questions of transpa-
rency and accessibility.

Possible subcategories of complexity and their weight
Our proposal of categorisation of aspects of complexity builds on the referred 
division in D1:
1. Location-enabling services where data subjects relate to several controllers 

and several subcontractors. Suggested weight: 4.
2. Location-enabling services where data subjects relate to one controller and 

several subcontractors (processors). Suggested weight: 3.
3. Location-enabling services where data subjects relate to one controller and 

(eventually) one processor. Suggested weight: 2.
4. Location-enabling services where data subjects operate alone (“self-control-

ler”). Suggested weight: 1.

The categorisation is simply based on the number of collaborating actors on the 
service provider side of the relationship and represents a strong simplification. It is 
possible to imagine several actors even on the data subject side of the relationship, 
for instance in cases where the object being located is linked to a group of people 
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(family, colleagues). It is however not practical to embed every possible combina-
tions of relationships. In return for these strong simplifications we gain applica-
bility. Furthermore, possible interplay between categories of other impacts makes 
it possible to – in total – capture more than what one type of impact may express. 
In relation to complexity, transparency is particularly important, cf. next section.

3.2.7 Transparency and accessibility
In section 3.2.3 we concluded that the autonomy of data subjects substantiates 
direct access to his or her personal location data. In our opinion, transparency is 
of outmost importance as basis of protection of any type of individual right, both 
regarding privacy protection and legal protection in general. 

Current legislation is to a large extent based on access requests from data sub-
jects.171 In addition, controllers have certain obligations to inform the data subject 
in predefined situations.172 Notwithstanding, most important is probably access 
rights enabling data subjects to attain insight on basis of their own inquisitiveness 
and with as low formal and practical thresholds as possible. Thus, direct access to 
personal location data for data subjects (without request) could in our view be 
important measure to strengthen the protection of individuals.173 

Direct access requires that information is available at all times and – ideally 
– that it is constantly updated. Thus, even for systems not having location as pur-
pose, they should be designed to automatically log location data in ways which 
are accessible to data subjects. Such logging functions should, in our view, be 
a privacy-by-design requirement. Among data with particular interest for each 
data subject, is of course personal location data, whether or not these data have 
been made available to others, as well as legal basis for disclosure.

In the proposed Data Protection Regulation Article 15 about the right to ac-
cess and to obtain data for the data subject, access rights are still based on request 
from the data subject. In our view, protection of individuals regarding personal 
location data gives grounds to consider going one step ahead and giving access 
without request by means of sufficiently secure log-on procedures. This is in line 

171 See, the Data Protection Directive, article 11.
172 See, the Data Protection Directive, article 10.
173 Open information regarding disclosure could not be expected if data are made available to 

the police. In cases where personal location data is accessed in the course of investigation of 
particularly serious crimes and access rights are limited, it should however be considered to 
introduce compensating measures. One aim could be to safeguard data quality and avoid that 
police base their actions on what could be incorrect or insufficient personal location data. Such 
safeguards are of critical importance for the legal protection of suspects. A possible measure 
could be to authorize access to publicly appointed secret representatives (lawyer) of suspects. 
The representative’s task could be to control that the quality of personal location data and other 
critical information of the case are sufficient.
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with the proposed provision in article 12 of the PDR concerning procedures and 
mechanisms for exercising the rights of data subjects:

“2. […] The information shall be given in writing and, where possible, the 
data controller may provide remote access to a secure system which would provide 
the data subject with direct access to their personal data.”(Italics added) 

Placed together with the referred art. 15 this probably implies that, on the 
condition of secure systems, direct access to personal location data would be al-
lowed, but will not be an obligation for the controllers. In our view, regarding 
personal location data, it should considered as a main rule to make direct access 
a right when these data could be made available on-line through existing systems.

Possible subcategories of transparency and their weight
Questions of transparency are of basic importance to every other issue of protec-
tion of the individual: Without relevant knowledge, data subjects have no basis to 
control legality and claim their rights. Transparency is also a very comprehensive 
issue and comprises transparency on the level both of information systems and 
of concrete personal location data connected to each individual. The multifactor 
nature of transparency questions makes it desirable to introduce more than one 
set of criteria, and below we suggest one set regarding the level of information 
systems and another set of criteria for the level of concrete personal location data.

System level:
1. Documentation of systems producing location-enabling services does not 

exist and information must be provided on a case-by-case basis. Suggested 
weight: 4.

2. Documentation of systems producing location-enabling services exists and 
is available on request on basis of payment or other accessibility hindrances. 
Suggested weight: 3.

3. Documentation of systems producing location-enabling services exists and is 
available without accessibility hindrances. Suggested weight: 2.

4. Documentation of systems producing location-enabling services exists and is 
publicly available/published. Suggested weight: 1.

Contents of documentation of systems producing location-enabling services 
should first and foremost be of technological and organizational nature; it should 
in other words e.g. describe how positioning and tracking functions works and 
specify types of actors involved and their role and relations, cf. section 3.2.6 
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(above).174 Other accessibility hindrances (cf. point 2 and 3) than payment may 
for instance be format requirements and requirements for authentication measu-
res which many people will have problems to satisfy.

Level of personal location data:
1. Documentation of personal data which are processed and produced in the 

course of location-enabling services does not exist and information must be 
provided on a case-by-case basis. Suggested weight: 4.

2. Documentation of personal data which are processed and produced in the 
course of location-enabling services exists and is available on request on basis 
of payment or other accessibility hindrances. Suggested weight: 3.

3. Documentation of personal data which are processed and produced in the 
course of location-enabling services exists and is available without accessibil-
ity hindrances. Suggested weight: 2.

4. Documentation of personal data which are processed and produced in the 
course of location-enabling services exists and is directly available for the em-
ployee in question. Suggested weight: 1.

The structure of this second set of criteria is built similar to the structure as for the 
systems level. Difference concern first and foremost subject of documentation.

3.2.8 Summarising possible subcategories and their weight
Our idea is that location-enabling technologies basically may be assessed on the 
basis of the seven sets of criteria specified in section 3.2.

                   Value of impact
Type

1 2 3 4

Sensitivity
Autonomy
Purpose
Minimality
Complexity
Transparency, systems
Transparency, personal 
data

Table 2 Suggestion of elements and weights in a basic impact assessment 
of location-enabling technology.

174 In general information similar to what is specified in Data Protection Directive art. 21 (3), cf. 
article 19 (1) (a) to (e).
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In order to demonstrate how individual rights impact assessment could be car-
ried out by means of the individual rights impact assessment model represented 
in the table above we will here describe aspects of a fleet management system and 
categorise pursuant to the criteria in section 3.2.2 – 3.2.7 (above). Conclusions 
regarding each aspect will be a value 1 – 4 where 4 indicates the most severe 
privacy challenges.

The fleet management system we will use as an example keeps track of com-
pany cars by means of a GPS-based system connected to the car. Rosters show 
which chauffeur that (most probably) is driving, and thus movements of the car 
would in most cases even show whereabouts of a specific employee. Our fleet 
management system is online and integrated with other personal management 
systems, including the wage payment system. Below, we continue the description 
of the system as we go through the seven types of impact with connected criteria.
• Sensitivity. In our system data from the GPS function is linked to data from a 

RFID based system which registers every time a suitcase containing medicine 
is removed from and put back into the car. The two systems are integrated and 
automatically produce reports where both types of data show. This descrip-
tion implies that assigned sensitivity value is 3.175

• Autonomy. Use of GPS and RFID functions is mandatory for employees, and 
assigned value regarding this aspect is consequently 4.176 

• Purpose. The purpose of the fleet management system is not to locate employ-
ees, but to perform effective management of the company. In order to achieve 
this purpose, location and tracking is necessary. Assigned value regarding this 
aspect is 3.177

• Minimality. The fleet management system is set up to carry out constant log-
ging of GPS data, but reports from the system only contain a selection of data. 
In order to have full reports, the employer has to ask for assistance from a 
processor with technical expertise who is running the system. Assigned value 
regarding this aspect is 1.178

• Complexity. In the fleet management system we consider, there are only one 
controller (the employer) who is assisted by one processor. Assigned value 
regarding this aspect is 2. 179

175 “PT-based services have functions which facilitate linking of personal location data to other 
personal data.”

176 “PT-based services are mandatory and actually unavoidable, e.g. pursuant to legal regulation.”
177 “PT-based services have localization as open and available function.”
178 “PT-based services have limitations regarding the amount of personal location data filed which 

the controller may not circumvent alone.”
179 “PT-based services where data subjects relate to one controller and (eventually) one processor.”
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• Transparency, system. In our system, no system documentation is available 
but information is given in each case on basis of request. Assigned value re-
garding this aspect is 4.180

• Transparency, personal data. Last, but not least, files containing personal data 
on each employee are directly available from a personal PDA which every em-
ployee have at his or her disposal.181 Assigned value regarding this aspect is 1.

Total picture. Results of this type of assessment range from 7 (easy concern) to 
28 (grave concern) and may function as a signal to decision-makers. Procedural 
rules may be attached to certain values; values between 7 and 13 may for instance 
follow normal procedure, while values between 14 and 28 follow a special proce-
dure with e.g. special requirements regarding participation and competences on 
the preparatory stage, decision-making level etc.

The fleet management system we imagined (above) has been assigned a total 
score of 18 (cf. the bullet points above). In other words, viewed from a privacy 
perspective; the system is assessed as representing more than averagely proble-
matic use of location-enabling technology.

Categorization and scores may of course be used to improve systems on basis 
of assessed impact. It may also be used to pursue a bundle of other purposes:
1. Categorise systems as basis of legal regulation; for instance by introducing 

stronger protection for systems with score above certain values.
2. Self-evaluation for controllers as part of the process of developing, adjusting 

or purchasing a location-enabling system.
3. Tool for policymakers which assist the process of mapping problem areas 

which should receive special attention.
4. Guidance to developers of commercial location-enabling systems and sup-

pliers of positioning and tracking based services for their choice of system/
service design.

5. Specify qualities of location-enabling systems as basis for information to data 
subjects, for instance in cases of his or her consent to process personal loca-
tion data.

6. Classification of systems by the police in order to give assistance for the selec-
tion and assessment of possible sources of evidence and other information in 
course of police work.

7. Classification of systems applied by the courts as basis of decisions regarding 
permission to the police to collect personal location data from specific posi-
tioning and tracking systems.

180 “Documentation of systems producing PT-based services does not exist and information must 
be provided on a case-by-case basis.”

181 “Documentation of personal data which are processed and produced in the course of PT-based 
services exists and is directly available for the employee in question.”
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The applications mentioned above as well as other uses may be relevant and fru-
itful. In section 3.3 we will return to application 7 on the list.

Of course the assessment model may be extended, both in terms of numbers 
of aspects and the number of criteria related to each aspect. It is however impor-
tant that such models balance between needs of accurate description of problems 
on the one side and practicality on the other. A much extended model may lead 
to little use, and a too limited model reduces the fruitfulness and effectiveness of 
the tool.

3.3 Elements of assessments of particular relevance to 
processing by the police

3.3.1 Introduction
The impacts which were discussed in section 3.2 are of basic nature and designed 
to be applied on all location-enabling systems and services regardless of sector 
and situation. Emphasis was put on privacy protection aspects. In this section 
we will add certain impacts which we have identified as particularly important 
for police processing of personal location data as part of investigation and other 
police work which represents exercise of public authority over citizens or which 
has direct influence on such authority. Intelligence and other preventive work 
are important examples of work which may imply direct influence on exercise of 
authority; even when open sources are used.

We have only selected three elements with particular relevance to processing 
by the police. The relevance of the first element, lawfulness, is of course not limi-
ted to the police and is for instance one of the basic principles of privacy. Thus 
we could have chosen to discuss it in section 3.2 or both in 3.2 and this section. 
General questions of lawfulness of the processing of personal location data are 
in our view rather obvious and comparatively simpler than when processing is 
carried out in the police. Thus, we have chosen to limit the discussion to the last 
mentioned situations. The element contradiction (see section 3.3.4) is also rele-
vant to privacy protection, but is not formulated as independent data protection 
principle. Ability to contradict may however be seen as the objective of central 
elements of privacy and data protection legislation in particular transparency and 
access rights. (The third element, regarding extent and type of police power (sec-
tion3.3.3), is not closely related to any privacy principle.)
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3.3.2 Lawfulness
Fairly and lawfully processing of personal data is a basic requirement in both the 
Data Protection Directive and the European Convention on Data Protection.182 
More importantly, article 8 of the ECHR on “Right to respect for private and fam-
ily life”, state in paragraph 2 that ”[t]here shall be no interference by a public au-
thority with the exercise of [the right to respect for private and family life] except 
such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in 
the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the 
country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or 
morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.” (Italics added)

Here we will limit discussions to questions of lawfulness and refrain from 
going into discussions of criteria like “interference” and “necessary in a demo-
cratic society”. In the context of location-enabling technology and processing of 
personal location data, our simple point is that the police always need to consider 
i) if access to such data represents an infringement of the right guaranteed by 
ECHR article 8 (1) and ii) if this is the case, if the police have sufficient legal basis 
to collect these data and further process them.

An individual rights impact assessment as described in section 3.1 (above) 
should investigate if individual rights could be endangered because there are do-
ubts regarding lawfulness of police access to such data. An impact assessment 
model should assist police and courts in their evaluation of lawfulness. Like in 
section 3.2, the criteria of the model do not lead directly to conclusions; it rather 
indicates level of attention and helps to distinguish between (relatively) expecta-
bly easy and hard cases.

We will suggest that lawfulness of police access to and processing of personal 
location data should be assessed according to two aspects:
1. Existence of legal basis and the authority of these sources, and
2. communicative qualities of legal sources and appurtenant legal information.

These criteria are close to criteria developed in case-law of the ECtHR,183 but we 
underline that our approach represent a much more simple line of action only 
designed to lead up to in-depth evaluation of legal questions affined to ECHR 
article 8. The criteria could also be seen as an extension of transparency aspects 
discussed in section 3.2.7 (above).

Regarding the first aspect, we will suggest the following set of criteria:
1. Police access to and processing of personal location data is not regulated by 

any legal source. Suggested weight: 10.

182 Cf. art 6(1)(a) respectively art. 5(a).
183 Van der Hilst 2013 discusses ECtHR case law regarding geolocation, see page 173 – 279.
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2. Police access to and processing of personal location data is only regulated by 
internal guidelines and standard operating police routines. Suggested weight: 6.

3. Police access to and processing of personal location data is only regulated by 
general law. Suggested weight: 3.

4. Police access to and processing of personal location data is regulated by spe-
cialised law which directly addresses questions of personal location data. 
Suggested weight: 1.

In order to better identify assumed easy and grave cases, our suggested weights 
are defined over a broader scale compared to those in section 3.2. Thus, here the 
range is between 1 and 10, while in section 3.2 the range was between 1 and 4. 
With “regulate” we both refer to legislation and case-law where a clear opinion is 
expressed regarding applicable law.

The second aspect regarding communicative qualities of legal sources and 
appurtenant legal information, seem to presuppose the existence of a legal basis, 
and thus logically situation 1 above will not be applicable. However, if these situa-
tions are not part of assessment of quality of sources, they will receive a mislead-
ing low total score. We have therefore included a criteria suited to comprise even 
these situations. 
1. Police access to and processing of personal location data is not regulated by any 

legal source (and no information of lawfulness exists) Suggested weight: 10.
2. Legal sources are the only source of information regarding police access to per-

sonal location data and further processing of such data. Suggested weight: 6.
3. Legal information regarding police access to personal location data and 

further processing of such data exists and is available on request. Suggested 
weight: 3.

4. Legal information regarding police access to personal location data and 
further processing of such data exists and is publically available (without re-
quest). Suggested weight: 1.

The criteria above are built on a distinction between legal sources and legal infor-
mation. By “legal sources” we mean the authentic texts and “legal information”; 
the term refers to information based on legal sources in order to identify and 
explain legal rules derived from these sources.

Suggested weights of each criterion produce marked differences between 
them. The effect will be that cases of collection and further processing of personal 
location data without basis in legal sources or only regulated in police’ internal 
guidelines, and with no available legal information regarding this issue, will re-
ceive score between 12 and 20. High scores will be a signal of needs of very careful 
legal considerations by the police, courts, privacy advocates and others.
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3.3.3 Extent and type of police power
In D1 and D2 report, section 5.8 we raised questions concerning the extent and 
type of police power and suggested four subcategories which we will apply here. 
It may in our view be reasonable to identify subgroups of people according to the 
degree and type of exposure to police interest and power. The large bulk of people 
will not be exposed, because in most cases police will only have access to data 
from a limited time period, geographical area, service provider etc. 

Here, we will suggest the following four criteria:
1. Police access to personal location data and further processing of such data is 

carried out in the course of execution of direct police power (investigation, 
arrest etc.). Suggested weight: 10.

2. Police access to personal location data and further processing of such data is 
carried out in the course of surveillance and control (police intelligence work 
etc.). Suggested weight: 6.

3. Police has access to personal location data, but without using it. Suggested 
weight: 3.

4. Police access to personal location data and further processing of such data is 
limited to the aim of protecting and safeguarding these people.184 Suggested 
weight: 1.

It is natural to assume that special guarantees should be offered to people in every 
of these four categories. Needs of protection are however very different in situa-
tion 1 and 2 compared to situation 3 and in particular situation 4. In the latter 
situations, the main requirement is that police respect the strong limitations con-
nected to their processing; while in the two first situations processing could be 
extensive and possibly with very direct and severe consequences for individuals.

We assume it may be very practical that police process personal location data 
both in the course of e.g. surveillance and investigation, cf. categories 2 and 1. In 
such cases assessments should be made on basis of the sum of each criteria, i.e. 
total weight = 16.

3.3.4 Contradiction
The adversarial principle is fundamental in criminal procedure and should thus 
be emphasised when access to and further processing of personal location data by 
the police is considered (by the police, courts, privacy advocates etc.). This prin-
ciple may be entrance to many sub-problems but here we will limit ourselves to 
questions of finding alternative sources which could shed light on the same facts 
which personal location data is applied to prove/document. The more police may 

184 For instance to protect children, senile and other mentally handicapped people.
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be said to be in the position of a “information monopoly”, the more careful and 
critical the police and courts should be regarding police procedures, assessment 
of possible sources of error, data quality etc.

The more difficult it is to understand the technological aspects of processing, 
the stronger considerations should be of possible dangers of deficient possibilities 
to contradict. Such considerations are especially well-founded in situations where 
technometric techniques are applied, i.e. in situations where assumptions of a certain 
individual’s movements are based on location of objects connected to this person.185 

We suggest the following criteria as basis to access the contradiction aspect:
1. There is only one known and available technologically based source of data 

that could shed light on locations of individuals in the case at hand. Suggested 
weight: 10.

2. There are several known and available technologically based sources of data 
that could shed light on locations of individuals in the case at hand, but these 
takes special expertise to access and interpret. Suggested weight: 6.

3. There are several known and available technologically based sources of data 
that could shed light on locations of individuals in the case at hand which 
expectedly could be accessed and interpreted without special expertise. 
Suggested weight: 3.

4. There are several known and available sources (technological and other) 
of data that could shed light on locations of individuals in the case at hand 
which expectedly could be accessed and interpreted without special expertise. 
Suggested weight: 1.

By “individuals” we refer to data subjects receiving special attention by the police 
as suspect, witness or in similar roles which actualise needs of legal protection. A 
source may be considered available if there are no insuperable formal or practi-
cal/technical obstacles.

The first alternative will easily be apprehended by the data subject as a “black 
box experience”, i.e. a situation where input and output may be observed and 
understood but with no possibility to understand the encapsulated technological 
processes without help from experts. In such situations it should be expected that 
it will be hard for the data subject to contradict, i.e. produce an alternative under-
standing of location data produced by a technical system. The possibility to for 
data subjects to contradict is better in situations 2 to 4 (above), because here there 
are several alternative sources of location data which may be compared. The dif-
ference between situations 2 to 4 relates first and foremost to the level of expertise 
required and the type of data source.186

185 See D1, section 3.3. Even establishment of location based on biometric technology have 
uncertainties that should be taken very seriously.

186 “Other” source of data may for instance refer to a witness, a finger print etc.
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3.4 Summarising subcategories in section 3.3 and total picture

In this chapter, we have suggested aspects and conditions in an individual rights 
impact assessment performed in two stages; one basic/general stage and one stage 
linked to processing by the police and the judiciary. This assessment model does 
not lead directly to conclusions but is meant to represent a systematic approach 
which both safeguard that main aspects are considered and that indications are 
given regarding the degree of controversy and difficulty, as seen from the per-
spective of privacy and other individual protection.

The approach we suggest is a system where results from the general assess-
ments of positioning and tracking technology and personal location data are 
summed up and classified in one of four categories with connected weights:
1. General assessment of positioning and tracking technology and personal lo-

cation data are summed up to be 23 – 28. Suggested weight: 10.
2. General assessment of positioning and tracking technology and personal lo-

cation data are summed up to be 18 – 23. Suggested weight: 6.
3. General assessment of positioning and tracking technology and personal lo-

cation data are summed up to be 12 – 17. Suggested weight: 3.
4. General assessment of positioning and tracking technology and personal lo-

cation data are summed up to be 7 – 11. Suggested weight: 1.

Our idea is that location-enabling technologies may be evaluated on basis of the 
seven sets of general criteria specified in section 3.2 summed up in one weight, 
plus the weights from assessments in this section (3.3). Application of this ap-
proach on the imagined fleet management system presented in section 3.2.8 is 
illustrated in Table 3 (below):

                                          Value of impact
Type

1 3 6 10

General assessment 6
Lawfulness, legal basis 1
Lawfulness, information 6
Police power 10
Contradiction 3
Sum

Table 3 Suggestion of elements and weights in a total impact assessment 
of location-enabling technology.
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The score of the imagined fleet management system was 18, something which 
implies that value 6 is assigned in the first row in the table above.187 The three next 
aspects refer to possible police use of personal location data from this fleet mana-
gement system: If we assume that the lawfulness of police access to data in the fle-
et management system (and thus considered by the legislator), this will pursuant 
to the criteria in section 3.3.2 (above) result in weight = 1. Lack of information 
regarding contents of relevant legislation would however result in the weight = 6. 
When processing is conducted as part of police investigation, this yields weight = 
10 (police power), and since there are other easily available sources (e.g. private 
mobile phone of the employee), the score regarding contradiction is 3. Regarding 
our example, this gives a total score of 26 which is above average possible score 
(highest score: 40, lowest: 4).

Again, results of this type of assessment (here ranging from a minimum of 
6 to a maximum of 60) may function as a signal to decision-makers, and proce-
dural rules may be attached to certain values. Values between 6 and 18 may for 
instance follow normal procedure, while values between 19 and 100 may follow 
a special procedure with e.g. special requirements regarding participation and 
competences on the preparatory stage, decision-making level etc.

Ratings as suggested may also be linked to the sentencing framework, for 
instance implying that application by the police of a certain location-enabling 
technology could not have a higher score than 10 if the maximum penalty of 
investigated crimes is less than a certain number of years (e.g. 3 years of im-
prisonment). It follows that location-based investigation measures giving high 
scores (e.g. more than 19) could be reserved for particularly serious crimes. In 
Table 4 (below) we have exemplified how links between individual rights impact 
assessment (IRIA) score and sentencing framework could be.

IRIA score Sentencing framework
37 – 100 More than 10 years imprisonment
19 – 36 Minimum 10 years imprisonment
 6 – 18 Maximum 3 years imprisonment

Table 4 Example of guiding links between assumed infringed use by the police of 
location-enabling technology and sentencing framework.

Here, for purposes of illustration, we have chosen to set limits for police investiga-
tion by means of location-enabling means according to three categories. For the 
group of less serious crimes, investigation by means of location-enabling techno-
logy could for instance not exceed a score of 18; for more serious crimes the limit 
could be set higher (36 in our example), and for the most serious crimes there 

187 Cf. the shaded frame above point 2, where values 18 – 23 are assigned the weight 6.
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could be no limit (pursuant to the scoring system 100 is maximum). The scores 
give a picture of degree of infringement of privacy of people being subject to such 
investigation methods, and the thought behind this approach is that it should 
be proportionality between such infringements and the sentencing framework 
for the crimes investigated. Important grounds for such a proportionality requi-
rement is i) that it is in principle always a chance that persons investigated are 
innocent (cf. presumption of innocence), and ii) there are always a chance that 
the privacy of people outside suspicion will be infringed when location-enabling 
technology is used (family, friends, colleagues etc.).

It is neither desirable nor realistic to strictly follow an approach based on a 
formal system of scores and categories of crimes etc. Our intention is that e.g. 
police and courts may use such approaches as guideline, rather than a rule. In 
case a court will allow use of investigation methods yielding high IRIA score (i.e. 
with high degree of privacy infringement) even though investigated crime is not 
very serious, the function could for instance be that a thorough substantiation is 
required, plus extra safeguards etc. 

Of course, this is not about mathematics but rather evaluation based on fair-
ness and morality in a wide sense. Notwithstanding this, we believe such more 
formal approaches could be helpful to structure and communicate relevant pro-
blems and to identify and highlight critical points of complex decision-making 
situations. In busy work situations, one risk is of course that a formal approach 
limits discussions. However, we assume that without formalised criteria inclu-
ding assignment of weights etc., chances are high that important elements will 
be neglected.
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4 Concluding insights and remarks
From the start, WP7 of the Respect project was very much directed towards cer-
tain types of technologies (GSM, Wi-Fi/WLAN, GPS and RFID) and the ability 
to locate and track people by means of wireless and mobile devices. One impor-
tant insight from the project has been that a variety of other technologies may 
also be used to locate and track. Thus, both in the perspective of the police and 
of citizens, the crucial point is not technological particularities, but the location 
and tracking function that technology may perform, regardless how they may be 
classified according to technological criteria.

We are not saying that technological distinctions are unimportant, but instead 
that they are first and foremost important when individual cases are scrutini-
sed: On a principle level, the main question is whether or not privacy protection 
should limit police use of means which make it possible to follow whereabouts of 
suspects and other interesting subjects and objects. On this stage, technical how-
questions are less important. In the next stage, technological features and charac-
teristics are important in every concrete individual case, in particular regarding 
assessment of forensic qualities of available methods. Certain technologies may 
for instance be exposed to more sources of uncertainties and errors than others, 
and it may not be serviceable to apply a method if resulting data will not meet 
evidential requirements.188

The choice between an orientation towards technology versus the functions 
that technologies perform is mirrored in the choice of regulatory response. Our 
overview of relevant initiatives of the EU Commission189 showed how special gui-
delines etc. have been developed regarding RFID and smart devices, i.e. with a 
technological orientation. Legislation, on the other hand, is held technological 
neutral applying utterly abstract, vague and discretionary language where tech-
nological features and conditions are hard to discover. It is of course a possible 
line of action to combine such technology neutral legislation with other docu-
ments explaining how technological particularities should be connected to the 
general and abstract legal rules. If so, it should be expected that all types of tech-
nology applicable for the location of people would be explained in similar ways 
as RFID and smart devices. 

Today, the relation between privacy protection and all types of location-enab-
ling technology is not explained (as in the case of RFID and smart devices), and 
given the rather large number of relevant technologies190 we are very doubtful as 
to if such a strategy should be selected for every type of technology. Rather, it co-

188 Even methods giving unreliable results may however be found useful for internal police work, 
i.e. without data being used as evidence before the court, see Deliverable 1 and 2, section 5.3.

189 Cf. section 2.1 and 2.2.
190 Cf. our general technology model in Figure 1.
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uld be serviceable to develop rules and/or guidelines which establish and discuss 
how important legal questions connected to general legal instruments should be 
solved in the case of localization and tracking of people. Many of the uncertain-
ties and interpretations problems discussed on section 2.3 could in other words 
be solved or at least reduced, by making more detailed statements about how the 
general legislation should be understood in the case of localization and tracking 
– and regardless of the technology applied.

Our technological study191 showed how various technologies and devices may 
be applied to determine location of devices and thus of connected individuals. On 
basis of current stage of technological development, we have given examples of 
how several services/devices may continuously map peoples whereabouts,192 and 
we argue that it is very likely that in the future personal location data will be part 
of still more services.

Even though personal location only occasionally will come under the special 
categories of data reckoned as sensitive under a stricter legal regime, we have 
argued that such data should receive special regulatory attention due to the fact 
that i) they may be directly sensitive; ii) personal location data may easily become 
sensitive in combination with other data, and iii) the comprehensive and increas-
ing collection of such data in civil society require special privacy consideration 
because of its omnipresence and potentials of revealing very many central as-
pects of the life of each individual. We have noticed that the draft Data Protection 
Regulation contains certain new special elements safeguarding location data,193 
and believe this line of action should be extended and enforced.

Personal location data are produced everywhere in civil society and constitute 
a huge potential as a source for the police, both regarding investigation and in-
telligence. We have not considered the extent and means of access by the police. 
However we have pointed out that the current situation with common regulation 
pursuant to the Data Protection Directive of personal location data in most parts 
of civil society, combined with the absence of common rules when such data are 
collected by the police and thereby fall under national criminal procedural regi-
mes, should be seen as a problem. Although we have not investigated the degree 
of protection under various national criminal procedure legal regimes, we take it 
that standards of legal protection vary. We also take for granted that in the fore-
seeable future, common criminal procedural rules in EU are not realistic. Thus, 
to the extent that better protection of personal location data is desired within the 
realm of national legislation, it will be necessary to regulate these data as part of 

191 Cf. Deliverable 1 and 2, chapter 4.
192 See section 3.2.5 (above).
193 See section 3.2.2 (above).
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the general data protection laws.194 Our argument is that because personal loca-
tion data flow from civil society to the domain of police and judiciary, general 
regulation of such data may even have effect in domains governed by national 
rules. Questions of autonomy of data subjects, data retention, quality and trans-
parency are probably among the issues which could be regulated on the EU level 
with important indirect effects on the extent and ways personal location data may 
be processed by national police, courts etc.

Regardless of the nature of future legal regulation, considerations of the need 
for protection of individuals associated with location-enabling technology will 
always be complex and difficult. Types of situations where personal location data 
play an important role are so many and manifold that it will be impossible to 
provide fixed provisions with universally unambiguous meaning to determine 
conclusions. Thus, we believe a scheme for individual rights impact assessment 
(IRIA) may be an adequate and necessary tool to assist the discretion of control-
lers, investigation leaders, judges etc. There are many ways of shaping and using 
such a scheme, and in chapter 3 of this report we have shown some of the pos-
sibilities. Of course to be efficient, in practical life, such tools must be ICT-based.

We have also suggested the development of apps as a measure to support pro-
tection of individuals and their personal location data.195 This could be carried 
out according to several models, for instance as standard elements in every app 
where location data are processed, or as an independent app which only func-
tions to assist people in their consideration of questions regarding location data 
and privacy. Further description and requirement specification falls outside the 
scope of this project.

194 That is the Data Protection Directive, eventually the draft Data Protection Regulation and the 
draft Directive regarding data protection within the police, judiciary etc.

195 See section 2.3.10.
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• Inquiry directed to Internet service providers operating in the national 
marked of each country (“ISP inquiry”)
• Austria: replies from 2 Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
• Bulgaria: replies from 6 ISPs
• Germany: reply from 1 ISP
• Italy: replies from 3 ISPs
• Norway: reply from 1 ISP
• Romania: reply from 1 ISP
• Slovakia: reply from 1 ISP
• Slovenia: replies from 3 ISPs

• Reports from document studies in government dossiers etc. in each country 
(“document study”).

• Reports from Austria, Bulgaria, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, Slovakia 
and Slovenia.

• Interpol inquiry

Replies from 12 European countries, 2 North American countries, 6 countries of 
the Middle East and North Africa, 3 Asian countries, 2 West African countries, 
6 East African countries, 2 South American countries, and 4 Central American 
countries.

196 Two central authorities gave their reply.
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